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ABSTRACT 
This thesis aims to investigate the relationship between poverty and its gender 
dimensions. I argue that unequal gender assumptions and relations permeate in the 
process of economic development, the operation of job market, state policy design 
and its implementation. Also industrialization and economic growth in the past few 
decades did not aUer women's status in Hong Kong. Rather, industrial capitalism 
actively utilized the familial and matemal roles of women to exploit their wages and 
undercut their bargaining power. Women's subordination is in fact integral to the 
process of development because the later continually reproduces the unequal gender 
relations in the society. I also argue that social welfare system in Hong Kong has 
problem of lacking a concept of citizenship. The state complements economic 
development through social welfare spending that reduces the cost of reproducing 
labor and hence augments capital accumulation in the private sector. Productivity 
becomes the organizing principle in the design and provision of social welfare. 
Social groups, whose productivity unrecognized, are excluded from welfare provision. 
In this context, impoverished single mothers find it very difficult to get adequate 
services from the government. They also face gender-specific difficulties in 
applying for government assistance, in finding housing and in getting childcare 
services. Social welfare system that ignores women's needs traps women in 
deprivation and reinforces their subordinate status in both the private and public 
spheres. In the second part of analysis, I use concepts of powertoowledge inspired 
by Michel Foucault's works to investigate the welfare cut and related discourse in 
1999, and some intellectual works on social welfare in Hong Kong. I argue that 
social discourse and knowledge production are always intertwined with dominant 
political and social arrangements. Knowledge does not stand as "Truths" in the 
i 
society and does not exist out of reach from political power, hi reality, knowledge 
and discourse constitute the social subjectivities of people, directly influencing their 
perceptions on the role of government, welfare provision and social problems. In a 
dominant social discourse that is oblivious to general social inequalities, problem of 
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Women and Poverty in Hong Kong 
The economic situation ofHong Kong worsened after the turnover of sovereignty 
in 1997 when region-wide financial crisis in Asia weakened the power of investment 
capital that had been supporting the bubble economy of speculation. Thereafter, high 
unemployment rates and unprecedented deflation figures came to shock the population. 
Economic recession landed on the territory. Hong Kong citizens were called to "walk 
through the difficulty together" when an increasing number of big and still-profiting 
companies started massive lay-offs and^or wage cuts. 
The problem ofpoverty emerged as a big headache for the Special Administrative 
Region (SAR) government. The problem aroused noticeable attention when the number 
of welfare recipients sharply increased after the onset of economic recession. Different 
social researches revealed startling figures regarding poverty in Hong Kong, raging the 
challenge that consistent economic growth did not bring about a more equitable 
distribution ofwealth among social classes. In 1998, the number of poor individuals with 
monthly income lower than $5,000 was estimated at a staggering six hundred thousand, a 
figure that stunned the whole d t y : Yet even after the release of these facts, the 
government did not pay much attention to the issue of income polarization between 
1 In a study conducted by Hong Kong Social Security Society (1996), it was estimated that there were 
850,000 people Uving in poverty. Wong and Choi (1996) also estimated that around 640,000 people live 
in poverty. Another study by MacPherson and Lo (1997) of the City University of Hong Kong estimated 
that 600,000 people were living in poverty. From the different studies, it can be estimated that around 
600,000 people, almost ten per cent of the total population, were living in poverty. This is a very serious 
problem considering that even in China, a soK:alled developing country, the poor made up only five per 
centofthepopulation. 
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classes, and it was believed that economic restructuring would necessarily bring about 
pain and sacrifice. 
Institutional neglect of this issue drove me to look at the problem of poverty in 
Hong Kong. My research interests on gender and related analysis led me further to 
investigate an inherent but seriously forgotten dimension of the whole issue - the 
feminization of poverty. The discovery happened not only because of my own gender 
sensitivity, but rather because ofthe difficulties I encountered in finding male informants 
for my fieldwork involving interviews with welfare recipients. At first, I thought I was 
just not lucky enough to run into them. I gradually found out that this was not accidental 
� it is a painstaking reality that most abjectly poor individuals who were ultimately 
forced to seek state provision in our society were women. This finding was verified 
when three large non-govemmental organizations OSfGOs) launched a study on how the 
lives ofComprehensive Social Security Assistance (CSSA) recipients worsened after the 
security cut in 1999. They could find no more than 15 percent male informants despite 
their well-established and extensive network with the social work institutions.^ I finally 
focused my research on women and poverty because of the mounting evidence on the 
ways women were increasingly driven to and consistently kept in deprivation and how 
such mechanisms have gone beyond a transient process into a social reality. In other 
words, the feminization ofpoverty in Hong Kong should not be regarded as anything new 
but something that has been firmly established. The issue of gender is intimately related 
to the class analysis of poverty. 
2 This important study is a cooperation between Hong Kong Catholic Justice and Peace Organization, Hong 
Kong Catholic Labor Issue Association and Hong Kong Catholic Federation of Tertiary Institution. 2000 
MayXivmg Situation ofHouseholds on Combined Social Security Assistance Scheme: Survey Report and 
Reference Information. 
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Poor Wompfi! Where and Who are they? 
It was always in the same noisy fast food shop that I interviewed these poor 
women who were confident and diligent workers 10 years ago. I was not able to go to 
their residences because of various reasons: they shared flat with others, their homes were 
too small, or they did not want their family members to know about our interviews. They 
did not want to be interviewed in public parks for fear of their neighbors overhearing our 
conversations, nor could they afford better restaurants. The fast food shop became a nice 
venue because it was noisy enough and we could stay there for three hours without 
ordering anything. I started my research several months after the welfare cut in 1999, 
when social skepticism and hatred towards the poor prevails in public opinion. It was 
also the period when almost everyone reached the consensus that the poor on public 
assistance were those greedy and lazy people who cheated government's money. For the 
informants I tried to get a hold of, being poor is not simply about impoverished living 
conditions. Poverty gains new meanings when Hong Kong enters the new millennium. 
Being poor is about hiding oneself from others. Being poor is about having no dignity in 
this society because others would suspect that you are a welfare recipient and associate 
you with a range of negative stereotypes. And ultimately being poor means having no 
rights, political, economic, or social - even rights of mere public presence because the 
power of"gaze" is everywhere. 
My impoverished informants wanted to remain invisible inside the noisy crowd 
but the public still constantly looked down upon them. Although they had contributed 
enormously to the society, their efforts were buried and their contributions forgotten. 
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Mei Ling was a women worker before. In the last 10 years she has been constantly 
drawn in but also driven out of the job market. Her savings from the past was depleted 
no matter how thriftily she tried to live. Approaching fifty, Mei Ling could not find any 
job in the market. She told me that she could not even find sweeping floor work because 
cleaning amahs nowadays are only in their mid thirties. A lot of women ex-workers were 
like Mei Ling，who witnessed and, in fact, made possible the miracle ofHong Kong when 
they were young. During the 90s when the factories were gone, they strived to be 
financially independent by engaging in part-time or short-term employment and cutting 
all kinds of expenditures. However when Hong Kong gradually develops into a world-
class cosmopolitan where living costs keep on rising while remunerations for lower-tier 
jobs keep falling, many of them see no hope of ever getting out ofpoverty. 
Through the introduction of an NGO, I interviewed Siu Lan，a single mother on 
welfare assistance, in her 80-square-feet flat in Tsuen Wan. She lived there with two 
children and her neighbors constantly threw rubbish inside their flat for unknown reasons. 
We speculated that her neighbors might know that she had no husband for protection, or 
they might know that she was a welfare recipient. Siu Lan was seriously ill before my 
interview but she could not get any childcare services from the government because "she 
did not have any cancer," according to a staff in the Social Welfare Department. Because 
of the illness and her responsibility of taking care of her two children, Siu Lan could 
hardly fmd any job. The government, in the last evaluation report of the CSSA, however, 
accused welfare recipients of laziness and suggested that they be required to do volunteer 
work in exchange for receiving the grants. If being poor in Hong Kong is something to 
be shameful of, being a poor single mother is a double jeopardy because her production at 
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home and contributions to the society is never recognized. In fact the development of 
Hong Kong into an international cosmopolitan did not bring about a thorough 
transformation of gender relations in our society. Women continue to be discriminated in 
the workplace and women's work is constantly assigned a lower value when compared to 
men's. 
Research Purpose and Questions 
This study firmly rejects any individualist explanations for poverty that ignore 
societal and institutional factors and reduces it to a personal problem. This study aims to 
demystify the "common-sense" belief that poverty should largely be condemned as a 
personal failure or as resulting from what conservative academics theorized as a 
dependency culture shared by the underclass (Murrayl984).^ Concerning the 
feminization of poverty, many would appeal to the explanations that women are less 
educated or that their limited social networks offer insufficient opportunities and 
assistance. My findings, however, demonstrate that it is the structural and institutional 
factors that deprive these women, irrespective of their education backgrounds and social 
networks. Throughout this study, I maintain that the problem of women and poverty 
must be understood within the contexts of a capitalist society and patriarchal social 
structure. 
The central aim of this research is to use in-depth interviews as a research 
technique to see how impoverished women's lives are always related to and constituted 
3 Conservatives like Murray believed that the underclass has their own culture and family structure, that 
they lack work ethics, mainstream family values and sense of citizen responsibiUty. Following this 
ideology, conservatives suggested that members of the underclass would have more incentives to work 
without governmental assistance. They believed that these underclass people, especiaUy the lone mothers, 
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by the relations and assumptions of gender. I sought to understand the extent to which 
gender assumptions and patriarchal family ideology influence the institutions ofwork and 
the social welfare system. Especially since most of these women were former industrial 
workers who earned more than their male counterparts at the time of industrial boom, I 
was eager to know what kinds of social mechanisms operate to make their lives more 
destitute after de-industrialization. In chapter three, I borrow a lot of insights from the 
scholarship of women and development. Feminist scholarship has raised a central thesis 
that the oppression of women is indeed integral to the process of economic development. 
I utilize this understanding to articulate how capitalist development cooperates with 
patriarchy to bring about women's subjugation to poverty in Hong Kong society. 
In chapter four, I bring into question the role of the state in economic 
development and welfare development of Hong Kong. I also ask how gender 
assumptions penetrate into welfare policies in a way that consciously or unconsciously 
traps women in poverty. The theoretical discussion of feminism and welfare in this 
chapter has inspired me to theorize that the government always acts in the form of public 
patriarchy, reinforcing the familial system and gender division oflabor in society. 
Underlying the whole framework of the study is a Marxist analysis of political 
economy from whose tenets I borrowed important concepts in capitalist development and 
production, division of labor, reproduction of labor and the role of the state in economic 
processes. The approaches of Marxist political economy is insightful for me to re-
conceptualize a number of existing taken-for-granted concepts such as economic 
restructuring, minimum government and the movement of capital, concepts that are 
would increase if the government did not stop subsidizing them. Therefore the government should cut 
weUare so that they would have more incentive to work. 
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inherently tied to issues of women and poverty. However, most of these concepts are 
derived from a class analytical tradition. Feminist perspectives enable me to combine the 
Marxist analysis with feminist understanding to explicate the complicated question of 
women and poverty. For example many have written on the developmental path ofHong 
Kong but few has attempted to see how gender assumptions are in fact heavily embedded 
in the development ofHong Kong within the global economy, a process in which women 
are incorporated into the global production line as workers rather different from men. 
My study does not eliminate the important analytical category of class, which in fact runs 
throughout my paper. What I have added is the gender category to confirm that power 
relations at work are based as much on class as on gender. 
My research reveals that gender constructions do not only take place in the 
traditional sphere of the family, but also prevail in capitalist market and state policies. 
They are further reinforced in the institution of work and in the process of state policy 
implementation. Moreover, gender category is formative of the existing power relations 
and heavily implicated in them. In other words, gender constitutes to and is constituted 
by power configurations in other social relations. 
Another more fundamental aspect of my research is the study of power that 
subordinates the poor. In early chapters, I look at the notion of power from a structural 
and institutional perspective. In chapter five and six, I attempt to put the analysis in a 
post-structuralist way of re-seeing the notion and relation power. Instead of merely 
asking what the effects of structural or institutional designs are, I ask a more basic 
question about what kind of knowledge and discursive constructions have constituted the 
specific historical forms of structure and institutions in our society. The research method 
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of discourse analysis is rather different. In order to show the political linkage between 
discourse and power relations, I focused on the mainstream discourse on social welfare in 
Hong Kong, produced by the media. The data collection process started in late 1998 and 
ensued until the beginning of 2000. In this year and a half, I mainly focused on the event 
of welfare cut in June 1999. I looked at how the issues were reported and interpreted on 
various newspapers. I analyzed how public discourse concerning welfare, state 
responsibility and workers' rights were understood and represented in these writings and 
discussion. 
Apart from public media discussion, I looked into government documents and 
intellectual work on welfare and citizen rights piKSWD 1998, Commission on Strategic 
Development 2000, Chou 1994, 1997 and 1998). I wanted to see how the official 
reasoning acquired legitimacy and popularity in the process of discursivity. These were 
important data overlooked by many poverty researchers. Yet the formation of these 
everyday life social discourses not only impacts profoundly on the social subjectivities of 
the poor women — it permeates into the counseling processes of social workers and 
penetrates deeply into structural institutional forces that shape these woman's lives. And 
in this way I hope to present a new understanding towards the question of poverty in 
Hong Kong, and the invisibility of women in the problem. 
Bescarch Methodology 
The main concern of this research is to explore, on the one hand, how unequal 
gender power relation is embedded in the problem of poverty and, on the other hand, how 
gender assumptions are implicated in the development of international political economy, 
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the principles of state policies, and the discursive construction of our knowledge and 
society. In this research, I have adopted a feminist approach that emphasizes poor 
women's experience - that of subordination in the job market, that in depending on state 
welfare and that of invisibility in the society at large. My informants came from two 
groups, former women workers and single mothers, and were sought through different 
channels. I knew most of the former women workers from the Hong Kong Women 
Workers Association (HKWWA) where I participated for five months in a book project 
on women workers and social problems. In different discussion sessions of the project, I 
used participant observation to understand how women workers made sense of their own 
current situation and the problem of poverty in Hong Kong. In chapter five ofthis thesis, 
I discuss in details my observation of their discussions. The fieldwork in HKWWA was 
valuable because I was able to understand how a researcher should articulate his/her 
informants' stories within specific social contexts instead of directly and superficially 
copying their wordings. It was also an important field site experience where I could 
understand my informants as active subjects collectively articulating difficulties of their 
own and of other social groups. Later, I was introduced to some of my informants in the 
single mothers group through another NGO, the Kwan Fook Women's Rights 
Association (KFWRA) for battered woman and friends from the Young Women 
Christian Council (YWCA). And through the snowball effect, I came to know more of 
their friends and had the chance to enter in dialogue with them. I used in-depth 
interviews with the two groups of women mentioned above, and tried to build a trustful 
and friendly relationship with each of them. All interviews were free flowing, mostly 
attending to the informants' main concerns. Only a few interviews were taped, as I 
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considered taping a potential threat for my informants and an obstacle to their sharing 
with me their emotional problems, which actually were closely related to their social and 
economic difficulties. 
Altogether there were fourteen women that I had in-depth interviews with. Five 
of them belonged to both groups, being simultaneously former woman workers and 
single mothers. Eleven of them were CSSA recipients. The remaining three were still 
struggling to support themselves with different part-time positions and some savings 
from the past. Ten of these women were active workers in the 1970s and 1980s and most 
ofthem in textile manufacturing factories. Among these ten women, three were in more 
superior positions in the peak of their careers, such as the line leaders that supervised the 
workers and designer of factories. Among the fourteen women, three were new 
immigrants.^ Seven of them were single mothers and all single mothers had to depend on 
welfare grants for support. Among the former women workers who were not single 
mothers, four of them were married and three of them were never married. All of my 
informants came from working class background except one woman who was a middle 
class housewife before she became a poor single mother. Almost all ofthem had worked 
throughout their lives and their working life-curve was broken more because ofeconomic 
restructuring than because of marriage. Some of these women were friends ofeach other 
and some of them hated the others a lot. Especially in the event of welfare cut, local 
women in poverty constantly accused the new immigrant women of coming to Hong 
Kong to give birth so as to obtain welfare grants. The question of women and poverty 
joined together the different experiences of the two groups of women like Mei Ling and 
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Siu Lan. These women have diverse backgrounds in education level and in age. Some of 
them were highly educated while others have received little or no formal education and 
had worked in the factories since childhood. They have fallen into poverty due to 
different reasons (See the Appendix for more details). 
Finally, I have also interviewed four social workers in different women 
organizations. They provided me with further information on related legislation or 
policies concerning poor women and single mothers. 
Some Research Reflections 
I chose qualitative methodology in my study because I consider how people make 
meaning of the broader or oppressive structures and how they articulate their present 
subordinated situation as equally important as in identifying the patterns or forms of 
power that subordinate people. It is especially true for poverty research in which many 
have worked on different quantitative measurements such as the design ofpoverty line or 
minimum wage. Few have researched on the actors' view or conceptualization of their 
impoverishment. In-depth interviews with these poor women enable me to capture the 
pasts and presents of these less literate and more marginalized groups whose histories are 
simply absent in the mainstream representation and whose experiences of poverty are 
also invisible in general statistical poverty research. 
In doing feminist and qualitative research, I think it is important to acknowledge 
that when my informants are poorer and more marginalized than myself, power 
differentials do exist between us. We should not romanticize the friendship we build up 
4 It is always problematic to distinguish between new immigrants and "locals" since the history of Hong 
Kong is a history of migration where almost everybody has once beeii an immigrant or is an immediate 
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with informants because such "equality is short-lived and illusory and these methods do 
not transform the researchers' positionality or locationality" (Wolf 1996:35). Yet, it is 
still important to build a trustfiil relationship with the informants to integrate rational 
research with emotional ties. I think being sensitive to what angers me about the social 
world and why I care about the feelings and emotions of the informants do help me make 
sense of the crux of the problem under question. Just as Dorothy Smith argues that we 
should take on our everyday life as our problematic and a puzzle to be solved, an 
integration ofthe rational and the emotional in my research helps me understand how the 
"irrational" behaviors and thoughts of informants are in fact structured and constrained 
by relations of subordination in a broader context (Smith 1988). 
In viewing my informants as subjects instead of research objects, I do not simply 
privilege and reproduce their subjectivity. It is important to know that qualitative 
research does not automatically reveal the social processes behind the stories told by the 
informants, as people's interpretation of their experience is in fact always mediated by 
the dominant worldview. Thus, we cannot take their interpretations as undistorted nor 
consider a qualitative collection of their experience necessarily addresses the dismantling 
ofdominant structure of power or patriarchy. 
I read and theorize these women's stories from a feminist and Marxist perspective 
to work against the hegemonic discourse prevalent in cosmopolitan Hong Kong that hides 
the problems of poverty and oppression of women. I think that my informants, and 
indeed myself as well, are "embodied subjects," whose world views are also generated 
under a very specific historical, social and political context (Sprague and Zimmerman 
1993: 268). In the research process, we exchanged our worldviews and stories a lot. 
descendent of one. Here, I tentatively use five years as a point of demarcation to differentiate. 
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They also shared with me a lot of their psychological and emotional problems, which is 
out ofmy research boundary. Yet this is important in doing qualitative research when my 
informants wanted to share with me their experiences instead of simply answering a fixed 
set ofquestions posed by me. I think this is especially true for poverty research in which 
informants would not have much to tell if a researcher simply asks them about their 
economic situations. Instead, a researcher has to be attentive to their emotional problems 
and try to articulate how negative emotions are in fact causally related to difficult life 
experiences. This is why one interview could last for more than three hours. At the end 
ofthe research, I considered the interviews an empowering process for some informants 
rather than a simple data collecting procedure. 
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Chapter 2 
Engendering the Question of Poverty 
Power in Economy, State and Discourse 
Women and poverty in Hong Kong is a question that is often associated with the 
discipline of social work or social administration. In this research, I try however to 
situate this research problem in the field of politics. In studying women and poverty, 
questions concerning power relations in gender and class immediately come to the mind. 
In Hong Kong, an ex-colony ofBritain, how can we theorize this complicated problem in 
which the nexus of power concerning gender, class, ethnicity (between new and old 
immigrants) all get intertwined with each other? Hong Kong has always been considered 
a dream world ofopportunities and freedom, and has once been one of several Southeast 
Asian production sites where transnational corporations sought cheap and well-
disciplined labor. Hong Kong thereby became the best-known example of an "industrial 
colony，，(Salaff 1981:19). After the industrial takeoff, Hong Kong emerged as a thriving 
commercial and financial center renowned for its prosperity and its ability to succeed in 
oversea trade. To tell stories of poor people in this territory is particular difficult because 
mainstream representations ofHong Kong have always been about its economic miracle 
and success. It is thus necessary to re-tell the story of Hong Kong, its process of 
development into a world financial center, its underdevelopment in welfare and a concept 
ofcitizenship, and its increasing extent of poverty and feminization thereof. 
In discussing the above questions, I find three areas of scholarship useftil for the 
current study and to which I hope my research can in return contribute. They are feminist 
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scholarships on women and development, Marxian political economy and related 
feminist perspectives of welfare, and lastly the Foucaultian conception of 
power/knowledge and the technologies of modem power. 
Women and Develonment under Economic Olohalizatinn 
Feminist researches on women and development have perhaps contributed the 
most comprehensive scholarship in theorizing the relationship between capitalism and 
patriarchy. The first wave of feminist scholarship investigated the gender dynamics of 
cash crop production and in the institutions of wage labor owned by foreign firms. It 
studied how women have been subsidizing the waged labor o fmen in the factories when 
women continued subsistent agricultural production and unpaid labor at home. Ester 
Boserup and other feminists produced a rich literature showing how the process of 
development has a gender dimension. However, they do so mainly by adding the 
category ofwomen into development analysis. In these early works, women were seen as 
victims in the capitalist mode of development, as the latter increasingly assigned 
masculine values on production carried out in the public sphere dominated by men, while 
the domestic sphere where traditional women's labor concentrated get seriously devalued 
and feminized. Capitalist development does not simply trigger off an increasing gender 
division of labor. It does so on the basis of gender inequality. Women bearing "double 
burden" in household labor and subsistence farming are ftuther subordinated when there 
is an increasing demarcation between dichotomy of public and private spheres, a 
diverging evaluation between paid production and unpaid production, and a more 
restrictive assignment of gender ideologies in both (Beneria & & n 1981; Boserup 1970; 
、 
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Nash and Femandez-Kelly 1983; Tinker 1976). In the historical academic trajectory, the 
above scholarships resonate with the central idea in the dependency school on 
development. The dependency school theorized that economic development in the Third 
World could never achieve what the developed countries had, precisely because the 
notion of economic development itself was a imperialist project that drove the Third 
World developing countries into passive peripheries, providing resources for the First 
World cores (Evans 1979). The first wave scholarships on women and development 
perceived women as victims akin to the Third World countries in dependency school 
literatures. This view is a very much simplified one but nonetheless the scholarships are 
important in filling our knowledge vacuum about the experience and struggle of women 
in development. They are also able to post a critical challenge to assumptions about the 
trickle-down effects of economic development, and to examine how such effects are 
divided along gender line. 
Later works on women and development gained sophistication by treating gender 
as an analytical category integral to，and embedded in, the process of development. 
Gender is about the social and historical constructions of femininity and masculinity and 
the unequal power relations between the two sexes, constructed institutionally and 
ideologically. With this analytical insight, feminist researchers started to see the 
subordination ofwomen, the informal economy, the gendered household production and 
the reproduction oflabor in the private sphere as processes ofeconomic development, hi 
other words, women's subordination makes possible the achievement ofdevelopment at a 
lower cost (through degrading domestic labor as non-productive; through making men as 
breadwinners and women the dependents, thusjustifying a system o f job segregation and 
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unequal pay; and through the exploitation of women's cheap labor in the factories), and 
in retum is enforced by such development. In fact, women are incorporated into 
development and hence the workplace in a manner very different from men. As Linda 
Lim wrote in her article, “Capitalism，Imperialism and Patriarchy," women, because of 
their comparative disadvantage in the family gives them a comparative advantage vis-a-
vis men in occupation and industries where they are concentrated in the so-called female 
ghettoes of employment (Lim 1983: 78). The key analytic element in this scholarship 
was the off-shore manufacturing jobs that mobilized a disproportionately large female 
workforce in the garment and electronics industries in Third World countries during the 
1970s and 1980s.^ Women were increasingly proletarianized by this internationalization 
of manufacturing production. 
There are other important pieces of work that argue convincingly the 
incorporation ofgender ideology in capitalist accumulation on the global assembly line to 
justify the existing unequal gender relations, at home and outside of it. Such arguments 
are best demonstrated by Maria Mies (1986) and Maria Mies et al. (1988). This stream of 
scholarship has contributed significantly to theorizing that gender relations are not 
something external to the processes of capitalist production and economic development. 
Instead they are simultaneously constructed and implicated in the above processes, and 
are resulted and perpetuated through them. That is why increasingly feminists argue that 
patriarchy and capitalism have worked together in producing the subordination ofwomen 
worldwide (Hartmann et aI. 1981). 
1 See also Sassen(1988). 
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On the other hand, critics of the above literature urged a re-discovery of women's 
agency (Collier & Yanagisako 1987).^ In the third phase of scholarship on women and 
development, scholars tried to become more sensitive to women as subjects in 
development instead of simply seeing them as passive victims. Feminists started to 
contextualize and deconstruct concepts such as family and kinship that have been taken 
for granted in the past, and to articulate their historical association with the construction 
of motherhood and devaluation of women's work. They found that the inferior status of 
women was largely consolidated in late modem and westem history QS[icholson 1986; 
Barrett and McIntosh 1991). They began to reject the automatic association of women's 
subordination with the domestic and private spheres as well as the biological 
deterministic explanation that women's reproductive roles necessarily result in their 
social subordination. 
Chandra Mohanty (1991) is among critical feminists who pointed out the 
dangerous trend in simply perceiving third world women as subordinated subjects in the 
course of development, especially when most of these researches have been conducted by 
women in the first world academia. She criticizes the deployment of encompassing 
concepts like patriarchy and capitalism, ahistorical and universal conceptual dichotomies 
such as cultural/nature and public/domestic. Because these concepts tend to homogenize 
the experience of all women in development without paying enough attention to the 
subtlety of changes in their lives and without leaving a possibility of re-seeing the 
"victimized third world women." Moreover, such researches discursively reinforced the 
unequal imperialist relationship between the North and the South, establishing first world 
2 To understand how early feminist theory explores the universal causes for subordination of women, please 
refer to the works by feminist anthropologists. See, for instance, Rosaldo & Lamphere (1974) and Ortner 
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white women as the "liberated researchers" who investigated the third world "oppressed 
subjects". The mid 1980s thus saw the emergence of scholarship that revealed lively 
examples ofresistance to managerial control on the factory shop floor; different strategies 
employed by women in negotiating their lives with the structural forces; and how 
international women migration altered gender patterns and empowered women through 
the formation of new transnational households (Ong 1987; Ong & Peletz 1995; Sassen 
1998). 
The 1990s is another period of theoretical advancement in women and 
development with renewed interest in "bringing the state back.” Feminists looked back 
on the role of the state in fostering economic and national development and its 
manipulation of gender in carrying out state policy (Heng and Devan 1992; Staudt 1990; 
Mohanty et al. 1991). Scholars such as Esther Chow and Catherine Berheide utilized 
such an understanding to study the interlocking relationships between the state, family 
and the economy. Their analysis is important in helping us identify how gender and state 
institutions are in fact closely linked with each other and how social policies impact 
differently on men and women (Chow & Berheide 1994). 
Working Daughters Getting Qldi The Hong Kong Case 
Hong Kong has been comprehensively integrated into the global economy since 
the 1960s. In the international division of labor, Hong Kong functioned as a production 
site oftextiles and electronics in this "global assembly line.” However, most scholarship 
on women and development has been focused on South East Asian countries where 
women are relatively more adversely affected in the process of development. Hong Kong 
&WWtehead(1981). 
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women workers are either unmentioned in such literature or are simply treated as 
beneficiaries of the process. Janet Salaffs study (1981) on working daughters in Hong 
Kong is the most important one documenting the life experiences of women workers in 
Hong Kong and the relationships between paid work and the family for these women. 
Salaff argues strongly that industrial capitalism cooperates so closely with centripetal 
family system in Chinese societies that transformation of women into waged laborers 
does not simultaneously bring about their liberation from the patriarchal bind of the 
family, 
Salaffs work is a socialist feminist one that challenges Engels' (1972) view that 
women's subordination is simply economically determined. She maintains that the 
proletarianization of women cannot really subvert the patriarchal family structure in 
which women do not make core decisions. Rather, women's subordination is 
strengthened through the patriarchal family control of their labor and salaries. Salaff 
however recognizes the enlarged opportunities for these women workers in areas of 
marriage choice, utilization of personal earnings, peer group activities, and prestige 
within the family. 
Salaffhowever, did not foresee the drastic decline in the living conditions ofthese 
women workers only ten years after her study. A prominent sector of women workers 
was caught in the process of economic restructuring and became unemployed since the 
early 1990s. Directly from their informants' articvdation, Chiu and Lee documented the 
serious deterioration of these women's living condition as they are involuntarily pushed 
back to domesticity (Chiu and Lee 1997; Kathryn Ward 1990). My thesis aims also to 
study this group ofdutifiil daughters, now in their mid-age already, who have contributed 
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their youth and toil to the industrial growth of Hong Kong. Presently, some of them are 
struggling very hard in the quandary of poverty. Most of them are unwillingly pushed 
back to the household chores. Some have to tolerate their husband's violence because 
there is no way to go, while many still hold on to the last hope of finding a job in the 
market, even one that pays HK$4000 monthly and requires a 60-hour workweek. In 
talking with these women, a question recurs in my mind: what does "development and 
women" mean in Hong Kong? Industrial development did bring about a prosperous 
period when women were mobilized to almost a full employment level and when women 
were confident and skillful workers who were proud of their jobs. However, such a 
perspective brings us too hastily to a conclusion that Hong Kong women benefit from 
development. This study intervenes at a specific historical conjuncture to evaluate the 
current states ofaffairs of women and development in Hong Kong. 
I argue that the mode of economic development that simply mobilizes and takes 
advantage of women's labor cannot structurally and fundamentally alternate women's 
social status. It is because this kind of development is based on the essentialization and 
reinforcement of unequal gender relations (men as breadwinners and women as 
dependents; women's income as only a supplement to household income and so on). 
Such development not only falls short ofbringing about gender equality, but also justifies 
and strengthens past and existing gender subordination by failing to challenge the sexist 
gender assumptions embedded within the process. The persistence of such gender 
assumptions is evident when high unemployment rate for Hong Kong women is officially 
recognized only as a normal retreat of women back to domesticity. 
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In this sense, analyzing gender inequality should not be about only articulating 
independent gender elements in different spheres, such as investigating, separately, how 
women are subordinated in the family, in the workplace or in the public sphere. Rather it 
is about how the construction of unequal gender relations in one sphere is constitutive of 
and constituted by power relations in the broader society or in other spheres. In this 
regard, I think Janet Salaff displaces her analytical focus because she wrongly identifies 
the centripetal family system as the site where women's oppression occurs while missing 
the fact such a familial bond is also strengthened and re-constituted through the process 
of economic development. This is also a blunder in many feminist analyses in 
developmental studies, in which the family is seen as an ahistorical and transcendental 
sphere as ifoppression of women "naturally" occurs there? Instead, we should be able to 
see that gender inequality is a result of collaborating forces in the state, family and the 
economy (Chow and Berheide 1994: 18)，and gender relations in each of them are 
constitued by and constitutive to gender relations in other spheres. 
Hong Kong in the International Political Econnmy 
In the first chapter that follows, I want to look at how women workers are getting 
poorer when economic restructuring has increasingly resulted in lower pay and 
diminishing job opportunities for them. Economic restructuring is due to changes in 
international arrangement in the process of capitalist development and I argue that 
women's impoverishment is aggravated by this structural change. In analyzing the 
structural processes in capitalist development, I fmd the framework of international 
3 Feminist anthropologist, Aihwa Ong, expresses a similar concern that Salaff and other scholars "identify 
these family practices as something inherent in 'Chinese culture'; they ignore the effects ofstate discipline 
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political economy very useful in providing a background understanding. In fact, the 
developmental path of the territory has never departed from a general trend of outward 
expansion offoreign capital to developing countries and the subsequent success of Hong 
Kong is very much grounded on the territory integrating itself into the global 
manufacturing economy built up by the tremendous power of multi-national capital, 
folker Frobel et al. understand this capitalist trend of development as one that continues 
to render developing countries exporting manufactured goods to the rest ofthe world into 
"industrial enclaves with no connection to the local economy except for the utilization of 
extremely cheap labor” (1980:6). More importantly, this kind of export-oriented 
industrialization has failed to achieve any improvements in the social conditions of the 
population because what the labor have been producing is only for consumption in the 
developed countries. Frobel et al. theorize upon the problems ofglobal capital movement 
in the 1970s in the context of European countries where increasing numbers ofworkers 
were losing theirjobs because of industrial relocation. At another tum of the decade, the 
same is also happening in Hong Kong. Their thesis suggests that it was mainly the 
valorization and accumulation of capital itself in the course of history that generated 
several important conditions for the high mobility of labor/ These conditions are the 
existence of a worldwide industrial reserve army, the possibility of subdivision of the 
production process into fragments and the availability of efficient transport and 
communication technologies. Encountering this set ofconditions, individual capitals are 
able，or are forced to, secure surplus profits by reorganizing and relocating their 
and a highly competitive marketplace on refugee families" (Ong 1999). 
4 For a detailed discussion on the how the valorization and accumulation ofcapital happened, see Frank 
(1978) and Wallerstein (1974). They tended to demarcate the international division of labor force in a 
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production. This led to a new phase of international division of labor where the world 
economy could no longer be understood as a simple dichotomy consisting of a few 
industrialized countries and a majority of developing countries supporting raw materials 
for the former. The resulting world arrangement was an increasing subdivision of 
manufacturing processes into many different industrial sites throughout the world (Frobel 
et al. 1980: 31-48). Frobel's thesis is still important in the sense that the accumulation of 
capital has by the end of the 1980s already moved out of the traditional "free production 
zones，，in South East Asia, African and Latin America where super-exploitative and 
cheap labor were available. This is because increasing acres ofland in China, in Vietnam 
and also in more remote areas in Asia are now being unearthed to make available an ever-
growing army oflabor reserve for production at an ever-decreasing cost. 
h the case ofHong Kong, I argue that this process ofcapitalist development that 
impli^ footloose and highly mobile capital moving to sites of the lowest production cost 
has caused many Hong Kong women to fall into poverty in the 1990s. A gender 
perspective, however, is missing from this traditional Marxist explanation of capitalist 
development. As I shall argue in chapter three, Hong Kong women were incorporated 
into the labor process in a way very different from men. Gender assumptions of 
femininity and masculinity have in fact constituted the process of production which 
regards women as dependents even though many have been the breadwinners of their 
familks for the past few decades. As Hong Kong's role in the international division of 
labor changed, so did women workers' role. Women workers are forced to abandon their 
past productive roles and their roles in the society are increasingly rendered unimportant 
dear-cut way by employing distinguishing categories like, the "core," the "periphery" or later in 
Wallerstein, the "semi-periphery." 
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and useless. Mid-age women can only find the low tier and low paid positions such as 
cleaning amahs nowadays and their works are always assigned a lower value in the 
society. This change of role, I argue, is the structural reason why many women in Hong 
Kong fall into poverty. In the chapter, I delineate from their experiences how female 
workers could initially benefit in the course of industrial takeoff, but were structurally 
doomed for destitution when global economic arrangement alters. 
Poor Women； the Opposition ofWorkers and Cit\ypr^^ 
The second section of my study deals mainly with the institutions ofstate welfare 
upon which a lot of poor women rely for survival at the cost of painfully bearing the 
social stigma. In studying women and poverty, it is important to understand how social 
welfare policies shape the possibilities and constraints in women's lives, and to ask how 
social policy can indeed keep them in poverty. The foremost alarm feminists in the West 
identify about female poverty is that it is fimdamentally ignored by the state. Non-
working women as unemployed people is simply incomprehensible in the conceptual 
framework within which the unemployed is defined in official statistics. They are 
subsequently excluded from any state benefits and their dissatisfaction cannot pressure 
the state to change its policies. The invisibility ofwomen's poverty is the primary cause 
for the very difference in experience between poor men and women because the former 
receives a radically different response from the state. Men are usually considered proper 
recipients ofpension or insurance system after their (presumed) lifelong contribution in 
the workplace. Women, with their lifelong work in the domestic sphere being 
unrecognized, have been opposed to the conception of "worker" and "citizen" when 
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depending on state transfer payment. This difference in welfare treatment between the 
sexes triggers a whole debate in feminist discussion on whether women in most 
democratic countries are really citizens with social rights, or are still second-class citizens. 
Welfare Pcrsnectives: Three Different Theoretical Streams 
Literature on differential welfare treatment of women and men stems mainly from 
the welfare state model. To briefly introduce, I adopt Fiona William's classification that 
explains the different philosophies of welfare state from the right to the left. There are 
roughly four main different perspectives on welfare: the anti-collectivism, social 
reformism, the political economy of welfare and lastly, the feminist critique of welfare 
(Williams 1983: 15-20). 
Anti-collectivist thinking is well represented by people such as Milton Friedman. 
It is comprised of different strands of economic liberalism and emphasizes distribution 
through market mechanisms and minimal state role in providing welfare. Poverty is the 
result of personal failure while state provision only further discourages work incentives. 
And of course, poverty should be overcome through self-help or solved through family 
networks. This is a perspective strongly and consistently employed by the Hong Kong 
government in dealing with the problem of poverty and in perceiving the state's role in 
providing social services. 
Social reformist thinking represents the varying commitments toward state-
provided welfare. Neo-liberals such as the Keynesians, social democrats such as the 
Fabians and radical social administrators are all included in this category. The later two 
groups，in particular, regard poverty as a social product ofvarious economic and political 
5 See Callender (1992). 
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forces and they see the welfare state as a necessary mechanism to stop deprivation, 
inequality and to build up a just society. Peter Alcock (1997: 6) explicitly states that 
poverty, as a political concept, is a product of political processes and policy development. 
Famous scholars such as T.H Marshall & Tom Bottomore (1992) talk of the welfare state 
in terms of the development of citizenship rights and the consolidation of people's social, 
political and civil rights. For radical social administration people, their works focus more 
on the practical and statistical calculation of policy that measure and combat poverty. 
For example, Peter Townsend's work on the concept of relative poverty is significant in 
that it draws immense attention on the situation of the deprived even in a period of 
affluence and growth. His work also tums a new page in the social and economic 
analysis of poverty in Britain (1970, 1979). Carol Walker argues that social assistance 
policy in Britain can be used by the government to manage poverty instead of actually 
preventing it (1993). In Hong Kong, Fabian socialist work on poverty research includes 
those of Stewart McPherson^ and Tai Lok Lui\ There are also a number of scholars in 
favor of radical social administration who concentrate on the statistical workings of the 
problems of poverty and social deprivation. Their work orients to re-direct government 
policy on the socially marginalized (Wong and Chua 1996). 
The Political Economy ofWelfare State 
The framework that I am using to look at situation of welfare in Hong Kong is the 
political economy of welfare rooted in Marxist origins and in analyses of welfare state 
after the Second World War. Classical works such as The Fiscal Crisis of the State by 
6 See his individual as well as collective works (MacPherson 1994; MacPherson & Chan 1997; 
MacPherson & Lo 1997). 
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James O'Connor (1973) and The Political Economy of the Welfare State by Ian Gough 
(1979) put forward an important thesis that state budget and welfare policies must always 
try to maintain or create the conditions in which profitable capital accumulation is 
possible. At the same time，a state that openly favors one class only undermines the basis 
of its loyalty and legitimacy and the state is thus obliged to provide necessary conditions 
for the laboring class to survive. 
I introduce below several important concepts in O'Connor's work because they 
are essential to understanding of my analysis of Hong Kong in Chapter Four. Firstly, 
state expenditures have a twofold character corresponding to the capitalist state's two 
basic functions: social capital and social expenses. Social capital is expenditures required 
for profitable private accumulation. There are two kinds of social capital: social 
investment and social consumption. Social investment consists of projects and services 
that increase the productivity of a given amount oflabor power and thus increase the rate 
of profit (e.g. state financed industrial-development parks or education spending that 
enhances the workforce's technical and skill levels). Social consumption consists of 
projects and services that lower the reproduction cost of labor and thus increase profit 
(e.g. social insurance that expands the reproductive power of the work force and hence 
lowers labor cost). The second category of state expenditure is social expenses. It 
consists ofprojects and services that are required to maintain social harmony to fulfill the 
state's legitimization ftmction. But they are also directly productive because costs 
incurred by revolt by the politically repressed populations would be avoided. The best 
example is the welfare system that pacifies unemployed workers (O'Connor 1973:7). 
7 See, for instance, Lui and Wong (1995). 
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In the process, the state must socialized more and more capital cost, or in Claus 
Offe's term, there must be decommodification of the cost of production in order to 
continue the process of capital accumulation in the private sector (Offe 1984). However, 
the capitalist state would ultimately be caught in fiscal crisis or contradictions because 
the profits derived will continued to be privatized thus creating a "structural gap，， 
between state expenditure and state revenue. Another contradiction emerges when the 
state continues to socialize the capital cost. State revenue necessarily depends on taxing 
the capital ofwhich the operations would be hindered by the increasing state socialization 
action. A local example is the recent urge from the business sector to stop the 
government from building more housing under the Home Ownership Scheme as the 
profit margin of realtors is adversely affected by the government expenditure on social 
consumption. The Marxist political economists regard the welfare state as contradictory 
to the ultimate interests of the working class in that it sustains the working of capitalism 
through solving its crisis. These works aim to point out that the welfare state flmctions to 
secure the conditions for reproducing the mode and relations of exploitation and the 
continuing accumulation of capital (Gough 1979: 14). 
Accordingly, poverty occurs when the state finds it unnecessary to socialize the 
cost ofreproduction for a particular group of population, such as the non-productive class, 
and when this population does not pose any challenge to the legitimacy of the capitalist 
state. Also, in situations where, even if the state continues to socialize the expenditures 
for the workforce, what the people can eam in the private market in still too low for them 
to get out of poverty, the state will find itself in a difficult situation that to further 
subsidize these low-income families in the private sector risks undermining social 
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discipline and the ideology of hard work. And this is the case currently happening in 
Hong Kong. 
Thus, poverty is itself a problem created by state policy because "one of the 
» 
sources of poverty is precisely the expansion of the monopoly (the private sector)，， 
sustained by state expenditure (0'Connorl973: 167). More recent Marxist analysis of 
poverty and welfare institutions followed the tradition and further investigated the links 
between poverty and the state policy. David Vincent (1991) finds that the problem of 
poverty and the associated question of who is to become the poor and needy is actually 
shaped by changes in the state's policy priorities and the wage labor market that maintain 
a population of reserved army oflabor. 
The above political economist framework is illuminating for my investigation into 
the situation ofwelfare services in Hong Kong. I shall employ such a framework to look 
at why in Hong Kong the notion of citizenship has not been developed throughout the 
historical development of welfare services. I argue that the government of Hong Kong 
provided social services mostly for the purpose of lowering the cost of reproduction for 
industrial capital interests, so as to ftuther insert Hong Kong into the global factory for 
textile and electronics. This comprehensive expenditure of the state definitely also 
served the political purpose of social pacification, especially during the late 1960s when 
social unrest critically challenged colonial rule and legitimacy. 
It is in this context that poor women, especially single mothers, fall into 
deprivation because they are no longer considered productive workers in the new era of 
development, and thus are simply abandoned in the provision of social services. The 
Marxist political economy however is only able to provide a class dimension to explain 
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why in Hong Kong, many destitute mid-age people and the elderly are not provided care. 
A paradox arises when we see the fact that woman indeed constitutes the third largest 
category ofwelfare recipient in Hong Kong although they are no longer productive in the 
eyes of the capitalist state. Why the economically unproductive women are still provided 
welfare service in Hong Kong? Also, why welfare provision cannot alleviate the poverty 
of women? Here we need a socialist feminist perspective of welfare services to resolve 
such a paradox. 
Feminist Critiques ofWelfar^ Sfi^ff 
The feminist critique is both sympathetic to and critical of the welfare state, 
seeing it as alleviating women's suffering, but at the same time reinforcing women's 
dependency (from the patriarchal family to patriarchal state) and the general sexual 
division of labor in society (Pateman 1989; Williams 1983, Gwendolyn 1999). In the 
following, I briefly introduce how feminists pose a critical challenge to the different 
perspectives ofwelfare thinking mentioned above. That they locate the causes ofpoverty 
differently allows us to identify their different conceptions regarding the role o f the state, 
the function ofsocial security system, and the role of social institutions such as the family 
in influencing individual's ideas and action. These are important concepts in my study 
because they are empirically and theoretically relevant to women's poverty. 
From a feminist perspective, individualist assumptions in the anti-collective or 
liberal perspective of welfare are totally oblivious to the sexist environment that 
consistently discriminates against women in employment, to an extent that women have 
no way to compete with men on an equal basis. Anti-collectivists also do not 
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acknowledge the impact of structural forces such as the family, the labor market, and 
class，on women's lives such that women succumbing to poverty is simply not a personal 
failures. The reformist perspective, although calling for changes, naively believes that 
social changes hinge on ideas and ignores the significance of material conditions. The 
oppressive material relations women face in their everyday lives do not simply go away 
when the school textbooks stop stereotyping women as housewives. And a change in 
electoral regulations granting women voting rights will not automatically bring about an 
equal representation of the sexes in the legislature because the realization of political 
rights is still contingent upon the availability ofand accessibility to sufficient social and 
economic resources. Thus, the reformist approach that emphasizes a change of irrational 
ideas through education overlooks how material relations actually creates and sustains 
them. This is similar to a critique of the liberal feminist view on welfare, which does not 
envisage fundamental changes in the relationships between the family, women，and the 
welfare state beyond provision within the existing framework (Williams 1983: 49). 
Materialist analysis in the political economy of welfare is more adequate in 
explaining the structural forces that shape social relations, individual ideas and actions. It 
abo allows individual agency, resistance and negotiation to be taken into account, 
without reducing the structural forces to overly deterministic ones the way functionalism 
does. Basing on Engels' analysis on The Origin ofthe Family, Private Property, and the 
State (1972), socialist feminists see women's oppression as rooted in the material and 
social arrangement of society, rather than in biological reproduction or irrational 
prejudices of the society. Socialist feminists are also able to challenge the gender-
blindness of the traditional Marxist perspective in theorizing about the oppressive 
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relationships between men and women at home and their relationships to capital 
accumulation in general. For example, unpaid housework is theorized as serving capital 
interests through reproducing and maintaining the workforce. Moreover, unpaid 
housework ideologically legitimizes the institutional separation ofchildrearing from paid 
work，and the confinement of women to a separate sphere. To paraphrase Nancy Frazer, 
the childrearing activities and practices performed without pay by women in domestic 
spheres count as symbolic reproductive activities that serve the functions ofsocialization 
and symbolic reproduction (Frazer 1995: 2 5 ” Also, unequal gender relations are used 
by capitalists to exploit women's unskilled, underpaid labor in order to undercut male 
workers (Hartman 1976: 164-165). 
Poor Women and Welfare services in Hong i^nng 
I will integrate the Marxist political economy of welfare state and the socialist 
feminist approach to study poor women in Hong Kong. One might question how the 
concepts in westem welfare state literature in which a heavy state role is always 
presupposed can be applied to the case ofHong Kong where the role ofstate in welfare 
provision is believed to be rather minimal. However, as I will elaborate in later chapters, 
since the 1970s, we have seen increasing government expenditure on collective 
consumption in the areas of housing, health, education and social welfare. And this 
increasing social consumption has drastically reduced the cost offactor ofproduction — 
the cost of labor. Thus, government spending has in tum complemented the 
industrialization process which was a labor-intensive one. I argue that productivity has 
8 But such a view is sometimes criticized as too economically simplistic because it always renders gender 
power relations subordinate to the class ones and to see gender as only fimctionaI to the capital. 
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been the sole purpose of state expenditures of Hong Kong, and this is the main reason 
why the concept of social citizenship, the core idea of a welfare state, was absent from 
the social policies of the colonial territory. This also explains why institutional caring of 
the socially marginalized was not on the agenda ofthe colonial state. 
Instead of simply serving through capital interests, gender bias runs through the 
design of welfare services. As the experience of westem liberal democracy has shown, 
ideals of the male breadwinner and the dependent wife shape the design and 
implementation ofvarious social policies. In their book Feminist andState Welfare, Dale 
and Foster show that in Britain, as late as 1976, married or cohabiting women could not 
claim benefit at all ifthey lived with a man who was working, as women were assumed 
to be supported by him. As the Minister of State in Britain argues, "It is normal for a 
married woman in this country to be primarily supported by her husband and she looks to 
him for support when not working, rather than to social security benefit (Dale and Foster 
1986: 107).，’ Such sexist assumptions are also inherent in Hong Kong's welfare policies 
and have made poor women especially vulnerable when applying for social assistance, 
locating suitable housing and finding childcare services. In Chapter four, I focus on the 
poor single mothers whose experience I consider as exemplary of the above gender and 
class subordination. I will demonstrate how poor single mothers are adversely affected 
by these traditional gender assumptions. I also argue that these single mothers are not 
seen as economically productive and that from the government's perspective, their 
"qualities" are best utilized in the households so that state expenditure on childcare 
services can be minimized. Social policies are thus designed with the effect of 
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perpetuating women's dependency on welfare assistance instead of helping them to 
become financially independent. 
The Gencal0PV ofModern Power: Fnncault nn Pnwpr and Discniirse 
Analysis integrating the state and the economy is insufficient in explaining the 
production of poverty in general, and that of women in particular. The discussion on 
subordination of women above stems from traditional understandings about changes in 
broader socio-economic contexts (economic restructuring) and implementation of social 
policies (the political economy of welfare state). I aim to investigate how poor women 
are adversely affected in these processes of power relations as well as to show how 
gender assumptions are implicated in these relations of power. However, this 
understanding o f the subordination of women that emanates from the perspective o f the 
capital and the state is still limited. As the study of power in these analyzes is mainly 
concerned with how the sovereign power or capital imposes and represses upon the poor 
subjects. This cannot, however, explain the technologies of modem power which is in 
fact productive and capillary. Modem power operates at the lowest extremities of the 
social body in everyday social practices. Such a distinctive modem modalities ofpower 
and new conception of power relations have been inspired by the writings of Michel 
Foucault (1979，1980). In Chapter Five, I start to look at how the production of a 
discourse on welfare works to negate the social urgency of the question of poverty and 
fluther subordinate the poor. In explicating the welfare cut event of 1999, analysis of 
state power is insufficient because the power against the poor is in fact rooted in a whole 
serks ofmultiple and indefinite power relations that extend beyond the limits of the state. 
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During the event, most Hong Kong people demonstrated their xenophobic and self-
interested position to echo the government's decision. Social discrimination against 
welfare recipients was not merely initiated by the repressive state institution. It was 
actively (re)produced by and widely disseminated in the society. In this way, the 
mechanism of power does not operate to reduce the poor to silence or invisibility. In 
contrast，according to Foucault，"power traverses and produces things, it induces pleasure, 
forms knowledge and produces discourse. It needs to be considered as a productive 
network which runs through the whole social body, much more than as a negative 
instance whose function is repression" (1980: 119). 
I use Foucault's understanding of power and his way of analyzing discourse to 
explain why the poor and their behaviors were exposed to a new visibility in the 
discourse on welfare cut in 1999. I also investigate how the discourse serves to make 
possible a whole series of social surveillance and government control. Lastly, I explain 
how the effect ofpower is produced in a way to redefine the problem ofpoverty. I will 
elaborate on the analysis in chapter five. In the following, I briefly review some o f the 
essential thesis ofMichel Foucault on power. 
Discourse Ana]ysjs 
According to Foucault, discourses are ways ofconstituting knowledge with social 
practices，forms of subjectivity and power relations which inhere in such knowledge 
(Weedon 1987: 107). In this way, discourses are not something simply said or written by 
certain individuals; they have but firm institutional bases in our society which support the 
wider network of power relations. These institutions include the government, the law, 
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medicine, social welfare, education and organizations offamily and schools. They help 
reinforce the relations of power organized through relations of class, race, gender and 
religion，in which individuals are constituted and governed as subjects. In this way, 
discourse analysis allows one to investigate what forms ofknowledge is being valorized, 
as well as ways of speaking, seeing and a whole ensemble of practices that serves as 
support for such forms of knowledge. Discourse analysis is ultimately concerned with 
the effect of power that determines what is acceptable and unacceptable within the 
discourse. 
In using discourse analysis to look at the problem of poverty, I will look at the 
forms of knowledge through which poverty becomes a problem in our society and 
through which the poor is constructed into objects of the discourse. Secondly, I 
investigate the system of power that regulates the problem through state power, dominant 
social discourse and knowledge production. Lastly, I look at the forms of subjectivity 
fostered by this discourse, those through which people come to discriminate against the 
poor and through which the poor come to identify themselves as inferior to others 
(Escobar 1995: 10). By looking at the problem of poverty from the perspective of 
discourse, we will have a new conception ofwhat power is. 
In the discourse on welfare cut, power penetrates into the operations ofeveryday 
politics and the sites of social body as Foucault suggested. This is significant in pointing 
out that power does not operate simply in a linear, top-down, manner, but is actualized or 
realized in the process of social practices in which people participate. This "new 
economy of power" thus functions at a capillary level via a plurality of everyday 
micropractices, in the daily exercise of surveillance and in the individualization of the 
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body. These new techniques of power are both much more efficient and much less 
wastefbl than the techniques previously employed which were based on a mixture of 
forced tolerances and costly ostentation (Foucault 1980: 119). 
For Foucault, the genealogy of power is concerned with the processes, procedures, 
and apparatuses whereby truth, knowledge, belief are produced, with what he calls the 
"politics of the discursive regime" (Foucault 1980). The functioning of discursive 
regimes usually involves forms of social constrains. These forms of social constraints 
typically include phenomena as the valorization of some statement forms and the 
concomitant devaluation of others. They also include the institutional licensing of some 
person as authorized to produce knowledge; and the proliferation of discourses oriented 
to objects ofinquiry that are, at the same time, targets for the application ofsocial policy 
(Frazer 1989: 20).' 
Ideology versus Truth 
The new understanding on power forces one to analyze social practices in order to 
actually understand the social reality of modem power, rather than appealing to the 
critique of ideology. This also corresponds to Foucault's critique of the concept of 
ideology. Foucault rejects theories of ideology and the distinction between science and 
ideology because they always imply a pre-existent truth situated elsewhere. For Foucault, 
there are no discernible and objective truths，including science. He thinks that we should 
see historically how effects of truth (as well as scientific truth) are indeed produced 
within discourses which in themselves are neither true nor false (1980: 118). The 
production of knowledge is in fact also always bound up with historically specific 
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regimes of power and every society produces its own truths which have a normalizing 
and regulatory function (McNay 1992: 25). In seeing the discourse of truth and 
knowledge and the formation of them, the analytical task becomes that of how they 
operate in relation to the dominant power structures of a given society, instead of how 
ideology serves under the economic interests of the bourgeoisie. Foucault's remarks on 
ideology concern closely with questions of women in development and welfare discussed 
above. To simply reduce gender relations to ideology as discrete from the relations of 
production in fact disables us from seeing how discourses about filial piety and its 
relation with the dutiful daughters or with the Conftician values of Chinese families are 
themselves produced through economic relations of production (McKay 1992). Also, to 
think of gender assumptions on femininity and masculinity as simply restricted to the 
familial ideology obstructs us to perceive how they are actually heavily mapped onto our 
social relations and bodies, defining the nexus of power/knowledge that continues to 
inform the policies of the state (Rofel 1999: 4). In sum, Foucault's writing significantly 
reveals how social knowledge and truth do not stand detached from power. Rather, 
modem power works its way through the construction of knowledge. Power does not 
exist merely in macroinstitutions but in the very formation ofbodies, desires, abrogating 
the distinction between subjectivity and institutions (Rofel 1999:11). 
The Power nf Gayy 
Foucault's genealogy of power concerns the inadequacy of state-centered and 
economist orientations in looking at the operations of power. He shows that power is 
everywhere and in everyone. Power is as present in the most apparently trivial details 
9 See also the chapter "The means of correct training" in Foucault (1979). 
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and relations of everyday life as it is in traditionally considered important institutions like 
the parliament and military installations (Frazer 1989:25). One of the most important 
ways power works through everyday lives of people is, in his thesis, by disciplinary 
institutions in which power gradually develops in a local and piecemeal fashion (Foucault 
1979). In these institutions, the technologies of power or the "microtechniques" are 
performed far from the greater center of power, but in the practices of clinical doctors, 
schoolteachers or prison guards (Foucault 1980: 158-159; 1979: 215-216). Foucault 
describes a variety of disciplinary tactics and practices. The best known one is the power 
of "gaze" which enables state administrators to manage their population by creating and 
exploiting a new kind of visibility (Foucault 1979:195). Through the power of "gaze," a 
new visibility can be created for a particular portion of the population, such as the 
homosexuals, the children, the poor or the psychologically disabled, who then can be 
constructed as objects of intervention and surveillance. As Foucault describes the 
powerful working of gaze, 
"in order to be exercised, this power had to be given the instrument of 
permanent, exhaustive, omnipresent surveillance, capable of making all 
visible, as long as it could itself remain invisible. It had to be like a 
faceless gaze that transformed the whole social body into a field of 
perception; thousands of eyes posted everywhere, mobile attentions ever 
on the alert, a long, hierarchized network...what was registered in this 
way were forms of behaviors, attitudes, possibilities, suspicions - a 
permanent account ofindividual's behavior (1979: 214)." 
The Welfare Cut: The Poor as Objects of State Tnterventinn 
The Foucaultian conception of power is important in my understanding ofpoverty 
in Hong Kong. Although structural factors such as industrial relocation and insufficient 
welfare services are undeniably forces which lead to the present situation of poverty, 
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Foucault reminds us of the polymorphous and capillary action of modem power that 
disciplines the poor beyond the limits of state power. In Chapter Five, I focus on the 
welfare cut event of 1999 and I argue that the working of modem power against the 
socially marginalized does not require the repressive policy of the political or economic 
institutions. Instead, modem power has replaced violence and forces of arms, through 
making visible the poor and their behavior, with "the gentler constraint of uninterrupted 
visibility “ (Frazer 1989:23). The poor were produced as objects of intervention, through 
being accused of defrauding public money, having too comfortable lives and being lazy 
and greedy. The power of discipline circulated throughout the entire social body 
although it was the state that deliberated it at the initial stage. The government's decision 
of cutting welfare was justified not so much on its own grounds. It was achieved more 
through constituting a disciplinary mechanism in which the bodies, gestures, desires and 
habits of the poor were constantly visualized under public eyes, and in which every 
citizen ofHong Kong was entitled the right to supervise their neighbors. 
Power/Knowledge 
Apart from the technologies of power, Foucault's writings also provide me with 
insights to conceptualize the political economy of Hong Kong. Foucault argues for a 
discursive regime that allows certain ways of seeing and speaking, and that results in the 
formulation of a whole ensemble of practices which serve as supports for a certain order 
of knowledge. Such an order of knowledge again informs the configuration of power in 
its relation to the broader socio-political contexts of this specific discursive regime (1980: 
112). Accordingly, to elucidate the web of power, one should not only pay attention to 
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the workings of political economy, but also to the very forms of knowledge that inform 
and shape such a political economy. Discourse analysis is an efficient way of analyzing 
what kind of knowledge is produced under the specific socio-economic and political 
contexts, as well as what gets legitimatize and illegitimatized and how. In this way, the 
analyses of power would require one to look at and account for many aspects that had 
hitherto remained outside of the field of political analysis. For instance, the confinement 
of women in domesticity, the non-welfare policy of our government and correspondingly 
the welfare cut are undoubtedly significant from a Marxist perspective because they are 
precisely concerned with the formation of a reserved army of labor that puts pressure on 
wage levels. However, such a perspective cannot lead us further to examine the more 
fundamental functioning of power. How do we understand the above components in 
relation to intellectual writings on poverty? How are media reports on welfare recipients 
cheating public money related to not only the provision of welfare, but more importantly 
to the formation ofknowledge and "common sense" of our society about the poor? All of 
these social discourses are knowledge production devices that construct the social 
subjectivities of our citizens. Social subjectivities in tum affect our perspectives on how 
our society should develop welfare services and on how the government should treat the 
poor. 
Hence, whenever we pose the question of power as subordinate to economic 
interests and to restrict system of interests of which it serves, we tend to ignore the 
central question ofhow power operates and what it further produces. Foucault maintains 
that an analysis ofrelations of power necessarily extends beyond the level, institution and 
limits of the state. Not only is the state apparatus unable to occupy the whole field of 
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power relations - it can only operate on already existing ones. He reminds us to be 
attentive to the production of non-official discourses which are away from state centers 
and to investigate how these discourses support, inform and even create the very power 
infrastructure of the society. Power is also exercised through creating subject/object or 
self/other positioning for people to act against each other. In the discourse on welfare cut 
last year, poor new immigrants were so trapped as an object of intervention and in the 
position of "other" that they were seriously discriminated even they were not welfare 
recipients at all. At the same time, all other poor people not dependent on welfare were 
placed in a position in collaboration with the government in oppressing welfare recipients. 
In Chapter Six, I ask a rather different set of questions: how intellectual writings 
and narratives permeate power relations and the social bodies; how knowledge 
production on the poor is related to the political arrangements ofour society. In the 
process ofresearch I look into data from the newspapers, journals and popular magazines 
where discourses on the status ofHong Kong women, the ftiture development ofHong 
Kong and social services are produced and constructed. They are drawn into my study 
because these discourses are themselves produced from and formative ofaspecific 
political economic configuration ofHong Kong. As a case study, I specifically 
investigate the intellectual works of Chou Yung-hsin who has extensively written on 
social welfare in Hong Kong in the past twenty years. Chou's work is not an official 
discourse on social welfare, but his writings prompt serious reflections on how 
knowledge production always resonates with the dominant political and social 
arrangement ofthe society. In the last chapter, I argue that knowledge production is 
indeed intricately linked and interrelated to the social and political discourses as well as 
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power configurations of the society. And at the same time, these discourses and 
knowledge production processes are embraced and enabled by a particular political and 
social structure under specific historical constitution. Intellectual narratives and other 
social discourses together generate a certain form ofknowledge concerning the poor, 
their lives andjustification of their subordination. They also inform a system ofpower 
affiliated with numerous institutions that continue to mold social subjectivities and 
marginalize poor women to invisible positions, rendering their problems unimportant. In 
this chapter, I link knowledge production with the dominant institutions (state and 
family), to everyday social practices of the people (discrimination against the poor and 
new immigrants) and to the historical contexts under which such discourses (the history 
ofpolitics ofwelfare) are generated and consolidated. Ultimately through this study, I 
attempt to show the broader power relations that the problem ofpoverty, and especially 
that ofwomen, is situated and embedded in. 
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Poor Women as Product ofEconomic Development: 
The Changing Role ofHong Kong in the Global Economy 
This chapter seeks to look at the problem of women and poverty from the 
perspective of development. Many see the problem of poverty using a neo-liberal 
approach that reduces it to personal failure. From a development perspective, I ask a 
fundamental question of what role women have played in the several decades of 
economic development in Hong Kong and what kind of status development has 
assigned to these women. Until these questions are resolved we cannot explicate 
why poverty in the late 1990s is so intricately related to mid-age women and the 
structural reason for the fall of these women into poverty in Hong Kong. I argue that 
the mode of economic development that simply mobilizes and takes advantage of 
women's labor cannot structurally and fundamentally alter women's status in society. 
Since this development is based on the essentialization and reinforcement of certain 
traditional and unequal gender relations (men as breadwinners and women as 
dependents or women's income as only supplementary to household income). Such 
a development fails to bring about the transformation of gender relations toward a 
more equitable basis. In retrospect it justifies past and existing gender subordination 
because not only does it not challenge sexist gender assumptions - it actually embeds 
and strengthen them in the process. 
In the first section, I argue that industrial restructuring resulted from changes 
in the global economy is the main reason why mid-age women fall into poverty in late 
1990s. In the second section, I briefly tell the current situation of the feminization of 
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poverty in Hong Kong. Then, I demonstrate, from their direct articulation, the 
histories ofwomen's work, their present situations in poverty and their relationships 
with the broader change of economic environment. There are several factors that 
maintain them in a situation of dependence and deprivation: 1) loss o f j o b after 
economic restructuring; 2) sliding in rank and payment when they change from a 
productive role to reproductive role; 3) employers stop accommodating women's 
domestic responsibility with paid work. Underlying these factors, however, are the 
intrinsic relationships between gender and capitalist development that maintains 
women's dependency and subordination in industrialization and de-industrialization. 
The second part of the analysis concerns the institution of work, how gender 
assumptions are implicated in its operation and how gender symbols are constantly 
reinforced in the process of management and in the job market. The third part of 
discussion is about relations between women and development in the new era of 
information and technologies. For this generation of poor women, I think that the 
new mode ofdevelopment actually put them into more deprived situations rather than 
alleviating their situations. 
Changlnp role ofHong Knnpr in th^ riioha� Fconnmy 
To understand why women fall into poverty in the late 1990s, I situate the 
problem in the context of changing international division of labor and examine the 
role Hong Kong women play in the world economy (Frobel et al. 1980). In fact, 
capitalist development has incorporated and excluded women's labor in different 
stages. In Hong Kong, the peak time for employment of women was during the 
1960s and the 1970s when industrialization took place. Local Hong Kong women 
made up 80 percent o f the work force in garment factories supplying the world with 
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textile and electronic products. However, when Hong Kong was further integrated 
in global capitalism since the early 1980s, the process ofeconomic restructuring was 
initiated and factories started to relocate their production lines to the Southern China 
region. During the 1980s，most women workers were still able to work because the 
factory management needed their proficiency and skills that in order to fix the flaws 
in products manufactured in China. Some of them shifted to other types of 
employment such as working in hotel room services, as messengers or cleaning amahs. 
In the early 1990s, however, they could hardly find any job in the factories because 
workers in China became skillftil enough to finish the manufacturing process. Also, 
economic restructuring has resulted in decreasing number o f job positions, leading to 
increasing unemployment for mid-age unskilled labor in the late 1990s. Better job 
positions in the service sector such as sales positions are usually occupied by young 
workers and mid-age women are routinely excluded in recruitment. Many then 
tumed to part-time or short-term employment and lived on their savings from the past. 
However, the employment situation worsened after the financial crisis and these 
former women laborers found making a living increasingly difficult, as thejob market 
became more and more discriminatory against their age and gender. 
In fact, the "miracle" of Hong Kong and other Southeast Asian countries is 
very much premised on the recruitment ofthese docile, obedient and non-unionized 
young women who are themselves attraction for international, local and multinational 
corporations. That Hong Kong is able to insert itself in the global assembly line of 
textile trade, and to participate in the world economy, is precisely because of the 
exploitative use of these low paid women laborers made possible by a politically 
conservative environment. These women allow Hong Kong to become a key textile 
and electronics manufacturing city-states with and among the lowest cost of 
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production. The restructuring process in the 1980s however indicated that 
opportunities to further lower costs of production could be exploited elsewhere. 
Economic restructuring also demonstrates that the role of Hong Kong women 
in the global economy is changing. And I think this is the underlying reason for 
women succumbing into poverty in the late 1990s. Mid-age women and young 
women who have not been well educated can no longer perform the role ofproducers 
in the world economy. They are excluded from production work and are forced to 
re-claim/resume the reproductive role. The reproductive role here refers to either 
housework in the domestic sphere or the low-tier work that helps reproduce the 
environment of work, such as cleaning amah in offices or restaurants. Such work 
(especially housework) is usually not recognized as formal work and reward lowly. 
This explains why a lot of poor women, as I demonstrate later, cannot escape poverty 
despite tremendous individual efforts. In other words, poverty is no longer an 
individual issue. It is the direct outcome of the changing role of Hong Kong in the 
world economy." 
Poor Women after Fconomic Restrnrt^inng 
In the government point of view, economic restructuring in the 1980s was 
seen as a necessarily transitional phrase for Hong Kong during which it develops into 
a city with a higher concentration of financial, property and investment transactions 
and a larger reliance on service industry. The 1990s saw active speculation and 
''.This phenomenon of female unemployment has been replicated throughout the world in different 
histoycal moments when industrial capitalism seeks the most vulnerable sector of the working 
population for capital accumulation. In the early nineteenth century in the United States, young 
unmaiTied women were the main labor force in the textile mills in Lowell, Massachusetts. The same 
t^ng happened in France and in Britain in 1896 and in 1976 respectively (see Nash 1983). However 
these westem women cannot fall into poverty as easily as in Hong Kong because the long established 
social security system in these westem countries can serve as their safety net. However in Hong 
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enormous transactions in the stock and property markets. The period almost marked 
another milestone ofsuccess for Hong Kong's development into a world financial city. 
However, for many of my women informants, restructuring means very different 
things for them. It was indeed a serious blow for a lot of women workers. 
Between 1988 and 1993, 336 442 employed persons in the manufacturing sector had 
been displaced as a result of the process of industrial restructuring in Hong Kong. 
These displaced workers tended to be female, older, less educated and less-skilled 
workers (cf. Census and Statistics Department 1994). As past studies showed, these 
women suffer from declining living standards, severe demoralization and involuntary 
retreat to domesticity (Chiu & Lee 1997). In fact, women workers consider 
economic restructuring as the primary factor that pushes them into an economically 
vulnerable situation. Economic restructuring also marks a watershed for them 
between having the identity of skillful labor and being a part of the unskilled 
population. 
In a wider context, economic restructuring occurs when capital becomes 
increasingly footloose in an age of global capitalism. That explains why in the 
1980s and the early 1990s when we witnessed the "deterrotorized and decentered 
capital established borderlands where it can move freely away from the control of 
states and societies but in collusion with states against societies，，(Dirlik 1994: 87). 
The cruel reality of economic restructuring is part of the complicated process of 
capitalist development for flirther capital accumulation. 
If economic restructuring is a factor that triggers large-scale women 
unemployment in the early 1990s，the late 1990s sees the results as the 
impoverishment of women. In 1999, the number of employed women who earned 
Kong，an absence ofasystem of social security based on the notion of right and citizenship easily 
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only halfor less of the median wage (i.e. HK$5000 per month) has risen to a startling 
number of 260 000. More seriously, the employed poor (who have income lower 
than the median income) accounts for one fifth of the female employed population 
and women constitute more than 80 percent (82.1%) of the total employed poor 
population (Census and Statistics 1999). By the first quarter of 2000，the number of 
employed poor women has reached the number of 300 000，compared to 80 000 for 
their male counterpart (Census and Statistics 2000). All these figures show a reality 
that the income of a lot of working women is shameftilly low. Around the same time， 
a study showed that the unemployment rate for women in 1999 was as high as 26%, a 
rate much higher than the one (5.8%) announced by the official Census；^ The 
underestimation of female unemployment once again demonstrates the institutional 
ignorance of women，hardship and problems they face in the society. The slogan of 
equal pay for equal work, when applied to low skilled female laborers, is another 
story since their salary is only halfof their male counterpart's (Census and Statistics 
Department 1998). Even worse, over 40% ofemployed women are engaged in part-
time jobs or temporary work associated with no fringe benefits. In these types of 
work，their monthly income can be as low as HK$1800 while women working full-
time jobs usually work overtime in order not to be fired. These figures demonstrate 
the severity of the problem of female poverty and the lack of government policy on 
female employment. 
A popular myth is that women in poverty are those who have been uneducated, 
have restricted social networks, have always worked in low-pay and low-skill jobs, 
and have failed to marry rich men. Many poor women I interviewed however have 
drivesjobless and single women into severe deprivation 
r Y ^ h = 7 n d = a s jointly conducted by the City University and Young Women Christian Council 
(YWCA) in 1999 {Apple Daily March 8，1999). 
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worked substantially before they fell into poverty. Some are rather well educated 
and a few of them have even finished tertiary education. Many worked since they 
were teenagers, like the working daughters in the factories that Janet Salaffdescribes. 
Some ofthem were very experienced and competent workers and even became part of 
factory management in the later stages of their careers. Although some of my 
informants are uneducated, they wanted to work and get out of the situation ofbeing 
poor. However, the broader economic and social environments that are implicated 
by sexist gender assumptions do not allow them to do so. I identify mainly three 
types of work patterns for these poor women and will explicate them in detail. 
FirstlyJobs available to these women are predominantly part-time and low statusjobs， 
regardless of their education backgrounds and work experience. Secondly, women 
with children are mostly denied job opportunity altogether due to the difficulty in 
fitting paid jobs into their domestic work schedule. Poor single mothers are 
particularly vulnerable in this respect. Those who are able to fit paid work into their 
schedule need to work like an iron woman in order to eam a decent living. Thirdly, 
women in this new age of IT (information technology) development often fmd it 
difficult even to remain in low-tierjob positions. 
Rcproductivp Work Positions： Sliding Rank.叫]Salarifri 
Entering the new millennium, hardly any worker can remain in the 
manufacturing industries, except for the few who still keep minimal offices running in 
Hong Kong for their bosses. In fact, many in the textile and electronic industries 
started losing job in the early 1990s. Most workers worked intermittently and some 
were able to get odd jobs done at home after 1993. None of my informants could 
fmd any permanent full-timejobs after 1995. 
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Amy, a woman in mid 40s and a mother of one girl, started working for 
knitted wear at the age of 14 in the 1960s. As a very aggressive worker, she worked 
so hard that she saved enough money to open a watch factory by the end ofthe 1990s. 
She closed the company later on due to difficulties in business. But she kept on 
working modestly in the industry of"knitted wear" thereafter: 
"During 92 and 93, there are a few days in which you can work. The 
production sites have all moved to the mainland and there remained 
only an office in Hong Kong to deal with miscellaneous things and to 
get the export quotas. In that period，over several hundred thousand 
workers are laid off in our industry, most ofthem in our age, between 
40 and 60. There is no way out. There are simply no jobs after 
1995. I have never thought of a day that our situation can be as bad 
as this. I have never thought that all factories could be gone!" 
Amy was able to switch to the hotel industry from 1992 onwards and this job 
enabled her to maintain a decent eaming of HK$8000 a month. She worked there 
for another 6 years but was forced to leave when tourism also declined after 1997. 
In the beginning of 2000 when I conducted this interview, she was working as a 
cleaning worker in a building, receiving only HK$4000 a month, a salary about the 
same as when she was a factory worker in the 1970s. Although she worked seven 
hours everyday, she was still considered a part time worker receiving no fringe 
benefits andjob security at all. 
After economic restructuring, this cohort of women has to face declining 
availability, variety, status and pay of job positions. After all these years of hardship, 
they have to "re-experience，，harsh conditions in employment and are paid as ifthey 
were still the inexperienced child laborers waiting to be exploited. With limited 
educational credentials and restricted experience outside the manufacturing sector, the 
jobs these women can fmd tend to be very low-pay and low-skill ones, mostly found 
in the service industry. Many encounter the humiliating experiences of being tumed 
down in theirjob-application processes because oftheir age, or being sacked because 
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employers do not want to pay extra benefits to a long-term worker. Thus, even when 
they are lucky enough to get a job, it is usually not long before they are again forced 
out of employment. 
The constant threat of being fired from one's job can be very damaging 
because one cannot be certain of the future or make long-term plans. Forced to 
struggle in the job market for years without being able to secure a basic living, Mei 
Ling, another interviewee, is almost on the verge of breakdown. She is a single 
woman at the age of 50. I knew her through a workshop in the HKWWA. She has 
a minor mental problem due to the stress involved in maintaining a livelihood and the 
social discrimination against her age and her being singled. Having worked in the 
textile industry as sewing workers for more than 30 years, she told me what it means 
to bejobless after restructuring: 
"There is not really absolutely nothing that you can do. I have 
attempted cleaning work, baby-sitting and office assistant jobs 
sporadically during this year. The office assistant position only lasted 
for a year cause they forced me to go. They have to pay you pension 
after two years. The cleaning work was in a commercial company 
about 1000 square feet in size. I had to prepare lunch for several 
officers and clean the whole workplace. Later on, the company 
merged with another one and it rented another bigger office. The new 
office was almost 8000 square feet and had 12 bathrooms! How can I 
finish the cleaning all by myself in one day? They tried to drive me 
away by demanding extra work on top of the exhausting cleaning job. 
For example, I had to go to the supermarket to buy cosmetics for my 
boss! How can you bear this?" 
The experiences ofthis group of women best demonstrate the extent to which 
economic restructuring has produced a big pool ofmarginalized workers who cannot 
be easily categorized as "employed" and "unemployed". My informants called 
themselves jobless people, but in fact they have tried hard to engage themselves in 
numerous part-time and temporary jobs. They are the marginalized workers because 
their jobs are usually in the lowest tier and benefits are unheard of. Most of the 
cleaning jobs do not even require signing a contract and terms of employment are 
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often just orally agreed upon. While Hong Kong further develops its service 
industry, increasing numbers of lower-class women constitute a servicing class for 
others. Even then, what they can eam from cleaning work at present is much less 
than when they did it six years ago. Thus, for these women, economic restructuring 
or reorientation towards the service industry actually means that they increasingly 
assume the reproductive role in the society, that their work is increasingly exploitative 
and under-rewarded, that their social status becomes increasingly inferior, and that 
their bargaining power is increasingly eroded. 
No Jobs for Ponr Moth^n 
Single women or women without children are at a relative advantage in a labor 
market that seriously discriminates against married women with childcare 
responsibilities. The effect is especially pronounced for mid-age women who do not 
have youthful appearance as their capital, hence are automatically excluded from any 
work opportunity during economic restructuring. This again demonstrates that mid-
age mothers are doomed to poverty because they are not even eligible for 
reproductive work in the public sphere. 
Ms Pang, a divorced woman with two small daughters, is an exemplary case 
that demonstrates how difficult it is for a mid-age woman with children to search for a 
job in the labor market. At the time when I met her, she was receiving CSSA 
because her husband suddenly disappear from Hong Kong, leaving the three of them 
with little money to sustain basic living. It was believed that her husband had gone 
to live with a concubine in the Guandong area. Ms Pang is not a helpless woman 
waiting for the breadwinner's salary though. In the 1970s she studied design and 
earned a diploma from the Hong Kong Polytechnic, a rare and respectable 
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qualification at that time. At the end of the 1970s when she was working as a 
designer in the factory, she could eam as much as HK$9000 a month. And after she 
was further promoted in the early 1980s，she earned a monthly salary ofHK$12 000， 
which was much higher than her husband's earnings. However, she gave up her job 
to take care of her two little daughters. After almost ten years of changes in the 
broader industrial environment during which her professional knowledge became 
obsolete, Ms Pang found herself very desperate just to get a job. Ultimately, she 
compromised for the lower tierjobs in order to eam a living: 
“I went to a Park'n Shop supermarket to apply for a cashier post. I 
waited and waited for days until the manager finally posted the 
recruitment advertisement on the wall. I immediately ran into the 
shop and asked if I was qualified. The manager stared at me, and 
inspected from my face down to my toes, then he responded, 'Yoi^ son 
is applying for the job, not you, right?. It was really embarrassing, 
but I insisted that I was the one who wanted the job. Then he said' 
‘The post has been filled.， At first, I did not believe that I couldn't 
fmd a job. Thus, I lowered my expectation ftuther and went to a 
restaurant to see if I could wash dishes there. The manager again 
browsed me all over for a while and asked if I had experience in 
washing dishes. I replied no and I was rejected." 
Being tumed down is painful but the fact that no job can fit into a poor single 
mother's childcare schedule is equally distressing. Ms Lam has form five 
qualification and is in her early 30. She had been working in clerical positions for 
more than ten years before she was forced to quit her job when her son was bom. 
One day, her husband left her and their son and since then she has taken up the burden 
of bringing up the small boy alone. She used up all her past savings and tried very 
hard to fmd a job that could allow her to take care ofher six-year-old: 
“I want to fmd a part time job that I can work when my son goes to 
school. I applied for various kinds o f job but there is simply no reply. 
Even a post in the Post Office that required only form three 
qualification did not consider me. I went to SaSa (note: a big chain 
store selling cosmetics in Hong Kong) to fmd a sales position but it 
was discouraging to fmd that their work hour lasted from 9 am. to 10 
p.m. or from 2 p.m. to 12 p.m. How can I take care my child? It is 
impossible! I went to other clothing stores, to fmd sales positions, but 
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found that they required working on Saturdays and Sundays! In those 
two days when my son does not go to school, who is going to be 
responsible for his safety?" 
Ms Lam ended up running into a very desperate situation and was ultimately 
forced to apply for CSSA. At the end of the interview, Ms Lam told me about her 
recent conversation with an official in the Welfare Department. The official told her 
that the economy had recovered much recently and she should be able to get a j o b in 
the market. The officials continued to whine throughout the phone conversation 
with a tone of blaming, and implied that Ms Lam was too young to be entitled to 
CSSA. At last, the official said, "may be you can ask the employer to accommodate 
your son's schedule." 
This government official, however, missed a very important fact. That a 
mid-age woman is able to find a job does not mean that she can get out of poverty. 
In fact, the unemployment of and employment of women are always confined and 
defined by their family circumstances. As I will explain in a later section， 
familialism - defined as the moral premium placed on a family's collective interest 
and the practice ofpooling resources to sustain it as a lifeworld further constrains to a 
large extent the timing and nature of women's paid work (Lee 1998: 158). The 
following story shows how a working mother worked like an iron woman in order to 
also fulfill various family responsibilities. However, the worsening job market and 
her low salary ultimately pushed her into seeking state assistance. Another sad story 
is about how patriarchal familial ideology constructs only the mother as the one 
responsible for childcare while the father is free from bearing the responsibility. 
This familial burden seriously obstructs mothers' participating in paid labor, and 
pushes poor women into desperationjuggling their employment with their families. 
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Working Mothers; Reconciling Paid Work and Family Respnnsihiiify 
Lower class women are indeed frequently taking up jobs in the market, 
although the jobs are temporary in nature, low in pay, very bad in work hours, 
working conditions and usually lacking any fringe benefits. But in a labor market 
that does not take into consideration women's domestic schedule and one that is 
increasingly calling for labor flexibility, women mothers are shaping themselves in 
order to get and keep the jobs. The following stories are about how two poor women 
worked and tried to work in order to make a living and to reconcile with their family 
responsibilities. 
Ah Ming came from the mainland to reunite with her husband in Hong Kong 
when she was in her mid twenties. She found that she had to make her own living 
since her husband was not giving her any money for living expenses. At the same 
time Ah Ming had to stay at home during the day to take care ofher three-year-old 
son and cook meals for the family. At night, she went to 7-11 (a chain convenience 
store that operates 24 hours a day) to work from 11 p.m. to 7 a.m. She then 
immediately went home to cook breakfast for the family and took her son to the 
kindergarten. Although this ovemight work paid her well (HK$260 a night), it was 
not regularly available. She needed more money as her son grew older: 
“Later a friend introduced me to work in a packaging department in a 
factory in Fo Tan. Then I went to work from 9 am to 5 pm everyday. 
After work, I picked up my son from school at 6 pm. I immediately 
ran to buy things in the market and went back home to cook dinner. 
At 11 pm, I went to the 7-11 again to work until the next moming. I 
didn't sleep at all. Since the 7-11 work was available three to four 
days a week, I slept only on the nights when I didn't have to work. 
The cycle was like that every day. When I look back, I think I was 
very strong." 
Ah Ming was able to fmd a regularjob in the factory because it was still in the 
early 90s and also because she was young. Yet, in order to work for more money 
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and to incorporate this into her family caring schedule, Ah Ming had to work like an 
iron woman. 
Another interviewee, Ting Ting, in her early thirties, has a small daughter. 
She found it unbearable when her husband simply left them at home without any food 
and money. She knew that she had to work but her daughter was too small to be left 
alone: 
“I asked my husband i fhe could look after our daughter when he came 
back from work. He didn't promise me but I knew I had to work. 
So，I got a job in the restaurant at night. However, my husband did 
not come back home after work! It was really sad but I could not 
give up the job. So, I chained my small daughter home and opened 
the door with the gate closed. I then asked the old woman next door 
to keep an eye on my daughter or call the police if she cried. I had to 
go to work. Otherwise we had no food to eat. And people sack you 
immediately if you don't go to work on time. That was so depressing. 
Later my neighbor told me that I would be accused of child abuse if I 
continued doing that. I had to quit thejob." 
Ting Ting broke down and she could not continue. Apart from seeing how 
hard it is for a mother to find a paid work, Ting Ting's experience also reminds me of 
how the whole social discourse of child abuse has unfairly put childcare responsibility 
onto the women only, assuming that they have nothing to do at home but to look after 
the children. Ting Ting's case is a bit frightening perhaps. But it illustrates further 
and in extreme ways how gender assumptions on motherhood in this post-industrial 
age has blocked women from seeking paid work and kept women tightly in the 
domestic role. Finally the story also tells how law on child abuse according to these 
assumptions can act as the very weapon punishing women who desperately need paid 
work. 
Familialism and the Tncorporatinn nfWomen asT .flhnr 
The discussion on economic restructuring induced by wider international 
global changes in the first section provides a background for us to understand why 
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hundreds and thousands of mid-age women are driven to unemployment in the 
beginning ofthe 1990s. However to explain why increasing numbers of, specifically, 
women fall into serious deprivation in the late 1990s as the above statistics show, a 
purely economic analysis cannot suffice. The above case studies attempt to show 
that gender assumptions on women's dependency and ideology of familialism that 
ascribes the matemal role to women still have tremendous impacts on women's 
employment and its conditions. I will discuss how incorporation of women as paid 
labor has always been related to their family circumstances in details later. However, 
instead of treating these gender assumptions as inherent in the Chinese culture or as 
naturally taken by the women themselves, I argue that these cultural traits have been 
historically appropriated and reproduced by the production system in which the 
management and employers actively utilize them to undermine women's bargaining 
power，wages and employment opportunities. The process of economic restructuring 
has revealed and strengthened these gender assumptions ofwomen as dependents and 
mothers. In the midst of a worsening job market, these gender assumptions about 
women's primary role in the family and their financial support from other family 
members make them more readily disposed of than men, in the view of employers. 
This is why Veronica Beechey argues that married women, because of her supposed 
relationship with her family, constitute a specific form of industrial reserved army of 
labor (1987: 47-49).^' She thinks that these familial assumptions tumed women into 
a more flexible working population who are willing to take up part-time jobs. These 
assumptions embodied in state policies also virtually compel women into and out of 
�6 Marx analyses industrial reserved army of labor as a function of capital accumulation. He argues 
that this disposable and flexible population provides labor power which can be absorbed in expanding 
branches ofproduction when there is a demand, and repelled when the conditions of production does 
not require it. It also serves the function of depressing wage levels when competition force workers to 
submit to further exploitation and thus it also counteracts the tendency for profit to fall. (Beechey 
1987: 17-53). 
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jobs at different periods of their life cycle. In Hong Kong, these gender assumptions 
also provide grounds for employers to employ women workers in part-time or 
temporary work, or even to reject their job applications all together. This is the 
reason why gender bias concerning women's dependency has remained strong even 
after decades ofeconomic and social development. Nowadays, a mid-age woman is 
seldom able to secure a full-time position. Most of them shift constantly to from one 
part-time job to another. Economic restructuring provides a chance for these 
assumptions to be revived and in tum pushes the lower class women to more 
difficulties. 
In this sense, women's employment, especially that of mid-age women, does 
not solely depend on the statistical growth or demise of the economy. It is indeed 
highly related to the discursive formations of gender assumptions that stipulate what 
the proper roles ofmid-age women are in the society, that instruct employers on who 
are the appropriate workers, and that legitimize work institution's discrimination 
against married women. For a lot of mid-age married women, their social positions 
are defined in terms of the family, where they are supposed to have support from 
husbands. Mid-age women's association with the family often results in lower 
wages or restricted employment opportunities because of the assumptions that they 
are partly or mostly dependent upon the husband's wages and that they are more 
occupied with the trivial matters of children's schooling etc. 
Familialism has different effects on women's paid work depending on the 
stage a working woman is situated. Janet Salaffs work (1981) has documented that 
the labor of the young working daughters was always controlled by their uterine 
family. Economic hardships in the families always compelled these young women's 
early entry into factories because it was considered unnecessary for girls to study too 
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much anyway. And in those times, it was believed that it was not worth investing in 
educating a daughter since she would get married and her labor would belong to 
another family. And throughout the lives of these women workers, most of their 
hard-earned income contributed to the family economy. Hence one sees how family 
circumstances and family ideology of filial piety have severely demanded the young 
woman worker's participation in the labor force in the early process of 
industrialization. 
In her work Ching Kwan Lee (1998) studied Hong Kong mid-age working 
mothers in the late 1980s and found that their employment patterns were equally 
circumscribed by their family responsibility of childcare, housework and even the 
obligation to maintain an appropriate femininity as married women. Factory work 
that symbolized a purer form of femininity was preferred to service work by their 
male family members (including husbands and sons) because "they want to preserve 
face. They cannot accept their mothers going out to serve others. This is very low 
in status" (Lee 1998: 104-105). Meanwhile factory management actively utilized the 
matemal role and identity of these working mothers. The management rationalized 
men,s superior positions in factory hierarchy and their high earnings by referring to 
their familial role as breadwinners. The management also saw women worker as 
only the pin-money earners and constantly emphasized their role as mothers to justify 
their low pay. 
The problem with my impoverished informants is that even when they do not 
have husbands to support them or when there are no many family responsibilities to 
fiilfill, their positions are still defined in terms of the family in patriarchal ideology 
(Beechey 1987: 44). Thus for a lot of single and widowed working class women, 
familialism is usually an obstruction in their process of searching for jobs and is 
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largely responsible for pushing them into financial difficulty. In this way, gender 
assumptions concerning the matemal role of mid-age women have become not only 
part ofmanagerial strategies to control these female workers to lower their wage, but 
one ofthe factors that lead to women's unemployment and hence poverty. 
Capitalist Production nfFamilialism 
As I have shown, family responsibilities have pushed young girls too early 
into the workforce in the 1970s, constrained the choices and promotion opportunities 
ofworking mothers in the 1980s and now come to push single women and widows 
into poverty when job opportunities have diminished. However, how does 
familialism work to constrain women only and to lead women but not men into 
poverty? Lower class men also find it increasingly difficult to find jobs and to eam a 
living in our society. Why are lower class women relatively more deprived than 
men? The reason, I argue, is that differential gender assumptions in familialism 
affect men and women differently. A mid-age lower class man is entitled to work 
because the employers consider him a breadwinner who has three children to raise. 
With exactly the same family background a mid-age woman is more difficult to get a 
paid job because the employers consider her family responsibility potential 
disruptions to her work schedule. Gender assumptions are in fact intricately 
implicated in the process of recruitment, management perceptions towards workers 
and our everyday life discourses concerning who is more eligible to work. The 
following is a brief literature discussion on how the workplace has continuously 
produced，strengthened and disseminated these gender assumptions on women's 
dependency and their matemal role as mother. 
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In her important work on the gendered organization of work, Joan Acker 
critically points out that the labor market，relations in the workplace, the control ofthe 
work process, and the underlying wage relation are always affected by gender 
symbols，gender identity and material inequalities between men and women. And 
more importantly, gender is not an additional part of these processes, rather it is an 
integral，part of those processes (Acker 1990: 145-146). Hence, in an organization 
logic that pretends to be gender-neutral, the workers become the "abstract bodiless" 
people who occupy the abstract, gender-neutral jobs, who have no sexuality or 
emotions，and who do not procreate. Acker argues that in such a conception a 
worker is actually a rational individual male free from any burden or worries, 
including his family and children. Since one of the major social roles of woman is 
taking care of children and women have constant bodily "disruptions" due to 
menstruation and procreation, a woman simply cannot be qualified as a worker, not to 
say compete with her male counterpart. Acker argues that female sexuality, 
women，s ability to procreate, responsibility for and inclination towards childcare, and 
their mythic “emotionality，，are stigmatized and used as grounds for control and 
exclusion. And these gender symbols become the yardsticks for segregating women 
into jobs separate positions and lower levels in the hierarchy of work organizations 
(1990: 152). In this sense, work organizations are actually part of the gender 
proces^s in which both gender and sexuality biases have been obscured through a 
gender-neutral, asexual discourse. The ideal of a worker is thus also a gendered 
concept, assuming a particular gender-oriented organization of domestic life and 
sodal production (1990: 149). In sum, the economic institutions, including work 
organizations and the labor market, are all embedded in broader social relations that 
contribute to gender inequality in the workplace. 
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The Matron Workers in the 1970s vs. the Disahlcd Wnmpn i^ thf 1QQfh 
Industrial capitalism in Southeast Asia has never pretended to be gender-
neutral. It was able to integrate the appropriate notions of femininity in order to ‘ 
shape and construct worker's conditions of dependence. As Ching Kwan Lee in her 
work，Gender and South China Miracle, shows, the local labor market and the 
management enterprises are in fact organized in a way to understand the specific 
conditions of women workers' dependence so that they can reproduce their labor 
power or replenish their work capacity. This is important in understanding why even 
mid-age women with children in the 1970s and the 1980s were able to work and eam 
a salary enough for livelihood and how this is no longer the case in the 1990s. As 
L ^ , s case study reveals, the experienced "matron workers" in the 1980s were able to 
attain a balance among generating independent income, taking care oftheir families 
and children, and maintaining social ties without jeopardizing their femininity (Lee 
1998: 101-105). In fact, this was made possible when industrial capitalism in the 
1970s and early 1980s still considered Hong Kong a site ofmanufacturing production 
in the global economy, and when Hong Kong women were still considered as 
valuable，experienced but cheap workers in the international division oflabor. 
The labor enterprise and industrial management ofHong Kong did not pretend 
to treat labor process, work organization and labor relations as gender-neutral 
processes. Instead, managers sought actively to integrate these women's family 
responsibilities into their work schedules in their daily work routine and thus 
produced a cost-benefit and cheap reproduction of labor power. That the 
management's ability to take into account women's family circumstances explains 
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also why women workers were particularly attracted to factory work even though it 
did not promise high payment. 
Lee's work is theoretically significant here because she shows that the 
constructions of gender are in fact an integral, constitutive dimension in the factory 
regime. This demonstrates that female gender roles do not simply exist ahistorically 
in the Chinese traditional "centripetal familial system" as Salaff assumes, but is 
continually constructed and reproduced in the factory shop floor, and organized by 
social institutions of family, labor market and economic enterprise. 
At the end of the 1990s when industrial capital moved out of Hong Kong, the 
role of matron workers who are competent and skillful in the global factory also 
ebbed. What is left behind is their feminine role of dependency and their familial 
responsibility. These assumptions become unscrupulously manipulated by 
employers and the government as excuses for women to retum to domesticity and for 
women's exceptionally low wages. Without state recognition of the importance of 
social care and adequate provision of related services, there is no way that woman 
with familial responsibilities can be considered a complete and competitive worker in 
the new millennium. 
To sum up, while differential gender roles and sexual division of labor might 
have been in existence for a long time，their concrete forms and contents depend on 
the change of broader capital movement and the role of Hong Kong in the global 
economy in specific historical period. Mid-age women having childcare 
responsibilities do not necessarily become dependent housewives but can be actively 
integrated in productive work. Yet industrial capitalism never challenges the 
premises that women have to take care of children and families and their income as 
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essentially supplementary because industrial organizations were able to utilize them to 
their benefits. 
The dependent status of woman is gaining increasing social legitimacy as 
compared to ten years ago. It is now almost a common sense that mid-age woman 
can hardly expect job opportunities and upward mobility in occupation. And their 
fate is gradually becoming more reliant upon the contribution of their husband's 
salary. In the event that men refuse to financially support their wives and children, 
these women and children are prone to fall into poverty. Women with children who 
are deserted by husbands are the poorest group because they simply cannot fmd work 
in a market that considers them as "disabled workers." 
Short Concliisinn 
In this way, I argue that the problem of women's impoverishment should be 
understood as an outcome of the complex relationship between patriarchy and 
capitalist development. Capitalist development had indeed incorporated women into 
paid work and constructed them as independent and strong wage earners. However, 
the factory regime had also deployed notions of femininity and ideology concerning 
women's dependent status and matemal role in the family to exploit their cheap labor. 
The withering away of labor-intensive industries and the subsequent economic 
restructuring has dramatically reduced the number of job positions in the market, 
driving many women workers to unemployment. However, gender assumptions 
concerning their dependent status and their domestic role continue to manifest in this 
period of economic restructuring thus resulting in further undercutting of their 
competitiveness. Women who cannot reconcile their paid work with familial 
demands are often driven into poverty and forced to resort to state assistance. 
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Entering into the Information Agg in the T.afe 199fk; 
Poor Women and Development 
The 1990s is a critical period when Hong Kong further linked itself to 
economic globalization. Further emphasis upon financial investment activities 
however made the government more aware of the significance of information 
transmission and related technologies that facilitate such activities. Hence, with 
Hong Kong further engaged in the process of globalization and repositioning herself 
in the newest international division of labor, the stress on information technologies 
and societal development toward this end is given unprecedented importance. Under 
these circumstances, can poor women benefit from Hong Kong's development into an 
information-technology- and knowledge-based society? 
I think, given the remnants of unequal gender relations in our society that are 
largely ignored by the former mode of development, the future mode of development 
orienting toward information technologies is going to exclude the development of 
poor women. This is particularly true for the current generation of mid-age lower 
class women, who would be further “switched o f f , to paraphrase Manuel Castells. 
In his book The Rise of the Network Society, sociologist Manuel Castells 
(1996) introduces some important concepts in this new age of information 
technologies and communication. He said that it is the first time in human history 
that knowledge and information has become so central to an extent that they are not 
only significant for further knowledge generation and communication, but are 
enormously diffused in the social processes of creating and manipulating symbols and 
augmenting the capacity of distributing goods and services. In this way, we are 
seeing an emerging but distinctive socio-economic system or in Castells terms, the 
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global information economy where information and communication technologies 
become the very infrastructure for production and innovation, within the networked 
areas. However, this development connects the world in a highly differential way, 
leaving large areas of the world and a significant percentage of the population out of 
the new technological system. The difference in ability and time of access to the 
power of information technology will become a critical source of inequality in the 
society. And this explains why across the globe, dominant groups and major 
territories get networked, but the "disconnected segments" can exist precisely in the 
inner cities of cosmopolitans or demographically among the lower class of affluent 
states. This global development, as Castells cautions, must be a polarizing one. 
There is a growth of low-end, unskilled, service occupation in the advanced 
information societies, with the new occupation structure and the old one developing in 
diverging directions and manners (1996: 206). Castells thinks that what emerges 
will be a dual society increasingly characterized by the existence o f a core labor force, 
formed by the information-based professionals, and a disposable labor force that can 
be automated/fired^officered (1996: 272-273). 
I asked my informants on what they think about the present government plan 
ofpromoting Hong Kong further into a world-class city, e.g. by building a Disneyland 
to boost tourism and a Cyber Port for developing information technology, Mei Ling 
responded bitterly but sincerely, 
"We women are ‘sinking�. No one will employ us. All this 
development would not benefit us at all. Disneyland will not even 
employ me to sweep the floor or to clean the toilets because they need 
someone who speaks English. The signs everywhere, even those in 
the bathroom, would be in English. They (the employers) fear that 
the tourists might ask you for directions. Nowadays, people aged 30 
to 40 are also looking for jobs sweeping floors. How can I possibly 
get the job? The life in the underclass is very difficult. You don't 
understand." 
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Mei Ling's story soberly demonstrates that economic development in the new 
millennium will not help these women because they would not be considered 
qualified even for very low tier positions. With Hong Kong further integrating itself 
into a global economy that stresses information and technological production, its 
economy is becoming more exclusionary. Economic and production activities in this 
new political economy will involve, exclusively, some segments of the population. 
Indeed, a rather dominant portion of the economic sectors is totally "disconnected 
from the processes of accumulation and consumption that characterize the 
informational/global economy” (Castells 1996: 102-103). Mid-age women whose 
education level is low are inevitable driven into this disconnected pool. 
Another manufacturing worker，Sau Fong, was also forced to "disconnect" 
from a valuable employment in this new age of development. Now in her early 40s， 
Sau Fong could only finish primary school. As the eldest sister at home, she had to 
cook and do the laundry for eight siblings everyday after she came back from school. 
There was no way she could concentrate on her studies and started working in the 
electronic industry at the age of 16. After 1995，she and all other co-workers were 
dismissed. She shifted to many types of work but they were all temporary jobs. 
Several months before we had the interview, she thought that the year 2000 would be 
a fortunate one for her when the Information Technology Department employed her 
as a messenger: 
“1 was so excited. It was a two-year contract! I immediately left a 
previous short-term job in the Election Affairs Department. 
Originally, the position required me tojust photocopy some documents 
and do some manual work. But when I took up the job, they merged 
the office assistant and the messenger job into one position which 
commanded a lower salary. They wanted me to read the faxes, letters 
and to distribute them to different staff members in the office! And 
all of these documents were in English! How could I read them? 
When they interviewed me, they clearly knew that I only have primary 
school education, and indeed that was also the requirement of the 
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position. If they knew that the job nature requires English proficiency, 
why did they employ me? The job made me feel so stressftil and� 
embarrassed, I found it really hard. The colleagues had bad attitudes 
and I just could not bare the pressure anymore. I kept on forcing 
m y s d f t o hang on just to work another week. But eventually I gave 
up." 
Sau Fong gave up thisjob and was not able to return to the previous temporary 
position. She felt extremely regrettable for being "greedy" and attempting a longer 
job contract. Her experience once again confirms that displaced women workers 
find themselves increasingly excluded from employment that emphasizes knowledge 
and information. And the government was not providing any re-training programs 
that would effectively improve their qualifications. At the end of the interview, Sau 
Fong still told me optimistically that she was looking forward to another job position 
of "food promoter" in a supermarket. She was very happy to fmd this job in the 
Yaohan supermarket because a better pay would be expected. However, the job only 
lasted for two weeks. 
The impoverished women I interviewed belonged to the part of the work force 
whose skills and labor are bound to be disposed ofwhen Hong Kong further develops 
towards the information technology ends. They are the disconnected "other," 
generated by the process of development. And when the government is not willing 
to do anything serious about re-training programs, we can hardly expect the situation 
ofthis generation of poor women to improve. 
Concliision 
As this piece of research focuses mainly on women and poverty, I was not 
able to enter into a dialogue with the whole scholarship on women and development. 
However I still fmd it theoretically relevant to reflect upon issues regarding poor 
women development in a society that is under rapid change. I argue that the mode of 
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development that simply utilizes women's cheap labor cannot achieve more equitable 
gender relations at the structural level of social discourse and in institutional settings. 
Instead，economic development only perpetuates and strengthens unequal gender 
ideologies and gender relations. The recent economic restructuring is precisely a 
process that exposes and reveals how deeply rooted gender assumptions are in the 
configuration ofsocial discourse and material relations in the society. 
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Chapter 4 
Women, Poverty and the Welfare System in Hong Kong 
This chapter looks into the of welfare system of Hong Kong, which I consider the 
other very important factor that pushes women into poverty. In the first section, I 
discuss the organizing principles of social policy in Hong Kong. I suggest the 
concept of productivity in understanding who welfare services are provided to in 
Hong Kong and the reason why. I also argue against the neo-liberal perspective of 
seeing the Hong Kong state as a non-interventionist one by suggesting the idea of 
“third world welfare state." In the second section, I tell stories of poor single 
mothers. I delineate their difficulties in applying for welfare assistance, in finding 
appropriate housing, in getting adequate information from the social workers and in 
getting child care service. In the last section, I discuss relation between the 
feminization of poverty and the welfare system. I argue that the welfare system is 
part of the social processes that reproduces gender inequality and sustains the 
impoverishment of women. Welfare policy that emerges in the form of public 
patriarchy re-invents the public/private sphere distinction, shapes and expects women 
recipients to take care of family members in the domestic arena instead of developing 
their opportunity ofbecoming independent in public sphere. 
Concern of Hong Knng Social Policy 
The central problem with social policy in Hong Kong, I consider, is the 
absence of the notion of citizenship, an important concept in the development of 
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westem welfare state for full actualization of the political, economic and social rights 
of the people (Marshall & Bottomore 1992). Instead, as social work intellectuals 
have proposed, an interesting concem, the concept of "economic fragility", exists in 
our welfare policy design (Wilding et al 1997). The concept denotes that the design 
of Hong Kong social policy is always implicated by and dependent on the fragile 
condition ofthe economy. As Hong Kong has been overtly reliant on overseas trade 
instead of attempting to develop any local industries and services, its success and 
prosperity is inevitably dependent on its role and its competitiveness in the 
international economy, as I have mentioned in the previous chapter. This passive 
role of the city has been always used as an excuse for the government to not actively 
involve in the territory, as Haddon-Cave notes, "there is little scope for managing the 
economy" (1984, p.xll). This belief was reiterated by the Financial Secretary, 
Hamish Macleod when he spoke ofHong Kong people as being "particularly aware of 
the potentially fleeting nature of success" (Macleod 1995: 11). 
However, the emphasis on economic fragility has in tum favored local 
business interests in influencing the government decision on social policy because it is 
believed that they are experts in evaluating the economic prospects of Hong Kong. 
Unfortunately this causes social and welfare policy in Hong Kong to be always 
intertwined with business considerations, which tend to be weighed more heavily by 
the government, at the expense of the interests of the socially marginalized. The 
emphasis on economic fragility also discourages the territory from actually asking a 
more fundamental question of what rights Hong Kong citizens are entitled to. By 
posing the question that developing welfare would reduce the competitiveness of 
Hong Kong and increase the fragility of the economy, the government misleads the 
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general public to view welfare program as something negative and welfare recipients 
in an antagonistic way. As Wilding et al. puts it, 
"The assumed fragility of the economy therefore justifies or allows the 
continuing neglect of the environmental degradation...the continued 
poverty of long term recipients of Social Assistance, low pay, dreadful 
housing and the low rates of pay...of the three million unskilled 
workers employed in Hong Kong-owned firms in the Pearl River 
Delta"(1997:3). 
These authors argue that the philosophy of economic fragility in social policy 
and the free market principles of the society have resulted in assigning social 
programs a much lower priority to the beneficence of the market force. 
The Myth of Laissez-faire in Social Welfare 
Contrary to popular belief, that the colonial government was non-
interventionist is not true. In fact, the colonial government wanted to make Hong 
Kong into a showcase for the successful implementation of British benevolent 
colonialism and also tried to develop Hong Kong in a financially self-sufficient way 
to relieve pressure for decolonization exerted by the Labor Party back home (see 
Miner 1995). Positive nonintervention is, rather, an "ideological screen," as Manuel 
Castells argues, behind which the Hong Kong's civil servants from the British 
Colonial Service introduced an active developmental policy (1996: 187). The most 
spectacular intervention by the Hong Kong government would be the largest public 
housing program in the world. The program substantially lowered the labor cost by 
providing them with very cheap accommodation and transportation because public 
housing was provided at very cheap rate and built inside the industrial districts. The 
housing program is also an exceptionally good safety net that encourages workers to 
start their own business without bearing too high a risk (Castells & Kwok 1990). 
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When one looks at the government policy in detail, one sees how non-market 
forces which intervene enormously in all factors of production - land, labor, raw 
materials and capital - have the combined effect of lowering the costs of production 
for small scale industries, the backbone of Hong Kong's export-led growth (Schiffer 
1991: 163). Schiffer's analysis clearly articulated how almost every kind of cost of 
production is regulated. It is especially true for the cost of reproducing labor, since a 
large percentage of foodstuffs is produced in a planned economy and traded to Hong 
Kong at something other than free market prices. Apart from shelter, health and 
education are highly subsidized (Schiffer 1991). In addition, the labor supply is 
partly determined by regulated immigration from the PRC. Since the mid-1980s, the 
rising cost of production triggered the process of industrial restructuring. The 
problem of labor shortage and rising wage rates that affect the cost of production has 
been repeatedly alleviated by the inflows of legal and illegal migrants from mainland 
China (Chiu et al 1997; Skeldon 1986). The Hong Kong government even took 
active steps in the early 1990s in announcing a new scheme oflabor importation. 
A Taiwan scholar once mentioned that Hong Kong was a de facto third world 
welfare state, or to paraphrase Castells, "a peculiar colonial version of the welfare 
state" (1996: 188). In the past few decades, the Hong Kong government was able to 
provide the worst quality of service at large scale (public housing and medical 
service). It successfully secured the basic survival of workers in this capitalist city-
state, which in tum made possible a competitive cost of reproduction of labor for 
manufacturing industries in the global marke t . Indeed, one only needs to look at 
the typical monthly expenditures of working class households to see how non-market 
forces play significant roles. One finds everything from subsidized food to 
17 Private discussion with Professor Hsia Chu-Chiu ofNatianal Taiwan University. 
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subsidized rent, which altogether contributes greatly to high social stability and 
economic success (Schiffer 1991). In short. Hong Kong's success was not possible 
without these positive and active interventions behind the well-claimed idea of 
"positive non-interventionism." For those who have claimed Hong Kong as a 
archetype of unfettered laissez-faire capitalism must either have not looked into the 
history ofhow Hong Kong develops, or must have been mistaken. 
In sum, Hong Kong's economic success was in fact made possible by the 
funding of a range of important social services. And this also argues against the neo-
liberal perspective so prevalent in Hong Kong's mainstream social discourse that 
naively believes in the minimum role of the government and the magical power of the 
invisible hand, such as that ofMilton Frideman. 
Productivity； Philosophv ofHong Kong Social Welfare 
However, we have to caution that the "third world welfare state” in Hong 
Kong was developed not out of any idea of civil and social rights nor as an attempt to 
eradicate social inequality through planned redistribution. Business interests 
constantly utilize economic fragility to militate against long-term social commitments. 
I think of a more precise and blatant concept to characterize the provision of social 
services in Hong Kong 一 the concept of"productivity." I argue that welfare services 
are provided usually when the services are relevant to the lowering of the costs of 
production. And as I demonstrate in later sections, the concept of productivity in 
welfare service not only adversely affects Hong Kong citizens in general, but also 
impacts negatively on impoverished women who want to seek state assistance. The 
productivity concept is certainly related to the colonial history of Hong Kong in 
which colonial subjects are denied citizen rights. But it is also directly related to the 
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developmental path of Hong Kong that puts most emphasis on economic growth 
without paying much attention to social and human development. With this 
perspective we come to understand why Hong Kong has the world's largest housing 
program as early as the 1970s but a centrally-administered scheme of contributory 
social insurance has been repeatedly delayed since its first discussion in the late 70s. 
Chou Yung-hsin in the early 80s criticized the underdevelopment of old age security 
and commented that legislation concerning the interests and compensation ofworkers 
“have remained at an embryonic stage, despite the developments in trade and 
industry" (Chou 1981: 118). The productivity perspective also explains why the 
elderly welfare is so under-serviced and badly provided exactly because the old 
people are considered no longer economically productive in our society. Even the 
compulsory nine-year education was provided out of commercial considerations, e.g. 
to prevent danger of social unrest (Reynolds 1981: 48). The unscrupulously 
utilitarian concern with, exclusively, the workers' productivity resulted in Hong 
Kong's institutional negligence of workers' safety, labor's rights and their old age 
livelihoods. It further explains why in the late 1990s my informants started to fall 
into poverty because these mid-age women are not regarded as productive and hence 
are abandoned by the government. 
Economic restructuring should be a tuming point in Hong Kong's history for 
both the government and the society to actually reflect on the past orientation ofsocial 
policies and the fiindamental philosophy of our economy that have generated and yet 
are oblivious to so many social inequalities. In seeing the aggravating social 
problems and income polarization between the poor and the rich, the SAR 
government mercilessly sharpens its welfare policy orientation further towards 
notions of "self-reliance," or "payment by users.” Together with a cut in CSSA 
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grants last year, welfare recipients fall into a double difficulty, in terms of material 
deficiency and social discrimination. 
In this context of social policy in Hong Kong, what is the situation of women 
welfare recipients? We know that in so-called welfare states in the West where 
notions of civil rights are operational there is still the problem of assuming women as 
family dependents and caretakers. In Hegelian terms, women are the natural social 
exiles since they naturally lack the attributes and capacities of the individuals who can 
enter civil society, sell their labor power and become citizens (Pateman 1989: 182). 
Feminist critiques have been pointing out how welfare policies have perpetuated this 
biased conception of women by still seeing women recipients as more capable of 
taking care oftheir family than going out to work. Welfare policy thus maintains the 
patriarchal family structure without challenging the pseudo-separateness ofthe public 
and the private spheres and the stereotypical roles ofthe sexes. 
In Hong Kong, industrialization has drawn masses of women into paid work. 
Women are not the social exiles as they have been actively participating in the public 
sphere by working. However, as I have shown in the last chapter, engagement in 
paid work does improve the status of women. Yet familialism continues to play a 
crucial role in women's employment and associates women with a dependent status in 
the family. In many ways, as I demonstrate later, the welfare policy in Hong Kong 
has helped ensure that women's day-to-day experience confirms the separation of 
public and private spheres, where women recipients are always incorporated as the 
caretakers in the family. If our society treats people with productivity (workers) akin 
to "citizens" as the termed is understood in the West, poor women lack both the 
means for self-respect and the means to be recognized as anything worthwhile. 
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Single Mothers as Study Focus 
My informants became CSSA recipients due to various reasons. All ofthem 
are extremely unwilling to apply for CSSA grants. It is usually when the situations 
became too hard for survival that they were forced to seek help in the Social Welfare 
Department. In my study, there are three conditions in which young and mid-age 
women are particularly prone to becoming CSSA recipients: single mothers with very 
small children; women who cannot work and neither could their husbands; single 
women who are close to retirement age and who cannot fmd any job. I have 
interviewed women recipients of these kinds and I consider the single mothers as the 
most vulnerable group, whose experiences in poverty and with welfare can better 
demonstrate how the category of gender manifests in the design and implementation 
ofHong Kong's social welfare system. In fact, single mothers with small children 
constitute the largest category of women recipients on CSSA, except the category of 
elderly women. In 1990, about one-tenth of all single-parent families (3,698 
families) were on public assistance (P. A.). This comprised the third largest category 
of the all P.A. cases in that year, following the largest categories of the elderly and 
disabled persons (HKSWD, 1990). However, female-headed families were more 
likely to fall into poverty and to seek social assistance than male-headed families as 
Young (1984) has reported and the Family Welfare Society & Law，s study (1991) 
has confirmed. As these studies have shown, female-headed families on Pss. A. 
numbered three times as many as male-headed families on P. A. in 1985, and twice as 
many in 1991 (Leung 1998: 82). A study o f P . A. recipients in 1990 showed that, 
among the 84.4 percent of children under 21 who were in single-parent families, 68.8 
per cent lived with their mothers and only 13.8 per cent with their fathers (HKSWD, 
1990). Apart from the sex discrimination injob market, these statistics are important 
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in understanding why single mothers but not single fathers are particularly vulnerable 
to impoverishment since the responsibility of childcare continues to be attached on the 
mothers. And as we understand from the previous chapter, women with children 
fmd themselves in a very difficult situation in finding a job，and one can imagine it 
will be doubly difficult for a single mother to fulfill both the responsibility of caring 
for her child(ren) and working, without support from her spouse or relatives. I will 
elaborate later on why single mothers are further pushed into such difficulty by the 
welfare system. 
In short, a majority of single mothers have to be supported by social security 
and lead impoverished lives because they are the ones assigned childcare 
responsibilities and because the levels of CSSA are very low. After the welfare cut 
in 1999，monthly income for a single mother on CSSA is HK$ 1 770 and HK$1 615 
for children. The total income for a single-mother-headed household with two 
children will be only HK$5 000 (HKSWD 1998). When we compare the income of 
those on CSSA with that of the general household in Hong Kong, it is undeniable that 
single-mother households would have difficulty maintaining a reasonable standard of 
living. Material poverty notwithstanding, they are also stigmatized because the 
government has proliferated stories of CSSA abuse, spreading the message that a lot 
oflazy people are relying on government assistance without the intention to work. 
That women comprise a larger percentage of welfare recipients confirms that 
women are more likely to fall into poverty than men are. Women and poverty 
however, is also managed and sustained by the welfare system as I illustrate in the 
following. I tell stories of single mothers who are now welfare recipients. I 
delineate and analyze their difficulties at three levels. Firstly, the extreme difficulty 
in applying for CSSA; secondly, the difficulty in finding appropriate housing; and 
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lastly their problems of childcare. I argue that our welfare system is also part of the 
social processes that reproduce gender inequalities mainly because women and their 
related problems are all categorized under the unit of family in our welfare system. 
There is simply no place for women per se in the system and their problems are 
always understood in relation to the family. In this way, social welfare in Hong 
Kong is also heavily implicated by ideology of familialism that reinforces women's 
roles as mothers and their status as dependents. 
Who has the right to social welfare? The Breadwinner^ Myth 
Hong Kong has been notorious for its harsh criteria and long administrative 
procedures in granting means-tested social assistance to the needy. The procedure 
goes in a very strange way because there is no application form that one can fill in and 
no instructions or eligibility list for one to check. What the needy have to do is to 
consult a social worker in the family service branch ofthe Social Welfare Department. 
When the social worker is convinced of the poor and miserable situation of the person 
seeking help, the social worker will write a report which s/he can bring along to the 
welfare branch of the department. There the government officials are responsible for 
reading through the report and granting the money. The problem of such a 
procedure lies not only in massive confusion for those who want to apply. A more 
serious problem lies in the fact that a social worker interpretation of the cases. As I 
will argue in the following, the perception of a social worker to determine who is 
eligible for CSSA, is always itself a product of and a reinforcement of the broader 
socio-political contexts. 
Most single parents who want to apply for CSSA have been driven to sudden 
poverty mainly because of divorce or desertion by their partners (40.3%), which 
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usually means men's abandoning of their wives and children.'^ Although I do not 
have more recent statistical evidence, I seek information from frontline social workers 
in the NGOs and found that most of the divorce cases actually involve battering or 
abuses ofthe wives, and sometimes the children as well.'^ It is actually very unclear 
to use the category of divorce to understand why a lot ofwomen have to rely on state 
assistance. Only after we find out how a woman has been physically and 
psychologically injured can we understand the why she cannot find a job and thus 
needs to rely on state relief. However, the Social Welfare Department does not have 
any categorization of women under abuse but only a more general and gentler item of 
"family problems," and there is no department or working team on the issue of 
domestic violence against women. 
In a situation where a social worker is trained without any concept ofdomestic 
violence against women but only "family problems," a woman seeking help is likely 
blamed for not maintaining family harmony because she is responsible for taking care 
of emotional problems of the family. In a welfare institution where women's 
problems are always subsumed under the umbrella category of "family," how can a 
social workerjudge on a CSSA application when she is driven to poverty due to wife 
battering? To ask the question one step further, can a social worker really decide in 
a so-called just way out of the current welfare system context? In Hong Kong, 
where gender inequality is no longer as vulgar and visible as in the past, gender 
assumptions about unequal roles and values on men and women have not disappeared. 
They are but implicated in many institutional designs and are discursively constituted 
as our social knowledge and built into people's perceptions. In this way, when a 
18 The second largest cause putting single-parent households on P.A is the death of another partners, 
which constitutes 34.5 per cent, the third being imprisonmentAktention ofone parent in drug addiction 
treatment center (3.7%). (HKSWD, 1990:24) 
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social worker is trained to see woman as always a familial entity instead of an 
autonomous individual, a social worker might not be able to perceive a woman 
running away from violence as miserable. Instead, the social worker might consider 
her troublesome and deviant who should have tolerated the situation in order to keep 
the family harmony instead of"adding troubles to the government."^® 
Ting Ting, the woman I mentioned in the last chapter who were always left 
hungry at home with her daughter, was physically and psychologically abused 
seriously by her husband. She determined to leave her husband's place last year. 
She had nowhere to go but sought help from the Social Welfare Department with an 
urgent need to apply for CSSA and public housing. When she went to the family 
service to see a social worker, she was rejected immediately for two reasons. Firstly, 
she had not divorced her husband. She was required to present the divorce 
document in order to be eligible. Secondly, she did not have any apparent wounds 
on her body which could serve as evidence of being battered or abused. She cried 
when answering my questions: 
"What do they want to see? Do they want to see blood all over my 
body or do I have to have cancer in order to apply for CSSA? My 
daughter was very hungry and I had no documents proving abuse by 
my husband because he was always good at hitting me in places that 
would not be easily seen, such as my back and legs. He never hit me 
on my head. And he psychologically abused me a lot and that could 
not be proved. For example, when he went to work, he switched off 
all the supplies of water, electricity and gas. We [Me and my 
daughter] had no water to use and we could not cook because the gas 
supply was cut. I didn't know how to switch them on and we always 
sat at home in the dark until he came back." 
191 am grateful to Ms Chong and Ms Lee for providing the information. 
2° I get this information from my informants and from some progressive social workers. I reconfirm 
this traditional social work perception towards wife battering from my friend who went with a social 
worker for home visit. The social worker blamed the battered women for always calling the police 
The social worker even said that her mother was always battered by her father and ifher mother could 
tolerate it, so should other women. 
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Ting Ting was stunned after this encounter with the Social Welfare 
Department. She was very disappointed and almost committed suicide. Her life 
was rescued because she was able to borrow some money from her cousin and she 
rented a small room inside a flat in Tuen Mun. She and her daughter lived very 
inadequately and were on debt for several months. 
“I didn't want to apply for CSSA. I have hands and feet. I had a 
cleaning job in the vegetables market which pays HK$5800 monthly. 
I tried to get a ‘si nai' (mid-age housewife) to take my daughter to and 
from school and I could pay her HK$500 a month. But no one was 
willing to do that." 
The worse thing came when her husband found out where they lived. He 
went to the kindergarten where her daughter attended to beat Ting Ting. The police 
intervened and she was finally referred to a social worker. The social worker 
accompanied her to consult the Family Service Department again and Ting Ting was 
finally able to get assistance this time. 
The case of another informant, Ka Po, was even worse. Her husband 
deserted the family, had a concubine in China, and stopped paying the living expenses 
for their two children. Ka Po used to be financially independent because she had 
worked in the factory. She couldn't work any more when her little boy was sick. 
Her husband did not bring any money back home since then. Ka Po was caught in a 
dilemma ofeither abandoning her son at home to go out to work for a living or having 
no income to make ends met. She then sought help from the Social Welfare 
Department but was fiercely scolded by the officials, who thought that she should 
settle her "internal family problems." She was frightened and discouraged to go 
there again. When I interviewed her, her debt totaled more than HK$100000. She 
had been borrowing money from friends and relatives to support the household in the 
past few years. I was very surprised to know that she tumed to the government so 
late. Ka Po recalled, 
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"I didn't know what to do. Fortunately, my mother and sisters in 
Shenzhen were all willing to help me. They brought me food, clothes, 
money...all that I needed. And I continued to borrow money from 
my ex-co-workers to support the children's schooling and living 
expenses. And the debt accumulated too much in these years and I 
was living under great pressure. I started to secretly pick up 
newspaper on the street to sell for several dollars in the middle of the 
night when my children were sleeping. That was really miserable." 
I knew Ka Po through my friend, May, who was working in a union. Ka Po 
took a re-training course in the union and they became friends. Amy was very 
sympathetic with Li's situation and she took Ka Po to the Social Welfare Department 
again. Amy helped her convince the social workers and Ka Po was granted 
assistance since then. When Amy introduced Ka Po to me, she already told me that 
Ka Po was suffering from psychological problems due to enduring stress in heavy 
debt and persisting anger for her husband's irresponsibility. 
These stories sound horrible, but their experiences are not uncommon. It is 
very typical that single mothers receive no government support after they run away 
from a male-headed family. Their lives could be much easier if the Social Welfare 
Department could have recognized their problems in the initial stage. They could 
have recovered earlier and easier with some emergency assistance. 
However, as the above cases show, the Social Welfare Department simply 
cannot recognize the difficulties of these women. In both cases, it is very obvious to 
see how gender assumptions of men heading households and women being financially 
dependent work in the process of granting CSSA. In the social workers' perception, 
a married woman is in no way eligible to application and there is no reason why a 
married woman can be starved so much as to seek help from the government because 
she is always supposed to have support from her husband. Her husband should feed 
the woman after she is married. And in the family she should be safe. All the 
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problems of the above-mentioned women are just "internal family problems" that 
should be solved by the family, which actually means by the women themselves. 
It is true that everyone, man or woman, who comes to the Social Welfare 
Department in Hong Kong would have experienced skeptical evaluation from the 
social workers and insulting response from the government officials. However poor 
women, especially single mothers, are treated with special reasons for rejection and 
their experiences are different from the elderly or the disabled in poverty. As I have 
shown in the previous chapter how gender assumptions and ideology of family are 
embedded in the institutions of work, they are also implicated in the social welfare 
system. They get reinforced into the everyday practices of social workers, whose 
perceptions and ways of identifying social problems are shaped by gender 
assumptions. These assumptions are immensely engendered in the process of 
granting assistance and in the operation of welfare program. Even if the social 
workers do not genuinely believe in these gender assumptions, they clearly know that 
they are useful tools or strategies to deter or scare away people from seeking help. It 
is believed that their harsh attitudes are useful in screening people to select those who 
have genuine needs?� 
It is also interesting to see how these single mothers are able to claim social 
assistance. The two women mentioned above had been assisted by social workers 
and union activists in applying for CSSA. The helpers are university graduates, 
trained in the field of social work, and are very articulated people with strong 
personality. They know how the Social Welfare Department works and they know 
how to get around in it. This is the reason why they can easily convince the social 
211 get this information from a social worker in the Caritas Women Center in Shau Kei Wan. She told 
me one of their empowerment programs for welfare recipients includes training them to become 
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workers about the poor situation of my informants. Another single mother Ms Lam I 
interviewed was later able to get assistance because she sought help from the district 
legislator who wrote a petition letter to the Social Welfare Department for her case. 
In my observation, only those single mothers who are very assertive, who are 
articulated enough to present their cases and who are strong enough to tolerate all the 
insulting remarks from the officials, are able to apply for social security on their own. 
And usually, these women are more educated and they are local Hong Kong people. 
Uneducated and new immigrant women not fluent in Cantonese are easily scared 
away into deteriorating situations. 
Housing Problem for Single Mothers with rhi1dren 
The biggest headache for most Hong Kong people is housing. A lot of my 
women informants were faced with or are still facing the problem of getting a safe 
housing unit. Initially after divorce, it is very typical that the woman is left with 
nothing but her children. The past housing unit, in most cases belongs to her 
husband. Even though the residence is co-owned by the couple, it is usually the 
woman who is kicked out of it. Since divorce cases usually involve wife abuses, it is 
normal that a physically and psychologically injured woman runs away from the 
residence to avoid further injury. Moreover, a woman must present residential 
evidence different from her husband's one in the procedures of applying for divorce 
and CSSA. This is usually perceived to be a proof of the wife's determinacy to 
break up the marriage relationship.^^ This is the reason why so many women, 
especially single mothers, are faced with housing problem. And once a woman is 
tougher and stronger so that they would have the confidence to fight for their own rights even when 
faced with bad government officials. 
221 am thankful to Ms Lee in the KFWA for providing this information. 
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away from her original residence, she immediately confronts the difficult situation of 
finding a housing unit. For many lower class women, this procedural requirement is 
already a big obstacle in the process of running away from domestic violence. Since 
moving out in Hong Kong requires a considerable amount of money that includes not 
only rent payment, but also deposits for the residence and all kinds of supplies, 
commission for real estate agency as well as costs of ftimiture. This big amount of 
money is usually unaffordable for most lower class women who want to bring with 
their children and hence deters their decision to get out of domestic violence. 
However, even a single mother is successfully granted CSSA，she is not 
assigned a public housing unit, which is much cheaper than a flat in the market. She 
is usually told to rent a flat in the market with the housing subsidy from the CSSA. 
With the small amount of housing subsidy, what single mothers can fmd are usually 
extremely awful accommodations. This results in putting the single mother in more 
difficult and embarrassing situations in poverty. 
Compassionate housing is considered a useful strategy for single mothers who 
want to apply for public housing and to survive in dignity in this international city 
with outrageous rent. However the so-called compassionate housing is not always 
granted on purely "compassionate" grounds, as the decision regarding who is eligible 
again lies upon a social worker's perception. If the social worker considers a single 
mother's situation not miserable enough, there is no way for her to apply for public 
housing in compassionate term. Also, the basic eligibility for application is that she 
has to prove her "miserable identity" by showing all the documents of divorce and 
alimony. This is a big problem for thousands of these poor women who simply have 
no money or time to fight for divorce whose court cases could last for months, 
depending on whether the husband is cooperative. The result for most single 
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mothers in Hong Kong is that they will keep switching from one urban slum to 
another, and their children switching from one school to another, until their situation 
gets bad enough to be considered eligible for applying on compassionate ground. 
The old problem recurs in a different way. A social worker insensitive to 
gender issues might think there is no problem for a poor woman with children in 
finding private housing because s/he does not think her case is in any way different 
from the other's ones. A paradox however emerges: when a poor woman seeks help 
from the Social Welfare Department, the government sees her as a dependent wife 
who should be supported by her husband, thus rejecting to help her. Yet, when this 
dependent wife fmally gets help and stays on social assistance, the government 
perceives her as equal to an autonomous individual. However, in our society that 
highly stigmatizes divorced woman with children, can a single mother really compete 
with others on equal footings in finding housing? Is the housing experience the 
same for women and men? What does equal opportunity for these women mean? 
The following stories illustrate how a social worker's perception toward the 
needy is always mediated by gender assumptions and how hisAier decision is usually 
a reinforcement of traditional gender relations. Through the stories I also attempt to 
show how housing systems in Hong Kong, both public and private, is very hostile 
towards poor single mothers with children. They are seriously discriminated against 
in this urbanity that stresses only money. Not eligible for compassionate housing, 
many single mothers tum to urban slums that are usually very expensive and unsafe 
for them. In private housing where they have to share space with others, many 
experience threats from sexual harassment since they are no longer "protected by their 
husbands，，. Chan Kam Wah's work on women and housing documents similar 
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experience from the lone mothers who have threats from sexual harassment and other 
physical danger (Chan 1997: 117-118). 
Ms Lam was a newly divorced woman whose husband suddenly disappeared 
and left behind a big debt which attracted many violent threats from the loan sharks. 
The triad society threatened her and the children with various means. This forced 
Ms Lam to apply for divorce and move away from her original place. She was 
forced to rent a "penthouse" in an old building in Shau Kei Wan. The space was 
about 100 sq. feet but it costs Ms Lam HK$3800 monthly. She also had to share 
kitchen and bathroom with other tenants. 
“I started to feel very threatened in that place. I lived with several 
single men there and they always stared at me. I worried a lot about 
my daughter (about ten years old). I was very scared and I shut 
myself inside the room and never came out when my children were in 
school. Luckily the floor of the penthouse started to fall apart. The 
social workers came to check and they considered it very dangerous 
for children to live in this kind of high-risk buildings. I was finally 
entitled to apply for compassionate housing." (She repeatedly 
requested consideration but had always been rejected before). 
Ting Ting, the woman with a small daughter, was also told to rent private 
housing with government subsidy. In order to escape from her ex-husband, Ting 
Ting decided to move out of Tuen Mun and went to Tsuen Wan to rent a place. She 
found a room inside a flat: 
“The place was about 70 square feet and it was ftimished. It was three 
thousands dollars a month. We lived with the landlord's family of five. And 
altogether seven of us lived in that flat. At first, the three kids of the landlord always 
harassed my little daughter (who was only three years old) in playful ways. Later, 
the landlady kicked my daughter a lot when she came out of the room. And they 
always scolded my daughter saying that she had no father. I was really sad but I 
dared not say anything." 
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Later Ting Ting met the campaigners from the Kwan Fook Women's Right 
Association (KFWRA), a non-governmental organization fighting for battered 
women，s rights. They told Ting Ting that there is a governmental program called 
"conditional offer oftenancy" for single parents with children who are going through 
the legal procedures for divorce. For single parents who have difficulty fmding 
private housing, this program entitles them to apply for public housing.^^ Ting Ting 
had never heard of this program before and the government officials in the Social 
Welfare Department had never told her about this. She then asked about this 
program in the Department but got insulted seriously. The government officials said 
that the program was only for single parents who cannot find private housing because 
they have three or four family members and because they are sick. 
Ting Ting was very desperate but she couldn't do anything. Yet she found 
the KFWRA's work very meaningful and she also joined their activities. With the 
Association's organizing, Ting Ting and a number of other single mothers who have 
similar experience of being discriminated in private housing staged a protest against 
the Social Welfare Department and they finally got eligibility in applying for the 
program of"conditional offer of tenancy". 
Leung Lai Ching, in her book Lone Mother, Social Security and Family in 
Hong Kong (1998) documents how single mothers can only get limited information 
from the government and they do not really know all the benefits they are entitled to. 
She argues that there is no reason to say that these single mothers share a dependency 
culture because they simply do not have the information to rationally calculate the 
costs and benefits in choosing to be dependent or getting out of social assistance. 
23 This program, especially designed to meet the housing needs of single mothers, was a product of 
lobbying by the women's groups in Hong Kong who strongly criticizes the government ofignoring the 
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Leung argues that these women simply do not have any choice and cannot get out of 
social assistance due to reasons such as the lack of childcare and the unavailability of 
jobs in the market. My research findings also echo with Leung's argument. Many 
of my informants complain immensely about the lack of information they have in 
their package of social assistance. They are discouraged to ask because every time 
they go for housing information, what they usually get is either bitter scolding for 
their greediness or humiliating insults for their laziness. Ting Ting，s case further 
shows that even when she had some information about the "conditional offer of 
tenancy," she was immediately prevented from finding out more about it by the social 
workers. 
Siu Lan is one of these single mothers who struggled to fight for housing 
rights with the KFWRA sisters. She told me about the terrible experience of asking 
about how to apply for a public housing unit. The Social Welfare Department told 
her to ask the question in the Housing Department. The Housing Department 
insisted that she should have enough documents from the Welfare Department before 
she could apply. The problem however was not with Siu Lan going to the wrong 
departments or with her ineligibility. The problem was in fact in the perceptions of 
the social workers towards these women. Not only do they subjectively judge that 
these women were not eligible to apply for public housing, they were even reluctant 
to provide any information or to explain to them why they could not apply. Siu Lan 
cried out, "why couldn't they just tell me what I can apply for and what I cannot and 
why? Why did they say that they don't know!” 
These stories once again confirm that the "professional" judgments of 
government bureaucrats or social workers are always products and usually 
needs of single mothers. It was known that criteria for compassionate hosing are very strict and there 
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reinforcements of the unequal gender relations in which women's poverty and their 
difficulties are rendered invisible. 
Ms Lam's case above is equally distressing. When the Housing Department 
considers it possible for a woman with two children to find a place with a government 
subsidy of maximum HK$3800 monthly, most likely the Department officer may 
have never checked out what kinds of housing are available in the market. What are 
usually available are in urban slums where a normal flat is partitioned into three or 
four units in old districts of Sham Shui Po, Shau Kei Wan, Tsuen Wan, etc. The 
better ones are those with individual bathrooms, while the bad ones no larger than the 
size of a bed on which a whole family of three or four would sleep. It was little 
wonder that Ms Lam considered herself "lucky" to have a fractured floor dangerous 
enough for her to be evacuated. One can imagine how many of these single mothers 
in Hong Kong have been cramping and squeezing in unsafe living conditions 
tolerating constant harassment from their male flat mates and seeing their children 
discriminated against by others.^^ And because their situations are not bad enough as 
perceived by many social workers, many continue to stay in such living conditions 
without knowing that they have their right to access to public housing. 
As shown in the above cases, even when single mothers manage to get welfare 
assistance, they may still be unable to escape from harsh and unsafe living conditions. 
A lot of them again face other men's violence and harassment when they do not have 
housing of their own. Sometimes the result is their going back to live with their 
abusive husbands. 
are always many kinds ofpeople in need who are competing for compassionate housing. 
24 For a more detailed discussion on how the housing system in Hong Kong discriminates against poor 
women, see Chan (1997). 
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The above informant, Ka Po , supported the household by borrowing a lot of 
money and doing some part time jobs. After serious contemplating, she still 
considered it better to stay in the original flat with her irresponsible husband than 
renting a place outside. The fact that she paid everything for the flat (the rent, 
electricity, water, management and telephone fees) and that her husband did not share 
any of the expenses did not allow her to kick him out as the flat was bought in both of 
their names. Her husband also psychologically abuses her a lot and Ka Po found 
herself under great pressure and dangerous living with him. Ka Po was however 
certain that she would suffer more if she did move out. 
Poor Lives of Single Mother; Childcare and Work 
All of my informants want eagerly to work, but the problem of childcare 
prevents them from doing so. As I have demonstrated in the last chapter, the job 
market severely discriminates against mothers with small children. Only part-time 
or low-tiered jobs with very low salary are available to them. Poor single mothers 
simply cannot take up these kinds of job because the income derived would not be 
enough to put their children in day care centers, which are often very expensive in 
Hong Kong. Usually daycare center that takes care of children and supervises their 
homework for 4-5 hrs after school costs HK$1000 to HK$2000 monthly, depending 
on the location of the center. If a single mother has two children, and if she does not 
depend on CSSA and finds a job which pays HK$6000 monthly, she still would not 
be able to support such expenses. If a usual rent payment runs from HK$3000 to 
HK$4000 and the day care center fees of HK$2000 for two kids, rent and childcare 
payments alone would exhaust her salary without much left for food and 
transportation, not to say other essential expenditures. Single mothers actually fmd 
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it a must to stay on social security in order to survive and to take care of their 
children. 
The confinement of women in the domestic sphere is not anything new and it 
seems irrelevant to the social welfare system. However, as I argue in the following, 
the confinement of poor women in the private sphere and their gradual loss of 
competitiveness due to long-term trapping in social security are precisely constituted 
by the social welfare system. Again, I argue that the meaning and interpretation of 
misery, poverty and needs are actually not neutral or objective, but open to 
interpretations by the social workers whose training has been heavily embedded in a 
gender biased conception of the women, men and the family. The result is that poor 
women are usually not able to get the help they need because their needs are judged 
differently. 
Siu Lan was a single mother who was very ill. Her husband deserted her and 
their children and he had a concubine in China. Due to the great pressure in meeting 
household needs and intense grievance against her husband's antagonism in the court 
case on divorce, she suffered a rare and serious disease. The disease was caused by 
stress and it will not go away if stress endures. When I visited Siu Lan in her very 
small room in Tusen Wan, I saw a whole shelf full of medicine. In that period of 
time, Siu Lan frequented the hospital for regular check-ups and small operations. I 
asked her why she did not simply stay at the hospital but returned home every day. 
"How can I do that? Who takes care of my children? In the last few 
weeks when I went through a big operation in the hospital, I couldn't 
go home. Then, my children had to do their homework inside the 
hospital! As they were too small to enter the patient room, they did 
their homework on the bench outside. When the hospital closed at 
night, they went home. The nurses there knew our miserable 
situation and they let the children play outside. Now even though the 
doctor strongly advised me to stay in the hospital, I must apply for 
"voluntary home leave" because no one can take care ofmy children." 
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Siu Lan encountered serious problem after divorce. The kids did not accept 
the separation of their parents. The little boy (six years old) started to always shut 
himself inside the room while the daughter (eleven years old) escaped from school 
and wandered on the street with gangs at night. And Siu Lan was very sick. She 
tried to apply for government childcare service and consulted the manager of Social 
Welfare Department. The manager wrote a letter but she later found out that it was a 
letter for disabled subsidy. Another HK$900 was granted to her monthly. 
"But I don't need money! What I need is childcare service. The 
social worker was already sympathetic to me and she wrote a report for 
me. But the superior blocked my application. The superior said that 
my case was not serious enough because I didn't have cancer or kidney 
problem. They said that I could still take care ofmy children because 
I was not in the hospital everyday." 
Siu Lan's problem is again very typical. Many single mothers express their 
wish to apply for childcare services so that they can be freed to work. After that, 
they can support their families on their own and get out of welfare. However, if 
cases as serious as Siu Lan's are still not granted childcare service, who would be 
eligible in the eyes of the government officials? It tums out that it would be the 
young to mid-age men, according to information from different frontline social 
workers. Siu Lan knows a family on CSSA who has access to childcare service 
because the mother had cancer and their little son was mentally handicapped. The 
father was a healthy man who then went to work with the childcare service. 
Although no data has been released from the Social Welfare Department, different 
sources suggest that men are usually more likely to get childcare services. In studies 
by Leung (1998) and Chan (1997), about 90% ofthe single parents interviewed were 
female. And most of these single mothers (92%) had children aged 15 or less. In 
Leung's study, about 74 per cent of these single mothers had to take care of the 
children all on their own, without support from other relatives or social service. 
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Meanwhile, five out of nine of the single fathers had help from some other relatives 
(mostly their mothers). These men also employed domestic helpers, or they had 
access to childcare service in the Social Welfare Department (Leung 1998: 80). In 
an interview with a feminist social worker, Ms Chong of the KFWRA, she told me 
that she knew cases of single fathers which are granted childcare services and was 
even referred to the Labor Department to find work through the social workers. Ms 
Chong articulated clearly, 
"The social workers themselves cannot bear the fact that a productive 
man should stay at home on CSSA and take care ofhis children. This 
is not socially allowed and a man would feel very shameful in doing so. 
On the other hand they fmd it very normal for a woman to stay on 
social security and take care of children at home. This is why they 
actively offer help regarding childcare to single fathers but not single 
mothers." 
Poor single mothers expressed to me their eagemess to access to paid work 
instead of staying at home to look after the children. They talked about the fear of 
gradually becoming "useless" in the society. They clearly know that after some 
years when their children grow up, it will be more difficult for them to fmd jobs. 
Childcare is a crucial element that determines one's ability to enter into paid work. 
The inadequate provision of childcare services to single mothers keeps them on public 
assistance and to take care of their children in the domestic sphere. Yet they 
gradually lose their market competitiveness. Therefore the confinement of women 
in the family performing unpaid housework and childcare is neither a "natural" 
arrangement nor a voluntary choice of the single mothers. Instead, women's 
confinement and subordination in the private sphere is a social arrangement and their 
dependency is constructed through many social processes. One of these social 
processes is the welfare system in which women's dependency and familial roles are 
constructed and supported by the state. 
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Woman in Qur Welfare System without Citizenship 
In discussing women in poverty and the welfare system, it is important to note 
also the inadequate provision of welfare to the general public，and the lack of citizen 
rights in the design of the welfare system. When welfare is not an entitlement to all 
citizens but a charity given to the needy, welfare recipients are easily labeled and 
discriminated against in the society. That business interests are heavily vested in the 
design of welfare policies further obstructs the state in fostering greater social care. 
As I argue, a more important reason behind the stringent welfare provision is its 
organizing principle of productivity that excludes those who have lost their 
productivity from proper assistance. 
In Hong Kong, the notion of "self-reliance, self-help" is highly promoted. 
However, that our society rewards only people with independence and self-reliance 
but discriminates against those who cannot do so actually ignores the fact that some 
groups of people are in fact institutionally discouraged to become independent and 
self-reliant. A gender analysis of the welfare policy allows us to understand how 
women, especially single mothers, are not encouraged to become independent as they 
are simply not provided the opportunity and environment to provide for themselves. 
Single mothers, it is believed, should not have to seek employment because theirjobs 
are to care for the other members of the family. Welfare policy is therefore designed 
explicitly to benefit (and therefore maintain) women in their assumed capacity as 
wives and mothers, and more particularly, to benefit those who depend upon them for 
nuturance and domestic services: husbands, children, and elderly relatives (Sapiro 
1990: 45). Thus although many social services are already provided to women, most 
of them are still kept in poverty precisely because they are the main conduit of these 
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policies and services whose ends are providing for children, the ftiture laborers.^^ As 
Dorothy Miller argues, the intention of the social policy (especially the Aid to 
Families with Dependent Children in the America) to benefit women has been to 
enable them to care for their families and not to expect them to become a breadwinner 
(Miller 1983: 599-613). 
Although our welfare system does not differentiate the proper recipients (male 
individuals who have participated in the public sphere) and the improper recipients 
(dependents of the individuals), there does exist double standards of welfare provision 
for men and women. This differential treatment is caused by the unequal gender 
assumptions concerning women's roles in the family and in the society. Mothers in 
particular are primarily assigned in the domestic sphere to take care of others. Even 
when women attempt to seek employment, they continue to face job discrimination 
based on these gender assumptions. Assumptions about masculinity have equally 
affected the welfare system. It has been unthinkable for able male welfare recipients 
not to have paid employment and the social workers made it a priority to protect 
men's ego from the damages of being unable to support a family. In this way, we 
can see that even when women try to run away from the patriarchy in its private form, 
i.e. the family, the state welfare system emerges as a form of public patriarchy that 
comes to ensure the continual distinction between the public and private spheres, 
maintain unequal gender roles between men and women in these spheres and their 
hierarchical relations in the society. Feminists have long argued that a form of social 
control inherent in welfare states is the notion of public or state patriarchy that 
supplants the eroding patriarchal relations of the family with a patriarchal relationship 
instituted by the state (Piven 1990: 225). The state is patriarchal because it sustains 
“ S e e also Pearce (1990). 
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and reinforces gender inequalities through constantly re-inventing the distinctions 
between public (male) and private (female) lives and more importantly, the distinction 
has been inherent in the formation of state societies and in different state policies 
(Eisentein 1984: 89; Gordan 1990:22). 
Women welfare recipients in Hong Kong are seen as opposed to both the 
notions of the "citizen" and the "productive worker". In the eyes of the capitalist 
and patriarchal state in Hong Kong, their productivity is seen as better placed in the 
domestic sphere taking care of children than in the public sphere participating in 
gainftil employment. The situations of poor women either become more difficult 
when they are denied social assistance and public housing or continue in its miserable 
state, as they stay dependent on meager social security, without the ability to get a job 
because of the inadequate childcare service. Both results, as I have demonstrated, 
are due to the patriarchal gender assumptions and familial ideology that assign 
unequal social roles to men and women. They make the state underestimate the 
seriousness of women's poverty (assuming married women as always supported by 
men) and deprive them of opportunities to paid work (assuming their obligation to 
childcare). 
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Chapter 5 
Discourse on the Welfare Cut: 
The Poor as Object ofIntervention 
In the last two chapters, I attempt not only to "engender" the class inequality 
of poverty or to simply show that there is a trend of feminization of poverty in Hong 
Kong. In order to address a more fundamental theoretical question, I show how 
gender as an analytical category independently explains a very different picture of 
poverty (Glendinning and Millar 1992). In this chapter I want to interrogate another 
question: what dimensions of the problem of poverty and its feminization specific to 
Hong Kong? Why is it in Hong Kong that this problem gets caught in a 
contradictory situation of being simultaneously prominent and invisible? Under 
what kind ofpolitical and economic situations did the problem emerge and how had it 
been discursively constructed in our society? Discourse analysis allows in-depth 
interrogation into the fundamental understanding and perception of a problem and to 
critically evaluate the political linkage of such a perception with the broader socio-
political contexts. 
Discursive Analysis 
Implicit in my two previous chapters are several important themes or 
discursive elements concerning the social understanding of Hong Kong society and 
people. One of which is the "success ethics" of Hong Kong people that places 
premium on opportunities and perceives economic advancement and social mobility 
as matters of mere individual efforts, hard work and perseverance (Lau and Kuan 
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1988: 65). Another is the "success ethics" of the Hong Kong society that favors 
minimum and non-interventionist government, but celebrates the powerftil invisible 
hand of market forces. The two "success ethics", when juxtaposed together, in fact 
mutually supplement and justify the existence of each other. Resonating with the 
two success ethics, there is a discourse concerning social welfare in Hong Kong: 
people who live on social security are usually due to individual failure. However, as 
I will elaborate in later sections, this discourse underwent a dramatic change during 
the event of welfare cut last year. The new discourse on social welfare had serious 
impact on the poor and welfare recipients. It also severely changed social 
perceptions towards the problem of poverty and social inequality. 
In this chapter, I argue that it is the continuous discursive proliferation ofthese 
success ethics in our society that prevents a proper treatment of the problem of 
poverty. These discursive elements also obscure us to look at the deeper question in 
poverty—women and poverty. One can estimate how hard it is for this problem to 
make itself visible when our society has institutionalized serious contempt towards 
the poor. These discourse elements inhibit us from seeing how power in our society 
works, and how it operates on levels of social subjectivities and transforms into social 
knowledge. 
In using discursive analysis, I do not intend to downplay the material 
consequences or effects of institutional designs. In fact, I have demonstrated those 
institutional forces in previous chapters and causally link them with the problem of 
woman and poverty. However, to understand why the welfare system appears in the 
peculiar state that it does in Hong Kong and why our economy is particular inattentive 
to people's childcare needs, we have to ask what kind of social perceptions, political 
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knowledge and historical background have come to constitute the appearance and 
operation of these institutions. 
Discursive analysis allows me to look at how a discourse is formed. Under 
what kind of socio-political contexts does a discourse manifest? We can also know 
how power works through discursive formation and dissemination of the discursive 
elements in the social body. In order to show the political linkage between discourse 
and power relations; I focus on the discourse on welfare cut in 1999. Examining this 
discourse enables us to see how the government initiates the discrimination of the 
poor and new immigrants, how social perception towards the poor is formed, and 
ultimately how the poor becomes the object of social intervention. 
I argue that the welfare cut of 1999 was only an initial step that the 
government takes in actively withdrawing itself from bearing more social 
responsibility as Hong Kong entered what the government called the age of 
information technology and knowledge-based society. This argument resonates with 
what I have argued in previous chapters about Hong Kong developing towards a new 
era of development in the age of capital globalization when competition gets 
increasingly keen. I have showed how lower class women are increasingly 
marginalized in the labor sector and how their lives become more difficult under the 
welfare system in the new era. What is specifically important about this chapter on 
welfare cut is that the hardships of the poor, including poor women, are ftuther 
ignored. Since in the age of globalization, it is the state that is actively adjusting its 
social arrangements to accommodate international investment and to promote 
territorial competitiveness. These arrangements include cutting state expenditures 
on the society and shrugging off state responsibilities in taking care of the people. 
Instead of seeing the state withdrawal from the society as "natural trends" as many 
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would claim, we should instead attempt to analyze how these trends are naturalized 
and through what discursive processes they get normalized and represented as a 
necessity. Ultimately we should understand how these trends are discursively 
constructed as social truth. Discursive analysis enables us see how processes of state 
cutting welfare occur not through coercive measures. These processes can get 
normalized and justified through the creation of social scapegoats. In this way, 
ruling power does not necessarily operate though iron law legislation or brutal state 
actions, but can make use of "disciplinary power," i.e. the influence of social 
supervision, and in the power of representation. I will explain these mechanisms in 
later sections. I also attempt to show that the event of welfare cut and its associated 
discourse on welfare appeared in the political stage not as an accident. They have 
been historically situated in the whole regime of discourse and power of colonial 
governance that continue to influence the representation of poverty problem in Hong 
Kong. 
In the first part of this chapter, I focus on the event and discourse of welfare 
cut in 1999. I show how the poor were rendered as objects of state intervention 
discursively and how they were stigmatized not only by officials, but also severely 
criticized by many other grass-root people. At last, the government won in the battle 
ofwelfare "reform" not by sheer tricks, but on popular support including that from the 
lower class. I attempt to understand what kind of reasoning and principles were 
being mobilized in the incidence. I want to show how social perceptions about 
welfare in Hong Kong had been cultivated and historically rooted in colonial 
governance. 
During my fieldwork I was immensely puzzled by the fact that the lower class 
fblly supported the welfare cut. This includes my women informants who were poor 
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and some of them were also new immigrants. Why did they side with the 
government instead of with their impoverished sisters suffering from the welfare cut? 
Were all poor people simply tools of the state apparatus whose "active consent" was 
easily mobilized? In a small section, I attempt to make sense of the lower class's 
participation in the event using a perspective that sees them as active agents in the 
society. 
The Arrival ofDependencv Culture in Hong Knng 
After the financial crisis in late 1997，the city atmosphere ofextravagance and 
splendor was gone. Facing the suffering experienced by the general public due to 
large scale lay-offs and wage cuts, the government however tumed to "rescue the 
economy" through cutting expenditures on social welfare, precisely at a time when 
people actually needed temporary assisting devices, i.e. when the existence of a social 
safety net is most crucial. Before the cut, the government continuously showed its 
determination to cut welfare in various occasions throughout 1998. As early as in 
the beginning of 1998, Secretary of Health and Welfare Bureau Ms Fok Law Siu 
Ching said that expenditures on social security had increased enormously. The 
government would use different methods to encourage people with working abilities 
to become self-sufficient and to prevent abuse of the social security system. She 
then went on to suggest that there was an increasing number of cases due to 
unemployment, low income and single-parenthood {Oriental Daily February 15, 
1998). The government message was clear: more and more people with working 
abilities were on assistance and the government should cut the welfare grants so that 
they would have more incentives to become independent. 
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By the end of 1998，the Secretary of Social Welfare Department Leung Kin 
Pong openly expressed that the then-current grant of CSSA was too high for multi-
members households, and it would make people lazy {Apple Daily November 10， 
1998). Later on the government released the Report on Review of the 
Comprehensive Social Security Assistance Scheme, the evaluation report of the CSSA 
which started with frightening figures (HKSWD 1998p. For example, the 
government claimed that expenditures on social security had risen five times since 
1993，climbing to an unprecedented high level of HK$13 billion per year. Without 
explaining that expenditure increase was mainly due to a consistent growth of the 
elderly population who had to depend on the government when there was no pension 
system in Hong Kong, the government report was very misleading in its headline-title 
of "Support for Self-Reliance."'' In fact, ever since the establishment of CSSA 
(which was named the Public Assistance Scheme before 1993) in the 1971，the 
majority of applicants have been the elderly. In 1998, over 70 percent of recipients 
were the elderly, the physically disabled, and the chronically ill. In any event, that 
an increasing number of unemployed and low-income people needed social security 
in the midst of economic recession, should be understood, not impugned.^® 
The report again presented to the public as if the staggering expenditures were 
caused by welfare recipients who refrained from becoming self-sufficient (dependent) 
and whose work incentives were very low (lazy). The report suggested cutting 
welfare grants to households with more than three members in order to eliminate the 
26The report is described as "an inter-departmental Steering Group chaired by the Director of Social 
Welfare completed at the end of 1998 a review of the operation of the CSSA Scheme with 
recommendations on how those on CSSA can be encouraged and helped to rejoin the workforce" in the 
government web-site. See http://www.info.gov.hk/swd/html_eng/cor_mfo/pubctn/index.html. 
27 Only in 1997 did the Hong Kong government pass a law to establi^ the mandatory provident ftind to 
provide income security for retired persons, apart from CSSA. 
28 Recipients on assistance due to unemployment accounted only for a small ratio. In 1993，it was 3.6 
per cent and it rose to 10 per cent in 1999 due to large-scale unemployment (Wong Hung 1998). 
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income difference between these households and households with very low income. 
The government claimed that welfare cut would effectively encourage recipients to 
fmd jobs in order to debunk the concept that "claiming welfare is better than 
working.，，Three slogans were raised in the report: "Any job is better than no job," 
“Low pay is better than no pay，” "CSSA is a safety net and a last resort" (HKSWD 
1998: 10). According to Mr Leung Kin Pong, the welfare cut was based on the 
consideration that "households on CSSA are receiving an income higher than 
households with low income" instead ofbudget concerns {Economic Daily December 
10，1998). However, it is clear that the government tried to convey one important 
message: it was not fair for households depending on the government to have income 
higher than those households whose members eam a living by having a job. Around 
the same time, Secretary of the Finance Bureau, Miss Denise Yue commented on 
spending more on social welfare with threatening tones, 
“Due to increasing needs of new immigrants, the government will not 
exclude the possibility to shrink expenditures on other sectors in the 
coming budget years, in order to control the overall increase in 
government expenditures" {Oriental Daily December 28, 1999). 
Other officials also reiterated the alleged link between welfare cut and new 
immigrants. Even Secretary of the Education Department expressed her fear that 
new immigrant children will slow down the implementation ofthe whole day primary 
school system {ibid.). 
Thereafter, endless debates on social security emerged in our society. 
Citizens and critics debated fiercely on whether social security has tumed people lazy 
and whether welfare recipients were having too much grants. Continual social 
discussion tended to echo these statements when government fbrther attacked the 
recipients and released shocking reports on abuses of the system. According to 
statistics from the Social Welfare Department, increasing fraud has already cost 
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HK$2.7 million of public funds.^^ Later on, the Department was severely criticized 
by the Audit Commission as having inefficient management and planning over 
granting (Ming Pao April 21，1999). Criticism from the Audit Commission however 
only resulted in strengthening social hatred against cheating cases more than shifting 
the focus of responsibility to mismanagement of the Welfare Department. 
Social stigma on CSSA recipients as simultaneously lazy and greedy promptly 
swept through the society. Although pressure groups and critical intellectuals 
severely criticized the government as having initiated discrimination against and 
disgraced the poor, their arguments could not win general support. Since the event 
was increasingly articulated to utilize the public paranoia surrounding the right of 
abode issue. In the right of abode issue, the public was coaxed by the government 
into believing that millions of Mainland Chinese children would come to compete for 
Hong Kong's resources/� People started to write to various newspapers accusing 
new immigrants of coming to Hong Kong to live on public assistance and how 
welfare recipients lived luxuriously by visiting restaurants.^' Popular rumors about 
various prodigal behaviors of welfare recipients began to proliferate and were 
disseminated intensively as well as extensively. The general public increasingly 
regarded welfare recipients as living more comfortably than thousands of lower class 
workers who earned only HK$6000 to HK$7000 monthly. There were also reports 
that many male recipients had concubines in South China. Others claimed that many 
new immigrant families with young couples and several children were claiming over 
HK$10,000 monthly. (They even worked as hawkers at night!) People started to 
29.Source from Social Welfare Department as quoted in Apple Daily April 18，1999. 
30 The issue ofright of abode is concerned with whether mainland Chinese citizens who are children of 
Hong Kong citizens have the right of abode in Hong Kong immediately after 1997，as stated in the 
Basic Law. The government later asked the National People Congress of China to re-interpret the 
basic law and the right was subsequently rejected. 
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suspect new immigrant welfare recipients of tending to give more birth in order to 
apply for extra grants.^^ There were also increasing worries about Hong Kong 
tuming into a welfare state, supporting a mass of unproductive youths. These 
rumors were later reinforced by more complaining calls to radio programs and 
newspaper columns. Many who called were from the lower class. In the public air, 
they grumbled about how hard their lives were and how it was not fair for the 
government to give so much money to welfare recipients who might be new 
immigrants or lazy people who had not contributed to the prosperity ofHong Kong. 
Instead of interrogating at a more fundamental question of why a significant 
portion of households was eaming a shamefully low income and why these 
households were not getting any assistance, the government unscrupulously compared 
them with the households on assistance, accusing the latter of already having too 
much social resources. The discursive effect of the government's deliberation was 
clear and enormous. In a public opinion survey conducted during the controversy, 
sixty percent of the respondents agreed that public assistance would make people 
lazy.33 This result was contrasted sharply with another opinion survey conducted 
two months before 
The earlier survey showed that sixty percent of respondents did not agree that 
recipients were lazy.^^ This clear shift of public opinion was a direct result of the 
government-orchestrated propaganda. 
31 Typical examples can be seen in the forum page of Oriental Daily February 24, 1998 and March 24， 
1998. 
“Typical examples can be seen in the forum page of Apple Daily January 14’ 1999. 
“ T h e survey was conducted on December 9, 1998 by the Social Science Research Center of the 
University ofHong Kong. See Economic Daily December 10，1998. 
34 This survey was conducted on October 12, 1998 by the Public Policy Review. See Apple Daily 
October 12，1998. 
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Colonial Fcar against the Poor; History of the Politics ofWelfare 
Apart from speculating that the welfare cut was a conspiracy plotted by 
business interests and the government or was due to the setting of globalization, as I 
have mentioned before, we should also look at the history of social welfare to 
understand why the government was not willing to take care of its destitute citizens. 
As I mentioned in the last chapter, there was a lack of conceptual understanding on 
citizenship and social rights in both the design and implementation of social welfare 
in Hong Kong. As Peter Hodge puts it precisely, 
"The evolution of social welfare services in Hong Kong has a variety 
of inter-linked origins: the promotion of trade and commerce; the 
creation of a sanitary environment for the benefit of merchants; 
education of local-bom children for clerical and commercial 
employment; the recruitment, education and training of Christian 
converts for grand mission strategy of opening China to missionary 
enterprise." (Hodge 1981:1) 
Tracing back its history, one finds that the development of social welfare in 
colonial Hong Kong was not the result of responding to the need of caring the sick, 
the dependent and the destitute. In fact, these lowest classes were simply "lumped 
together with the lazy and the criminal" in the eyes of the colonial ruler. Also the 
spirit of the English Poor Law in 1834 did not arrive in Hong Kong thus obliterating 
any possibility of paying more attention to problem of poverty (Hodge 1981:5). Up 
to 1880，there was no poor-house, dispensary, hospital, nor lunatic asylum provided 
by the government. The unwillingness of the government to legislate any policy for 
the poor was due to its colonial fear. In his comment on starvation in 1864 in which 
people were found dead in the streets, Colonial Surgeon reported his view that "any 
efficient relief offered to the starving mendicants would at once make the Colony the 
almshouse of the South of China."^^ Government official John Eitel also wrote a 
report responding to the poverty problem saying that, "indiscriminate and lavish aid 
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would practically act like a magnet attracting from all the nooks and comers of the 
Canton Province.” Eitel recommended that remedy for Hong Kong's destitution be 
left mostly to private charity and voluntary efforts (Hodge 1981:8-10). The colonial 
fear that Hong Kong would be flooded by immigrants and excessive demands if relief 
was too generous and humane deferred any planning or legislation on dealing with the 
problem of poverty and destitution. 
This brief sketch of history tells us two important things. First, the event of 
welfare cut in 1999，which was intimately linked with issues of immigration, has to be 
understood not only from the present problems of Hong Kong (undergoing new 
economic development and high unemployment rate). The event was in fact 
historically rooted in a peculiar social welfare discourse developed out of the colonial 
fear. The categorization of the poor last year was almost the same as what appeared 
in the nineteenth century. The poor were still divided into two classes: the deserving 
poor and the undeserving. In 1870，the General Rules in the Tung Wah Hospital 
Incorporation Ordinance clearly put that free medical treatment was to be offered to 
the poor and helplessly ill, but medical expenses would be recovered from those who 
have friends to support them.^^ The strategy used by the SAR government to 
deliberate its discursive attack in 1999 was essentially the same. First it divided the 
poor into two groups, the deserving and the undeserving. It then claimed that 
increasing numbers of the undeserving poor with working ability were on the 
assistance list and they should be kicked out because their sole purpose was to cheat 
public money. In its rhetoric, social assistance should only be offered to the real 
35 QuotedinHodge(1981:6). 
36 Please refer to Board of Directors, Tung Wah Group of Hospital (1971: 11). Also see Hodge (1981: 
5). 
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deserving poor, i.e. those who have no ability to help themselves, such as the elderly 
and the serious injured. 
One sees how colonial view on poverty has imprinted heavily on the present 
system of social security. The second historical significance is that, after a hundred 
years of social and economic development, the government officials in the SAR did 
not differ much from their colonial counterparts in viewing the problem of poverty. 
Poor people in the prosperous Hong Kong in 2000 are perceived in similar ways as 
they were a century ago. They are assigned the most despicable characters of 
laziness and dishonesty because they are not only too lazy to eam a living by 
themselves but also defraud public money. Poverty is still perceived as individual 
failure behind which social structures do not matter. Citizens in general are assumed 
to be greedy individuals who always calculate to cheat public money. The greediest 
people, however, come from Mainland China 一 they are the new immigrants who 
came to apply for assistance. This again supports the official argument that any 
social reform in Hong Kong would only result in influx of people from across the 
border, eager to take advantage of the new conditions" 
As late as in 1948，the Social Welfare Adviser to the Secretary of State for the 
Colonies, Mr. W.H. Chin, expressed similar official views in commenting on policy 
concerning refugees. He said that it was "unwise to develop services within the 
framework of government responsibility specifically for refugees using the colony as 
a temporary haven"(Chin 1948: 1). 
It is not surprising then that Peter Hodge said that official thinking in social 
welfare had progressed very little in the two decades thereafter. Without any 
“See , for instance, the Report of the Commission appointed to Enquire into the Conditions of the 
Industrial Employment ofChildren in Hong Kong, and the Desirability and Feasibility ofLegislation 
for the Regulation ofSuch Employment. 1921. Hong Kong: Legislative Council, Sessional Paper (11), 
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commitment to develop the social welfare system in Hong Kong, the government 
convinced the public that the family unit was able to deal with needs arising from 
poverty, delinquency, infirmity and natural disasters. Thus what the colonial 
government did was simply to support and strengthen the sense of family 
responsibility. However, family structures had already undergone dramatic changes 
at that time due to economic and industrial developments, and it was very doubtftil 
that the family could solve all these serious social problems. Moreover, feminists 
increasingly argue that saying that the family would take care of social problems 
actually relegates the responsibility to women (Sapiro 1990:49). Hence, a 
government that dumps all the social problems into the family is not only an 
irresponsible government. It is a government that maintains the confinement of 
women in the domestic sphere and forces their provision of unpaid services for the 
state. It is appalling that the SAR government should repeat the same rhetoric in this 
post-industrial age and packaged it in terminology of Confucian value and community 
care. 
Governor Sir Murray MacLehose was the first reformer concerning social 
welfare in the 70s. He reintroduced the social goal of welfare services as he put it 
precisely, "our social programs are of course relevant because people will not care for 
a society that does not care for them" (MacLehose 1976: 13). Later, the massive 
influx of immigrants in this period was successftilly absorbed as productive labor 
through social programs of housing and medical services. MacLehose's social 
reform laid down most of the infrastructure for further development ofHong Kong. 
In retrospect, the welfare cut in 1999 was sad not only because the SAR 
government still followed the conservative fiscal principles on social spending in 
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colonial age. It was sad as well because the government's patronizing and scomful 
attitudes on the poor have remained almost intact. 
The Poor as the Object ofTntervcntinn 
I argue that the event of welfare cut was only a point of intervention in which 
the government withdrew itself from bearing more social responsibility and actively 
adjusted the society to a new era of economic development. The government 
justified the welfare cut through serious social polarization and antagonism and by 
setting in motion a discourse which exercises a very specific power in defining, 
coding and maintaining the poverty of the poor (Mohanty 1991:72). After the 
welfare cut, there was barely any solidarity left in the lower class, rendering it 
incapable of fighting the government's various attempts in getting rid of state 
responsibilities. In 1999 and 2000，a motion on setting a minimum wage was vetoed, 
so was a motion on discussing social polarization between the rich and the poor. 
The government continued to contract out increasing numbers of civil service 
positions thus lowering the wage level, restricted the CSSA application policy on the 
elderly, and decided to implement the one-line budgeting system in subventing the 
non-governmental organizations. Having unwittingly echoed the lassie faire 
principle of the SAR government in its cut of welfare services to the social 
marginalized, the lower class found it increasingly difficult to fight for their own 
rights thereafter. 
As the review on CSSA clearly showed, governmental power operated not 
only through actually punishing the poor but also by redefining “the poor." The 
government's strategy included a reinterpretation of their history of claiming 
assistance (from abject poverty in the past to abuse at present), their daily lives (from 
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harsh conditions to comfort and abundance) and their characters (from invisible to 
being very greedy and lazy). Suddenly, the poor in Hong Kong tumed highly visible 
in front of public eyes. I do not intend to further analyze the politics of 
representations here.^ ^ What is important here is how this sudden visibility of the 
poor did not bring forth a greater concem for their economic and social inadequacy in 
the public but ironically lead to a greater governmental surveillance on their lives. 
Instead of challenging how structural economic changes had produced social misery, 
the visibility of the poor channeled the public to focus their eyes on the sudden arrival 
of dependency culture�，in Hong Kong. 
In this discourse, the poor became the objects of new problematization 
(Escobar 1995:24). Poor people were problems because they became burdens in the 
government's budget, because they claimed too much social resources and because 
they defraud public money. These problems perhaps would not be that serious ifthe 
numerous imaginations concerning the new immigrants did not also get intertwined 
with this problematization. Thus, the discourse on welfare cut was not only about 
the poor, but was centrally concerned with the social construction of a series of 
"others". They are the new immigrant who competes for job opportunities, the 
dependent who does not work, the new immigrant woman who gives lots ofbirth, and 
the immoral man who buy concubines. It was also significantly concerned with how 
the government could ftirther pose its disciplinary power over its population, and thus 
augmenting its power of governance (Foucault 1991:100). 
38 To understand how power operates through politics ofrepresentation, see Mohanty (1991) and Said 
(1979). 
39 "Dependncy culture" is understood by the government as with which "increasing and sometimes 
unrealistic expectations as to both the role of the Government and its ability to provide additional 
services." This understanding is suggested in the Commission on Strategic Development's report 
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The Poor against the “Imagined Poor，， 
However, as I have mentioned above, it is too simplistic to frame the whole 
event as government conspiracy. Instead of seeing the welfare cut as simply a 
governmental plot or as arising from ideological imperatives of business interests, 
active lower class participation in the discussion alerted us to attend to the infinite 
extension and dissemination of power/knowledge that re-constituted a broader 
discourse on social welfare. The lower class people participation deserves serious 
contemplation of how power of discourse enables a series of state discipline and 
intervention but also how discursive power necessarily extends beyond the limit of the 
state. In fact, if there were creations of the "social others," it was the support of the 
lower class that sustained such creations. The imagination ultimately discursively 
constructed these "social others" as "true" people. 
And in the context of the state disciplining its population, we should 
understand how lower class participation in the discourse further reinforced the 
invention of the poor and the negative meaning of poverty. Their participation was 
also a reproduction of the established unequal power relations in our society. 
Foucault elucidates how disciplinary power works: 
"By means of such surveillance, disciplinary power became an 
‘integrated system'...it was organized as a multiple, automatic and 
anonymous power...it is the apparatus as a whole that produces 
‘power, and distributes individuals in this permanent and continuous 
field. This enables the disciplinary power to be both absolutely 
indiscreet, since it is everywhere and always alert, since by its 
principle it leaves no zone of shade and constantly supervises the very 
individuals who are entrusted with the task of supervising" (Foucault 
1979: 176-177). 
In the discourse on welfare cut, it was amazing to see how Foucaultian 
conception of power worked to discipline the poor. From the initial governmental 
"Bringing The Vision to Life一Hong Kong's Long-Term Development Needs and Goals. (Commission 
on Strategic Development 2000) 
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stigmatization of the poor, the discourse went on with enormous and autonomous 
power, in which every lower class citizen in the city was entrusted with this task of 
supervising the behavior of welfare recipients. Disciplinary power worked to further 
subjugate the poor under numerous and extensive regulations. The gaze of 
surveillance no longer come from the government officials or social workers, but 
everywhere from their neighbors, relatives and friends. The disciplinary power also 
became increasingly complicated and subtle. Recipients were not simply accused of 
frauds, but were "inspected" all over their body — from the clothes they wore, the 
restaurants they visited, the frequency of their buying new spectacles for their 
children, and even the brand names of fumiture they bought/° 
The event of welfare cut, apart from evoking hatred among the poor, added a 
contradicting character of indolence onto the stereotype of the hard working new 
immigrant. In the process, new immigrants were represented as faceless aliens 
whose network with the community seemed absent. In reality, they were often the 
offspring of Hong Kong citizens. More importantly, the infamous new immigrants 
who were also welfare recipients fell into the security safety net mainly due to single-
parenthood and unemployment. This group accounts for only 10 per cent of the total 
welfare recipient population. 
The Construction of Social Sub jectivities of theT .ower Class 
The whole discourse surrounding the CSSA cut emerged at a time when I was 
doing interviews with my impoverished women informants. When they knew that I 
studied government and politics, many said that I should write to the government 
4° Department of Social Welfare said that they would visit the recipient's residences to inspect whether 
they were using brand named house wares or furniture (Apple Daily April 18，1999.). Also, the 
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urging it to stop new immigrants from coming. Many of my informants expressed 
worries about more new immigrants even though some of them were also new 
immigrants. I started to ponder upon how I could understand this paradox of the 
poor stepping on the poor. Should we simply consider people of the lower class as 
selfish and an unconscious mass that can easily be mobilized and made use of by the 
government? And should we think of the whole discourse as merely an official 
conspiracy in which stupid people participate? Or as the rational choice framework 
suggests, should we understand the lower class as self-interested individuals so 
calculated that they choose the government position instead of "riding the same boat 
with their comrades"?^' How do we understand the lower class as subjects whose 
subjectivities had also been constituted by the history of Hong Kong as a colony 
devoid of concepts of citizen right and their life histories as workers whose 
contributions went unrecognized? Or in other words, how do we see these people as 
active agents in the discursive formation and structure who attempt to bring up their 
agendas? 
If there was anything that could be considered a discursive battle on social 
security in 1998 and 1999，the official rhetoric and justifications on cutting welfare 
would not have been so successful without the extensive and whole-hearted support 
from the lower class people. The above stories or commentaries on welfare 
recipients gradually become so "true" that they penetrated into every citizen's 
utterances whenever s/he thought of the welfare system. At first, I was surprised by 
how "authentic," or in fact, authenticated, these stories were when I participated in a 
discussion group in the Hong Kong Women Workers Association (HKWWA) for five 
subsidy for spectacles was also cut because the Department suspected some greedy recipients of 
changing them frequently to cheat money. 
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months in 1999，right after the welfare cut. The Association developed a discussion 
series for women workers to comment on social issues, such as those regarding new 
immigrants, welfare recipients and sex workers. I was doing volunteering work for 
the group and I also interviewed the members for research purpose. Almost all 
members there (about 15 to 20 working class women) sincerely believed the above 
stories and repeated the commentaries by claiming that they had heard from friends 
frequently. Later in different discussions, the group started to discuss about how 
greedy and shameful these recipients was as if we all knew them personally. But 
when asked actually who they were, everyone resorted, again, to the radio programs. 
The issue of the right of abode in which the government alleged 1.67 million 
mainlanders were about to invade Hong Kong haunted the territory. It was at the 
same time that the discourse of cutting social welfare also reigned. Collective 
memories twisted yet integrated the two issues painfully. In the discussion group 
mentioned above, every time we discussed whether government should also be held 
responsible for the hardship faced by the welfare recipients, the women workers 
always started to reflect on their harsh conditions. They moaned about their 
childhood when they had to work as young as twelve or thirteen in abhorrent factory 
conditions in the 1960s and the 1970s. They told me bitterly how a whole family of 
six members squeezed into a small room in Shek Kip Mei. There was so little space 
that three older children struggled to occupy some position on a narrow wooden board 
just to sleep. The right of abode issue aroused simultaneously the fear and nostalgia 
of the past, because it combined an anxiety of Hong Kong going back to its barren 
conditions when life was hard but also, ironically, when women workers had job 
opportunities. The sense of fear however inevitably overrode the nostalgic 
41 Social critics such as the Hong Kong Policy Review have expressed similar view when talking ofthe 
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reminiscence as the threat of "new immigrants coming to compete for rice bowls" had 
already overwhelmed lower class workers during the recession. 
In commenting on the welfare cut, the women workers' stories illuminate why 
lower class people became enthusiastic subjects of the discourse on such a massive 
scale. For most of the lower class people, their life histories of toil and their present 
social alienation contrasted sharply with the growth of Hong Kong as an international 
city. As many studies have shown in recent years, one tenth of all households are 
still living in immense poverty while social polarization between the poor and the rich 
is rising. What the lowest income population of 400,000 people (income less than 
HK$5000) could eam in 1991 was even higher than what they could eam in 2000. 
At the same time，what the highest income population of 400,000 people could eam 
has risen in ten years (Census and Statistics Department 2000).^^ This clearly shows 
that the low-income population was and still is not able to share the fruits of Hong 
Kong's economic growth. According to a research on Expenditure Pattem of Low 
Expenditure Households in Hong Kong, the main factor excluding the poor from 
leading a better life was notoriously skyrocketing real estate prices in the 1990s. 
Increasing burden of housing cost inevitably forced these households to trim down 
expenditures on food and other expenses, resulting in a deterioration of living quality 
(Wong and Chua 1996)，Also, as a household survey conducted by the Census and 
Statistics Department (1999) from the end of 1998 to mid 1999 showed, employees 
social welfare cut. See for example Apple Daily January 12, 1999. 
42 The average income of the lowest income group was HK$3450 in 1990 but this figure fell to 
HK$2645 in 2000. For 40 percent of those in the highest income group, the average income was 
HK$28850 in 1990 and the figure rose to HK$37115 in 2000. Similar statistical research conducted 
by intellectual reported that in 1981，the lowest income group could eam 4.6 percent o f the total 
income of all households. This figure fell to 3.7 in 1996. See Wong (1999). 
43 Apart from intensive speculative activities in the housing market that directly raised housing prices, 
Wong and Chua also pointed at the government policy ofreconstructing old districts. Before the 80s, 
building roof-top housing or wooden shacks, squeezing into cage housing or partitioned housing are 
autonomous ways people used to solve their housing needs in the old districts, or in the informal 
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who eamed less than HK$8000 monthly (less than the income median) reached a total 
number of 688 300，accounting for one-fifth of the total labor population. The 
anguish of the poor was however mostly neglected in mainstream representations at a 
time when everyone was eagerly talking about how to take a share in the speculative 
market. 
In this way, I argue that the lower class support for the welfare cut and their 
active participation in the discourse on how CSSA makes people lazy was indeed an 
alarming call for greater attention on this forgotten segment of population whose 
difficulty could not be expressed at all. Their yearing were not simply targeted at the 
imagined poor enemies deliberated by the government, but corresponded to hardships 
in their daily lives which have been very real to them. They joined the discourse 
through echoing the official rhetoric, and they consistently compared their own lives 
with those of current welfare recipients in order to exemplify their worse-off 
situations. The discursive battle was sad because only in this way could the voices 
of the underclass be possibly heard and their bitterness be publicly shared. In this 
sense, although the lower class's complaints were complicit in and colluded with the 
official version and their participation did help justify governmental actions, I think 
their participation in the discourse showed indeed their yeaming for attention and 
care. 
Conclusion： Difficulty of the Underclass and their Agfn<-y 
In reality, the difficulties faced by the underclass and the problem of poverty 
have never been popular agendas in Hong Kong society. There was basically no 
space for the underclass to voice their problems when the dominant representations of 
economy (1996: 26). When the government further gave way to the private market ofhousing, what 
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Hong Kong had been solely focusing on its success and beauty throughout the 1990s. 
In Hong Kong, poverty was believed not only due to individual failure. It was 
simply something that could not be understood when it was believed that economic 
benefits should have trickled down to everyone in this dreamland filled with 
opportunities. Before the turnover of sovereignty in 1997，political, economic 
agendas and endless negotiations between the Chinese and the British governments 
had occupied almost all the historical significance ofHong Kong, leaving no space for 
lower class people to tell their stories of blood and flesh. The anti-welfare discourse 
deliberated by the government in 1999 sparked off in this repressive silence, fueled by 
long-hidden social dissatisfaction. It revealed, for the first time in recent years, all 
the awful social tragedies that have been concealed under the cosmopolitan triumph. 
The discourse thus allowed the public to collectively face the price of economic 
growth and to re-see how parts of the population had never been rewarded for their 
contributions. If a discourse is a site where power operates, determining what can be 
said and what cannot be said, we should also be able to see how discourse is in itself a 
site of resistance as well, in which social subjects speak against the power. Only 
through this perspective can we actually understand how subjects participate with 
their social agency, instead of simply being the "interpellated subjects" in the 
oppressive structure (Althusser 1971). 
The outcome was bad though. Lower class opinion and their participation 
resulted in more stories of pain and sufferings for the welfare recipients. If our 
society were one that is more concerned with citizen rights or social dignity, these 
stories would have had their effects of forcing the government to pay more attention 
to the present deficiencies of social welfare. Yet, an opposite picture resulted. The 
the poor could fmd in the informal economy gradually diminished. 
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SAR government was happy to let the poor step on the poorer. The government 
successfully created the scapegoat to justify state irresponsibility. Most important of 
all, it successfully shaped a discourse on social welfare in which the poor is subject to 
further contempt and in which state intervention is at best kept minimum. At the end 
of the event，the government saved six billion dollars yearly with the cut but the 
society had lost the remaining slightest tint ofhumanity/^ 
44 In a notorious scandal involving the Housing Authority's failure to supervise the construction of 
public housing estate, HK$2 billion would be used to demolish the structurally unsafe buildings. 
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Chapter 6 
Knowledge Production and Power Relation in Hong Kong 
Michel Foucault said that power and knowledge cannot be clearly 
distinguished because they constitute each other in multiple ways (Foucault 1980). 
In Hong Kong, what kind of knowledge/power supports the society to run into tragedy 
like the event of welfare cut in 1999? In this chapter, I look into the work of Chou 
Yung-hsin, a famous figure who has written authoritatively on social welfare and 
poverty in Hong Kong for the past 20 years. I argue that intellectual work is 
intricately linked to the social and political discourse of Hong Kong. I also argue 
that the way intellectuals represent Hong Kong society and their knowledge on people, 
culture and welfare needs are not independently imagined and proliferated. Rather 
they are embraced and enabled inside the political and social structure ofHong Kong. 
And simultaneously such knowledge and perception informs the development of the 
political and social structure. Thus, dominant discourse and knowledge production 
which are silent on the subject of structural social inequality, can become "spokesman 
of the colonial state which is largely responsible for the phenomenon of poverty and 
oppression of the poor" (Caplanl988: 9) 
In the first section, I delineate the work of Chou Yung-hsin on the people, 
social welfare system and the society of Hong Kong. The second section is a brief 
analysis ofthe Hong Kong political economy in relation to social welfare in the 1990s. 
By juxtaposing the Chou's work with this analysis, I demonstrate how knowledge or 
dominant discourse on welfare is intimately linked with a whole range of institutions, 
economic requirements and political issues of social regulations (Foucault 1980: 114-
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116). In the third and the forth sections, I argue that non-interventionism is actually 
related to business interests and the ruling legitimacy of the colonial government. I 
also argue that it is not the real factor that has led to the success of Hong Kong. In 
this way, non-interventionism should be understood as the government's excuse for 
not providing more social services. Lastly, I discuss the relationship between power 
and knowledge and demonstrate how writing is a political action. 
Social Welfare in Hong Kong： To Prevent People from Starving fn n^afh 
Chou,s most famous work, Poverty in an Affluent City which describes the 
appalling living conditions of the underclass in Hong Kong during the 1970s, received 
enormous attention in the 1980s and was set as his career milestone (Chou 1982). 
Not restricted to the academic arena, Chou writes regularly in newspaper columns, 
most of which later collected and published in series of books. His also influence 
spreads significantly to the popular sector. It is no doubt that Chow is an expert and 
a well-qualified representative of the social work profession in discussing social 
welfare in Hong Kong. In his famous work, Hong Kong's Social Problems and 
Social Welfare《香港社會問題和社會福利�published in 1994, Chou focused on the 
Hong Kong Social Welfare White Paper of 1991. At first sight, Chou seemed to be 
not very satisfied with the government's saying that Hong Kong social service as 
already ‘‘highly developed" and "comprehensive" (Chou 1994: 6-9). While the 
white paper vindicated the then-existing welfare services and suggested no future 
change, Chou cast his doubt on this suggestion. Almost in the next page and then 
throughout the whole book, however, Chou's attitude could hardly be distinguished 
from the official view. In most of Chou's work, his stance towards the government 
and his view on poverty was always very ambivalent. Sometimes, he wrote as i f h e 
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was speaking for the poor, but it usually came out at the end that he did not mean to 
have any sympathy on them. As I will demonstrate, Chou knew different 
dimensions ofpoverty in Hong Kong clearly but he always wanted to reduce them to 
personal failure. 
In fact, the Hong Kong government has been severely criticized for its 
extreme reluctance in formulating a welfare policy that stresses the right to welfare 
for all and its unwillingness in providing a dignified welfare service to the needy. 
Principles of individual adaptability to the social demands and one's responsibility to 
family and society have always been emphasized in official propaganda. They are 
also used as reasons for excusing non-intervention of the government in many social 
issues. The two principles were reiterated again in this white paper to "prepare 
Hong Kong people for the 1990s". Social justice or welfare right as part of the 
citizenship is never an element in the welfare policy or a guiding principle of service 
provision. 
To state the welfare policy ofHong Kong as unbelievably "non-welfare" is not 
an exaggeration if one examines the present Comprehensive Social Security 
Assistance Scheme (CSSAs). For example, in 1998 the CSSA standard rate was 
only 17 percent of the wage median^^ meaning that all a single healthy elderly could 
get monthly was HK$1800(Choi 1998). With this amount of money, the recipients 
lived under a scanty condition in which only HK$40 was available for transportation 
in a whole month (Mok 1997: 179). And after the welfare cut in 1999，the standard 
rate for an adult in a household of more than three family members would be only 
HK$ 1290 a month. This kind of welfare provision is apparently insufficient with the 
high cost of living in our society. In fact, it should be considered shameful because 
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ofour institutional contempt for the poor. Critics having been satirically denouncing 
the kind of welfare in the affluent Hong Kong as one that is "only enough for 
avoiding death but insufficient for a fiill stomach"(食唔飽，餓唔死).However in 
Chou's work, one observes that he is a keen supporter of the established welfare 
system. As he put it, 
"services ofmedical, housing and welfare are only provided to the very 
poor. Those who have more ability should solve the problem by 
themselves. Hong Kong people are simply not like the citizens in the 
West who always depend on the government whenever there is a 
problem" (1994:6). 
Make Money and Be Happy: People and Society in Hong Kong 
In talking about the welfare system, Chou continuously portrayed, delineated 
and explained the characteristics of society, people and the poor of Hong Kong. 
Chou's authority on speaking on and for the poor was largely built up by his first-
hand interviews with and observation of conditions of the low-income households 
during the early eighties. His works Poverty in an Affluent City (Chou 1982) and 
The Extent and Nature of Poverty (Chou 1983) had tremendous impact in the 
academy. 
In Chou's representations, Hong Kong people, as was well renowned, were 
very tough, competent, efficient and capable of combating difficulties. Moreover, 
they were especially money-oriented, self-interested and “don't care about the justice 
of the social system". As Chou writes, 
"(w)hen there is opportunity to make money, who cares about the 
justice of the social system? Also, no welfare system is perfect and 
there is also no commonly agreed opinion on how to achieve social 
justice. Obviously what needs to be changed is individual behavior, 
but not the existing Hong Kong welfare system" (1994: 9-11) 
45 According to the International Standard, the rate ofsocial security should be 30 percent ofthe wage 
median in order for the recipient to live respectftilly (Mok 1997). 
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Whether this was what Hong Kong people really think or the subjective will of 
Chou is not the concem here. It is sad that Chow as a social work professional 
openly discarded the importance of social justice and the function of social welfare as 
a wealth re-distributing mechanism. From his work, one sees how Chou reduced 
and personalized social problems into individual failure or misfortune. To solve 
social deprivation was not to change institutional structure of inequality, but to change 
individual behaviors. 
Chou's work was not without contradiction. Although he always regarded 
the self-reliant Hong Kong people whose narrow worldview was restricted to money, 
Chou consistently called for a change in this character. He advised Hong Kong 
people to become more helpful to their friends and relatives. As Chou put his 
criticism angrily, 
‘‘a lot of Hong Kong people are unwilling to extend their help to 
strangers, not to say bearing the social responsibility for taking care of 
others. If the citizens themselves lack the consciousness to “share 
difficult times" with each other, it is not necessary for the government 
to make welfare service into a civil right" (1994: 166). 
It is however contradictory to see how Chou represented the people as selfish 
citizens but simultaneously persuaded them to help each other. He highly 
emphasized the importance of mutual help and interdependence among friends and 
relatives so that people provide welfare and services for each other. Family values, 
social network, principles of mutual help and caring in the neighborhoods were all 
keywords in Chou's writing. He constantly reminded Hong Kong people of the 
importance of these values in building up the society. He believed that extensive 
social networks and good relationships among the citizens would enable them to solve 
all problems without seeking help from the government (1994: 26-27). In many of 
his newspaper column articles, Chou advocated that a smaller government would be 
more suitable for Hong Kong due to the state's limited ability to provide everything 
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and the lack of welfare ideology in the society (1994: 162-166). Hence on the one 
hand, Chou emphasized the self-reliance strategy for people to survive in troubles, on 
the other hand he urged people to offer assistance to the others. 
The purpose of Chow's writing was obvious: to persuade Hong Kong people 
to take care ofthemselves and if possible, also your friends and relatives so that there 
would be no need for government intervention. His writing thus showed a strong 
protest against state commitment in improving people's lives. The main theme 
running throughout his work had been, and still is, the call for greater individual 
responsibility over social problems and the danger of relying on the government. In 
some instances, he explicitly cried out that the market should be the right place where 
people could fix their problems. Sometimes he thought that the lower class could 
not recognize their own problems and thus blamed them as someone who whined day 
and night: 
"No one can deny that Hong Kong is a highly competitive society 
which makes many people lose. Those workers (打工仔）will never 
have any opportunity to move upwards. They do not have any sense 
of responsibility, and they only attack social policies without any 
constructive suggestions. In the mini-bus, cafe-restaurants, etc., these 
people are simply saying bad things against the government, against 
their boss, as if the whole world really owes them"(1997: 104). 
Apart from reminding people to become more conscious of their problems, 
Chou also suggested people to solve problems on their own. In commenting on 
numerous social problems such as youth delinquency and wife battering, which 
escalated during the rapid urban development in the New Territories, Chou challenged 
the government's provision of community services to these people. He explained 
that these households should be able to solve their problems in the market system and 
sugjgested solutions such as "the young couples in the new towns can use more money 
to employ a Filipino maid" (1994: 25-27). 
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ChQU*S Discourse on Welfare in Hnng Knng 
Chou，s intention in discouraging government intervention in social problems 
and in reducing structural questions into individual inadequacy is however not 
something related to his personality or style of writing. Neither is it the aim of this 
discussion to criticize his writing at a personal level. Indeed, the kind of knowledge 
and related writings such as Chou's work arise from a specific power arrangement in 
our society and history. Instead of seeing knowledge as stand-alone "truth" free 
from the influence of politics, I argue that knowledge always supports and is in tum 
supported by the dominant discourses of the society. They work together to confirm 
the established relations of power in class, gender and between ruler and the ruled. 
In short, knowledge is precisely constituted by and constitutive to power. 
I f I attempt to summarize the essence of Chou's work into a short piece and if 
this could be treated as a very general discourse on welfare in Hong Kong, it includes 
at least five elements. Firstly, abject poverty no longer exists in Hong Kong. 
Social welfare as a security is only provided to the weakest who have no ability to 
take care of themselves (最不能自助的人士). Secondly, such social welfare is 
considered a kind of charity by most citizens, with very few regarding it as a right. 
Thirdly, people should try their own efforts to improve their economic positions 
through individual hard work and it is a failure to rely on the government's charity 
(施捨).A n d in reality the recipients of CSSA are severely stigmatized by the 
government and the general public as the "unproductive lazy people.” Fourthly, 
although problems ofpoverty or polarization between the rich and the poor do exist, 
they are not very serious and will be fixed somehow. Lastly, system of social 
welfare should not be developed towards the model ofwestem welfare state because 
it contradicts the low-tax policy and non-interventionist principles o f the Hong Kong 
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government. A welfare state model is also impossible because Hong Kong is going 
to maintain the capitalist system and ways oflife as stated in the Basic Law. 
When I juxtapose Chou's writing with the whole discourse on welfare cut in 
1999 together, we can actually start to see the intimate linkages between knowledge, 
its production and the formation of dominant discourse on welfare in Hong Kong. In 
fact, we see the above individual discursive elements and their configuration in 
Chou's writing resonate ftilly with popular discourse on welfare cut. Both of them 
were cultivated under a very specific historical, political and economic context. The 
organizing premise is the belief that state non-intervention with a minimal provision 
of services should be the most effective and efficient way capable of bringing Hong 
Kong society to adequacy and growth. Capitalist development as the guiding 
principle and the Basic Law as supporting such principle politically are seen as 
necessary, and inherently limiting, the conditions under which Hong Kong develops 
its welfare system and the scope of service provision. In these discourses, the 
questions of inequality among class, social deprivation, marginalization and 
discrimination of the elderly, women and the new immigrants are completely 
overlooked. 
Saying that Chou Yung-hsin as an individual writer who produces a whole 
range ofknowledge on welfare and who can transform them into a discourse specific 
to Hong Kong is to oversimplify the meaning of discourse. According to Foucault, 
discourses are ways of constituting knowledge with social practices, forms of 
subjectivity and power relations which inhere in such knowledge (Weedon 1987: 107). 
In this way, discourses are not something simply said or written by certain individuals. 
They have firm institutional bases in our society which support the wider network of 
power relations. These institutions include the government, the law, medicine, 
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social welfare, education and organizations of families and schools. They help 
reinforce the relations of power organized through relations of class, race, gender and 
religion, in which individuals are constituted and governed as subjects. 
In this analysis, we can see how intellectual's writing constitutes forms of 
knowledge (discourse on social welfare). We also start to disclose the regimes of 
power and knowledge at work (how portraying Hong Kong people as self-interested 
and money-loving resonates with the ruling ideology of positive non-interventionism 
and the inadequate provision of welfare), the proliferation and maintenance of specific 
power relations in our society (institutional perpetuation of poverty among the poor; 
the poor against the poor, the protection of business interests; and the causal 
relationships thereof). Not until we link these dimensions together can we 
understand why the concept of a right to welfare becomes so fearful, why individual 
efforts become highly glorified, and how these "bads" and "goods" get invented and 
reproduced in our society. In other words, an analysis of Chou's writing is an 
examination of a discursive field on social welfare where certain modes of thoughts 
and sayings are allowed and legitimized, while others are marginalized and 
disqualified. 
In what follows, I retell the story of socio-economic environment and welfare 
condition in the 90s in order to further illuminate the relationship between discourse 
on welfare and the wider context of power. I juxtapose some of Chou's work with 
the hidden reality in order for us to comprehend how knowledge production is very 
political in itself. Was Hong Kong really a society of miracle where every citizen 
gets her share? Can the poor climb up the social ladder as they and Chou have 
hoped? Why are Hong Kong people especially selfish, xenophobic and scomful 
against welfare recipients? Can individual efforts really solve everything? 
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The Hidden Reality in the Affluent 1990s 
The beginning of the 90s was a time of celebration for some people because 
Hong Kong had successfully transformed itself from a manufacturing-oriented 
periphery to an international financial center under the new arrangements of 
international division of labor in the new age of global capitalism (Castells 1998: 106-
112, Miyoshi 1993: 78-106). However for most factory workers who had been 
working in sweat and blood, the 90s was a mixed blessing. Large industrial areas 
were promptly diminishing when factories moved their production lines to southern 
China. This large-scale de-industrialization led to a drastic drop of 42 percent in 
manufacturing employment(Lui and Wong 1995: 23). The economic restructuring 
led to a swift disposal of numerous blue-collar workers, no longer wanted in the age 
of finance and stock markets. They desperately joined the pool of unskilled and 
uneducated laborers. 
This unwanted pool of people included the elderly, women and the manual 
workers. They became "disempowered" or fell into poverty because of a change of 
external and structural conditions that deprived them of the ability to maintain or 
utilize social resources to which they were entitled to access (Lui and Wong 1995: 4). 
As a study showed, no matter how hard these people tried, they were not able to get 
out of the miserable situations that they were trapped in (Lui and Wongl995). 
Upward mobility was really only a dream when studies consistently showed explicit 
class-specific differences in the opportunities for social mobility among class (Wong 
& Lui 1992). Indeed, citizens of low-income found it very difficult to improve the 
economic conditions for themselves or for their ftiture generations. 
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The change of structural economic environment also partially explained why 
the income gap had widened during the period of 1981-1991, as revealed by the 
Census.46 Income disparity was so serious that the Gini coefficient rose to the level 
of0.48 in 1993 and then 0.518 in 1996 (World Bank 1996). In 1991，Hong Kong's 
income disparity between richest and the poorest households was the highest in the 
world, much higher even than those ofBangladesh, India, Indonesia, Thailand and the 
Philippines, not to say other developed countries (UNDP 1990: 158-9). 
Chou, however, argued that polarization was large only from an income 
perspective. According to Chou, the income polarization is a small one from an 
expenditure perspective since the low-income households could gain access to a lot of 
public services, such as public housing and medical services (1994: 62-64). Whether 
or not the "mediating function of social service" as coined by Chou has really worked, 
the number of poor households and individuals was increasing.<? By the end of 1999, 
a research conducted by the Secretariat of the Legislature (1999) showed that more 
that one-forth of the labor population was eaming less than HK$8000 (that is lower 
than the median income). And among this low-income population, 300 000 were 
eaming less than HK$4000. Most of these laborers were women. 
In seeing this problem of the abundance oflow-waged laborers, the legislature, 
dominated by business interests, nonetheless banned the motion on establishing a 
minimum wage and stopped discussing the polarization between the rich and the poor. 
In fact the extremely low wage level in the market has made it very difficult for the 
lower class to maintain a decent standard of living. Yet the even lower rates of the 
CSSA helped maintain the fact that only those who are extremely desperate for 
46 The Gini coefficient rose from 0.451 in 1981 to 0.476 in 1991. Census and Statistics Department 
1993:52-53. 
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financial assistance opt for welfare. Usually these people were at the lowest end of 
the social spectrum G^g 1992: 297). The accusation that welfare recipients are 
"better off，than earners of the lowest wages happened only because the wage level is 
really too low. By comparing the laborers in the lowest ofwage spectrum to welfare 
recipients, the government unscrupulously justified the unreasonably low wage level 
and inhumanely evaded the more important question ofhow these low wage laborers, 
e.g. those with a monthly income of HK$4000, could manage subsistence in Hong 
Kong. 
During the period of rapid growth and affluence when the government enjoyed 
a high income through land sales and stamp tax, a large number ofpeople, including 
the elderly, the disabled, those in single-parent households, the unemployed and new 
immigrants were continually kept and trapped in poverty. The early 1990s saw 
skyrocketing real estate prices and impressive increase ofthe Hang Seng Index. Yet 
CSSA recipients were still living under bare sufficiency. According to a research 
conducted by MacPherson between 1993 and 1994 on the adequacy of pubic 
assistance rates in Hong Kong, households on assistance cut back on clothing, 
transportation, household goods and social activity of all kinds in order to pay for 
food. Particularly in households on assistance with children, recipients were 
spending more than 70% of their expenditure on food, while the usual proportion was 
around 30% for poor households in developed societies. In 1996，although the 
standard rate of CSSA had risen to HK$1610 for an adult monthly, MacPherson,s 
study consistently showed that 70 percent of the income had to put on food 
expenditure in these households on assistance. (MacPherson and Lo 1997: 2). 
After the welfare cut in 1999, if food expenditure continued to occupy around 70 per 
47 According to the study ofLui and Wong, there were almost 0.2 million households with income less 
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cent ofthe total income in family on assistance, the money available for food was less 
than HK$30 daily for each individual in a household. According to Henry Mok, 
children who are welfare recipients would not have access to equal opportunity and 
resources for development compared to other children in Hong Kong. The 
government decision to cut welfare was thus a breach of the International Children 
Rights Convention.48 
Chou hesitated to call people living in CSSA abjectly poor, as he claimed that 
"although the amount of CSSA is insufficient, basic living is no longer a problem." 
(1994:14). He reiterated similar opinions in 1997 by saying that, "although HK$20 
daily for food for one person might not be enough, a family of four would have 
HK$80 everyday. They should be able to maintain a basic livelihood" (Chou 1998: 
113). 
The years of 1994-1995 were perhaps happier years when the society enjoyed 
a higher degree of democracy because of the new govemor Chris Patten's political 
reforms. He introduced more directly elected seats in the Legislative Council. A 
more open and democratic political atmosphere emerged together with a rise in 
welfare spending. This was later speculated as a friendly gesture of the last British 
govemor aiming to cajole the colonial subjects and to create a benevolent image of 
the government in the remaining years of colonial rule (Leung 1995: 377). However, 
business leaders rigorously criticized even this nominal increase of welfare 
expenditure. As Legislative Council member representing the industrial and 
business sector, Tien Pei-chun said, "demanding for too much welfare would increase 
employers' burden and force them to move their firms north or go bankrupt...and it 
was a vicious cycle for the economy." A similar message was repeated by other 
than HK$3,999 in 1991(1995: 9). 
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business leaders waming that a "free-lunch" approach of social welfare would 
eventually lead Hong Kong to a welfare state(Chiu 1996: 434-436). Chou shared 
similar worries with those in the business sector，cautioning that a "leftist’，social 
policy had been increasing its strength, and it would probably become an inevitable 
trend in Hong Kong (Chiu 1996: 434). 
"Rocketing" Welfare and "Car Crash"? 
Having said that there was a rise in welfare expenditure in the 1994-1995 
fiscal year, one has to be cautious of such nominal increase (see Lee 1997). Indeed, 
welfare spending shared only 1.3 percent of the GDP, and there had only been an 
exceptionally small increase of less than 0.1 percent each year over the previous five 
years. At the same time the economic growth in Hong Kong had been enjoying an 
average real annual increase of 5.5 percent (Chiu 1996: 437). According to Sammy 
Chiu, 
“as the World Bank figures show, HK per capita GDP ranked fourth in 
the world of 1995, but its income disparities were the most among the 
developed countries. HK was the only developed economy in the 
world where the richest 20 percent of the population took up more than 
50 percent of the total share of wealth; while the poorest 20 percent got 
less than 5 percent (1996: 437-8) ' ." 
According to Chiu，by the year 1995，the number of poor people (whose 
income were lower than or around the income level of HK$1400 per month) already 
reached 600,000 (1996: 437). These alarming figures prompt us to ask whether our 
CSSA was really alleviating the poor. Or was the scheme only maintaining the 
poverty of its recipients? Was not Hong Kong in the honeymoon of abundance 
during this period? Why were the number of poor households increasing? 
48 Please refer to Apple Daily, January 14’ 1999. Also see Poverty Watch (1) 1999. 
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Yet all these sad figures failed to impress Chou, who insisted that Hong Kong 
had in fact established a system of welfare services similar to other Westem countries. 
He repeated similar statements when he wrote under the title "Welfare State is 
Becoming a Reality in Hong Kong" (Chou 1996: \ 66y \ Hong Kong Economic 
Joumal 1998，August). It might have been because of Chou or the car crash 
nightmare (車毀人亡);。that the government launched a comprehensive review of the 
CSSA in 1995-1996 and prepared the cut in 1999. The 1996 CSSA review used a 
method similar to that of 1999 by comparing the household expenditure levels of 
CSSA recipients to those of the poorest 5 percent. The result was obvious. Hong 
Kong citizens, especially the lower class, suddenly discovered that CSSA recipients 
could get an income higher than a beggar could. With this review, the government 
was successful in arousing severe hatred against the poor and in achieving its aim of 
freezing the welfare level. 
Another welfare cut followed. The Neighborhood Level Community 
Development Projects (NLCDP) was phased out and radical social workers that saw 
deprivation in a structural perspective were finally eradicated. (Chiu 1996: 440). In 
all these cuts, the government did not care to hide its contempt towards the socially 
deprived. The NLCDP was targeted for the elderly who lived in old districts. It 
was the spirit of community care that the project was originally designed for. The 
phasing out of the whole project would undoubtedly leave these elderly in misery. 
The review of the CSSA elaborately demonstrated the inhumanity and 
irrationality of the government. By comparing CSSA recipients to the poorest 5 
49 He repeated the same comment later in an article published in a newspaper. (Hong Kong Economic 
Joumal, August 1998) 
50 Mr. Chen Zou'er in warning the rise of welfare expenditure said, "If the welfare expenditure 
continues to soar like a Formula 1 sports car, the car will crash and kill all six million ofHong Kong 
people." 
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percent of the society, the government explicitly accepted the living standards and 
conditions of these overtly deprived people. Class oppression and antagonism 
became more institutionalized thereafter. If Chou urged the public to take up the 
traditional virtue of "mutual help"(守望相助)，the social policy fashioned by the 
government was exactly the opposite. The message that the government spread was 
selfishness, competition and hatred among citizens. Maybe this was why Sammy 
Chiu asked a question in an article in The Other Hong Kong Report, “is it (the welfare 
system) a measure to legitimize the welfare of the rich7"(Chiu 1996: 436). 
The Meaning of Non-Interventionism: Government and Rusiness Interests 
If the welfare system in Hong Kong was this insufficient and inhumane, one 
might wonder why writings such as Chou's could still gain popular support, ]ji fact, 
as I mentioned in the beginning, discourse on welfare did not independently emerge 
from the political discourse of the wider society. To a certain extent, the discourse 
on welfare is an extension of dominant political discourse. The former supports the 
later by equally stressing the principle of "positive non-interventionism" in provision 
of social welfare. 
The strategy ofnon-intervention has always been considered the foundation of 
success and the ruling ideology of the British colonial government. The colonial 
government was also believed to be more than willing to commit to a ruling ideology 
of "letting the market force decide and distribute" than any other in the world. The 
1991 Hong Kong yearbook proudly proclaimed: 
"The government considers that, except where social considerations 
are over-riding, the allocation of resources in the economy is best left 
to market forces with minimal government intervention in the private 
sector. This basically free-enterprise, market-disciplined system has 
contributed to Hong Kong's economic success. The primary role of 
the government is to provide the necessary infrastructure and a sound 
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legal and administrative framework conducive to economic growth and 
prosperity (Government ofHong Kong 1991: 63)." 
Lassie-faire as the most important ruling principle of the colonial government 
was welcomed unanimously by conservative business interests who did not want to 
taxes raise to provide greater social welfare (Miners 1995). With the government 
ran almost exclusively by the business interests, general government policy was 
always oriented towards their profits. The orientation also helped maintain the 
stability and legitimacy of the government. Popularly, the government gained 
support through a very pragmatic ground of a continuous assurance of economic 
growth, given by the government provision of a pro-business environment including 
low-tax rate and low public expenditure, much like the cases of other Asian 
"developmental state" (Castells 1998: 182). In this way, the less the government 
intervenes into social welfare, the smaller the pressure to increase taxes, which 
inevitably affects profit margins of the business sectors. In sum, positive non-
interventionism actually means, simultaneously, higher profits and better investment 
environment for the business sector and a greater legitimacy of the government. 
Non-interventionism is, however, highly exploitative for the lower class people. 
Since it allows the government to leave its hands off the exploitative wage level and 
from concerning labor rights and legislation, that together prepare the society as the 
hotbed for investment targets in the post-colonial age (Miyoshi 1993:86). And 
indeed, economic success in the past two decades was largely shaped by this 
conservative fiscal policy together with the above pro-investment conditions under the 
principle of positive non-interventionism (Lee 1998a: 630-631). 
Before the transfer of Hong Kong's sovereignty in 1997, the Chinese 
government and its supporters further allied into a stronger coalition of business 
interests. They regarded, preserving the original economic and political institutions 
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of the colonial regime, including the ruling ideology, as the best way to safeguard 
economic interests after 1997. As Tang recognizes the eminent influence of 
business interests in government planning: 
the "balanced-budget article" and "low-tax policy article" in the Basic 
Law concerning the fiscal and economic policies of the Hong Kong 
Special Administrative Region (HKSAR) were "written...upon the 
recommendation of pro-business members in the Basic Law Drafting 
Committee with the purpose of containing any political moves by pro-
grassroots interests to increase social welfare spending (Tang 1989).^' 
Non-Interventionism as Ruling Success or Ruling Inability? 
The experience of Hong Kong blatantly confirms that economic growth does 
not actually bring about a more democratic government. Indeed the prime reason for 
economic success in Hong Kong was a pool of non-politicized, cheap and productive 
labor without civil rights. There is no reason for the colonial government to progress 
itself toward democratic ends which would inevitably threaten the existence and 
maintenance of the above labor pool, and hence economic success. Moreover, this 
economic success was not really grounded on the non-interventionist governance. 
As I have showed in previous chapters, economic success and Hong Kong insertion 
into the global economy was indeed premised on large-scale provision of “third world 
welfare services." These meager services served the functions of social pacification 
and reproduction of the cheap labor capacity. The discourse of non-intervention is 
however still important to exist because it continues to help conceals many structural 
and institutional problems, de-politicizing the cause of social ills to personal failures, 
and thus exempting state responsibility in the society. 
Yet the principle of non-interventionism cannot be adomed only by state 
bureaucrats. The idea that success and rewards result only from individual efforts 
51 Quoted from Lee 1998: 632-634. 
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has to be cultivated as a popular concept or social truth agreed and upheld by the 
citizens. Knowledge production such as Chou's work and the discourse on welfare 
cut are important ways the ideology gets disseminated into the social body. The 
government also plays its active part in promoting this ideological screen. As Eliza 
Lee puts its, 
"the colonial-development state actively promoted market ethos of 
individualism and free competition through the doctrine of positive 
non-interventionism; through its inability to produce discourse on the 
political values of democracy, equality and social justice; through 
minimal provision of social security; and through an elitist education 
policy" (Leel998b:4). 
The inability of the state to articulate any other political norms such as 
democracy or human rights leaves the government reiterating helplessly the invisible 
power of the market and importance of individual efforts. They help excuse the state 
from bearing more social responsibility and to hide its under-the-table deals with 
business interests. 
The myth of lassie faire does not go away easily. In the beginning of the 
new millennium, an international research still ranked Hong Kong as the freest 
economy in the world." This kind of research might have missed an important point 
in what they actually mean by free market or non-intervention. For intervention that 
benefits the business sectors, it is usually not considered intervention at all. In fact, 
the SAR government has been actively assisting, subsidizing the business sector 
through intervening into market operations. For example, the government's HK$118 
billion stock market intervention in 1998 was repeatedly evaluated as proper action. 
The intervention helped enormously as a monetary stimulus lowering interest rates 
and invoking investment. Later, the government's decision to retum taxes paid to 
“According to the World Economic Freedom Annual Report 2000 jointly conducted by The Fraser 
Institute (Canada), the Cato Institute (the USA) and The Hong Kong Centre for Economic Research, 
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tax payers also widened the budget deficit. It stabilized nominal income that boosted 
consumption amid falling prices. Even the Greater China economist at Morgan 
Stanley Dean Witter, Andy Xie Guoshong, said, “No other government in Asia has 
spent so much on stimulating their Qconomy''{South China Morning Post December 
23,1999). 
Today, interventionist ruling strategy has become more obvious. The SAR 
government invested massively in different grand developmental projects, such as 
Disneyland and Cyber Ports. The gradual withdrawal of third world welfare services 
targeted at the lower class, as I have argued, is due to the structural change of Hong 
Kong's role in the international division of labor. There is no need for Hong Kong 
to maintain a big pool of unskilled and cheap labor at this developmental stage." 
What our society perceives as desirable labor now are the technological and 
management professionals. 
In sum, the combination, elaboration and systematization of discursive 
elements that I delineate above becomes possible only when they are themselves 
supported by a whole ensemble of practices and processes. These practices and 
processes include the undemocratic process that the colonial government was 
constituted (including the present SAR government); the domination of business 
interests in it; the economic and fiscal policies that limit the provision of social 
service; the stigmatization of the poor in media and intellectual writings. These 
processes are all responsible for enabling and empowering knowledge production 
concerning social welfare such as that by Chou. In tum, knowledge production 
justifies the legitimacy of these processes. 
Hong Kong, together with Singapore, was ranked as the world's "freest" economy {Tai Kung Pao 
January 12’ 2000). 
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• 
Power/Knowledge and the Pnlitics ofWriting 
In the above paragraphs, I demonstrate that the government's unwillingness to 
provide more welfare service cannot be simplified to ideas of state non-intervention. 
I argue that non-interventionism serves more for business interests and functions as an 
excuse for the government to neglect its social responsibility. I also argue that non-
interventionism is largely a myth and is not the real factor that leads to the success of 
Hong Kong. However, the present institutionalized neglect of the poor and the 
widening gap between the rich and the poor in Hong Kong are directly related to this 
ruling principle. 
Not until we investigate the socio-political context and the historical process 
in which the colonial government established its ruling legitimacy and developed its 
ideology of governance can we fmally make sense of taken-for-granted concepts such 
as individual merits, market superiority and free competition. All these concepts and 
modes of thinking were created in a very specific historical conjuncture in which 
Hong Kong entered a developmental state under the British rule. They were later 
elaborated into numerous discourses and forms of knowledge about Hong Kong 
society, on welfare service, economic growth and politics, etc. Chou's writing 
should be understood as the kind of permissible mode of thinking situated in the 
wider relation of power in our society. His writing includes representations of the 
selfish citizen who does not need welfare; his warning on the risk ofdeveloping Hong 
Kong into a welfare state; his insistence that people should solve their own problems; 
and his writing being widely accepted as general commentary on welfare in Hong 
Kong. In this way, we come to understand how the relation of domination and 
53 A view point explicitly expressed by University Professor, Liu Pak Wai (Tai Kung Pao March 25, 
I 
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oppression in our society, in terms of class, gender and ethnicity (between new and 
old immigrants), is further elaborated and reproduced by knowledge production, since 
what knowledge usually articulates is the rationalization of the above social relations. 
The political significance of intellectual writings is blatant. In many ways, 
Chou's writing worked like a cultural representation of Hong Kong, operating as 
"ideological consolidation, subversion and containment, and even expanded upon the 
dominant and emergent social forces" (Pecora 1989: 244). In analogy with Clifford 
Geertz's use of cultural semiotics to explain the political changes of Indonesia during 
the 1960s in his famous work The Interpretation of Culture (1973)，Chou's discourse 
on welfare was intricately caught up in the effect of power. His use of language, 
representation and explanations was anything but conservative and supportive of the 
dominant concerns of the state. In describing Hong Kong people as essentially 
lacking civil senses and welfare right concepts, his writings worked to negate colonial 
state's power in actively suppressing the cultivation of such senses and concepts 
through the non-welfare policy, the doctrine of non-interventionism and upholding the 
market superiority. By saying that Hong Kong people "should solve their own 
problems," Chou ignored, together with the government, the very relationship of 
inequality that inheres in the structure of our society and the various oppressive 
relationships that cannot simply be dismantled individually. In commenting Hong 
Kong as not suitable for a more equitable welfare system, Chou participated in the 
ideological working of global capitalism. Since it helped prepare the society into 
the kind of third world tax heaven preferred by transnational corporations, and 
conveniently neglected the important labor rights and welfare right that these 
corporations would love to discard anyway. 
1999). 
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During the 1990s, Chou's writing sided with the government's stance against 
increase in welfare spending without considering the fact many people were at that 
time excluded from labor market and were in need of state assistance. Witnessing 
the big gap between the poor and the rich, his writing sounded like an official's 
announcement persuading people to solve problems through the market. Chou's 
viewpoint was largely shared by the government and by business interests. And in 
so many ways, they cannot be distinguished from each other. 
Chou's writing was very problematic in the way he characterized Hong Kong 
people such as，"they are selfish" (which might be the character of the American, the 
Arabian, the Malay...) and link these characters with the impossibility of building a 
just welfare system. This kind of interpretations recurs throughout Chou's work and 
it operated to bypass any discussion and public debate on the actual reasons why such 
a system could or could not develop. There was a constant conflation of order of 
arguments and logic that exists between his representation of the people, society and 
the actual desirable outcome of less welfare service. In fact, one should ask 
ultimately the questions of how these characters themselves are shaped by historical 
and extemal factors, instead of an assuming a primordial nature as Chou and the 
government has done. 
Conclusion 
I raise all these questions to explicate that intellectual narration and their 
authority on representing the people is not something neutral or personal. However 
objective and however adequately a researcher's professional status and past research 
experiences tend to add into the narrative, such objectivity "hides ideological 
consideration about what aspects of whose experience" are to become the character of 
1 
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his people and his society (Schrager 1983: 90). One might defend Chou by saying 
that Hong Kong people would also describe themselves as lacking welfare concepts 
and Chou is merely exposing their own views. However, as social researcher, we 
should attend to the social-situatedness of oral testimonies to understand the social, 
political and historical processes that generate the narrative. An automatic recording 
and acceptance of the oral sources will only negate such processes while in many 
instances performs the task of uncritically identifying with the broader social desires, 
interests and values that have shaped the testimonies (Harding 1992). Writing is in 
itself a political choice. One would not doubt the very heavy class bias that has run 
through Chou's ambivalent writing behind in the name of social welfare (Portelli 
1981). 




By the time I finished my research, the problem of poverty and its 
feminization was still invisible and largely unsolved. It is important for policy 
makers to really pay attention to the present situation before it deteriorates. 
However, as I have argued in my previous chapters, the problem cannot be readily 
,1 
resolved by providing more retraining programs to the mid-age women or merely 
granting more monetary assistance to the poor mothers. In the following, I will 
attempt to weave my main arguments into a coherent fabric in order to understand the 
complexity of women and poverty. 
Complicity ofEconomic Development 
In earlier chapters, I have demonstrated the problem is complicatedly 
concerned with the economic development of Hong Kong that incorporates women 
into paid work but reproduces their familial role and dependency status. The 
economic restructuring from late 1980s onward due to changes in broader global 
settings resulted in a decreasing number of available job positions and a more 
discriminating job market. Employers stop accommodating women's familial 
responsibilities and pay them lower wages operating on the assumption that their 
husbands support them financially. Mid-age women not supported by husbands and 
especially single mothers who have childcare responsibilities are particularly prone to 
falling into poverty in this socio-economic context. Because of the above gender-
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role stereotypes, they are also constantly driven out of the job market or can remain in 
it only with very low retum. 
Complicity of Government 
If women succumbing to poverty were a result of market failure, state 
intervention is needed to remedy it. However, as I have shown in chapter four, the 
state not only tolerates the above gender assumptions implicated in the institution and 
management of paid work. The state also actively reproduces them through the 
system of social welfare. The social welfare system is plagued by problems 
lingering from its colonial history in which citizens rights are lacking and women's 
specific needs on welfare, housing and childcare services are ignored. I argue that 
the state through the welfare system acts as a form of public patriarchy because the 
welfare assistance program ensures that mothers are kept at home taking care of their 
children instead of finding jobs to become financially independent. In this way, the 
public/private distinction largely responsible for women's subordination and 
dependency is not only maintained by the market, but it is actively re-invented 
through state policy. 
Powcr of Discourse 
As mentioned, the impoverishment of women is a complicated problem and 
cannot be easily solved because it is not simply economically determined by the job 
market or directly resulted from government neglect. In chapter five and six, I have 
demonstrated that the hegemony does not operate against the poor solely in coercive 
measures or deliberative propaganda of the government. The power against the poor 
runs in a discourse on welfare cut that makes visible the poor, their lives and their 
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behaviors. Power relations operate through people talking scornfully about the poor, 
through the media reporting disapprovingly on their lifestyles and through the public 
articulating the problem of poverty with the new immigrants who are prejudiced in 
Hong Kong. Poor people become the new objects of intervention not only in the 
government's eye, but also in the general public's who exercises its power through 
discriminating the poor and disciplining their lifestyles. 
In discussing the discourse on welfare cut, I have argued that the dominant 
discourse is in fact constituted by existing power relations (the subordination of the 
poor, new immigrants and women) in our society. Manifestations of the discourse 
thus support and reinforce these existing power relations. In this discursive battle 
regarding the welfare cut, the subordination of lower class women is further 
reinforced. By claiming that the poor are over subsidized and by accusing them of 
cheating public money, the public ignores the structural limitation faced by these 
people (the elderly, the disabled and single mothers), causing them to become 
financially dependent. When the discourse on welfare cut is so occupied by 
accusing the poor as lazy and greedy, it conceals the hidden dimension of 
feminization of poverty within the larger problem and thus serves to sustain the myth 
that there is no gender inequality in Hong Kong. 
In many ways, the discourse on welfare cut resonates and echoes with other 
discursive elements in Hong Kong, such as the celebrated success ethic of the territory 
and its people. All of them tend to see individual failures as personal problems, 
without asking how structural and institutional forces determine the opportunities 
available to, and current situations of, individuals. They also tend to see government 
interventions in the society as only disrupting the market forces. In the welfare cut 
event，assisting the poor is not seen as a righteous action of a government that seeks to 
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eliminate social inequality. Rather, it is seen as an erroneous step, which has 
encouraged dependency culture and abuse of the welfare system. 
Effects of Discnurse 
Another negative impact the discourse on welfare cut specifically brings forth 
is an intensified social antagonism against welfare recipients and a more extreme 
I 
xenophobia against new immigrants. Many informants I interviewed mentioned that 
although insufficient grant did not allow them to maintain a basic material adequacy, 
this was not the real problem. The real difficulty in their everyday lives was the 
insulting stares and wordings of the neighbors, friends and strangers. Before the 
whole discourse on welfare cut, they said people would at least have some sympathy 
on them. After the event, people's attitudes were changed. They found it stressftil 
even to bring the children to visit the McDonald's or the toy stores because they were 
afraid that neighbors might accuse them of wasting government money. 
I consider the discourse on welfare cut a social tragedy for Hong Kong society 
and a bad lesson for Hong Kong's citizens. Apart from obscuring the real sources of 
the problem, the discourse has rid Hong Kong people of their ability to empathize or 
even sympathize with the socially vulnerable. Social concem is important in a 
civilized and developed society. Yet, Hong Kong has lost the remaining trace of it. 
Through the discourse, the government has also successfully distracted popular anger 
away from the more important questions of income polarization, government 
inefficiency and social injustice and into problems of the individuals. 
1 
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Discourse and Knowledge Production 
Discourses do not arise out of social vacuum. As I have argued in chapter six, 
discourses are constituted by knowledge and dominant power. At the same time, 
however, knowledge is also constituted by power and it usually resonates with other 
discourses in the society. Usually knowledge, discourse and power can hardly be 
distinguished from one another. For example, the intellectual work I have looked at 
is in so many ways similar to the dominant discourse on social welfare. Also, it 
coincides with the views of the dominant political power. One of the reasons is that 
knowledge directly constitutes discourse. Another reason is that knowledge 
production should be understood as always embraced and enabled in an ensemble of 
political processes and discursive practices. This means that knowledge does not 
exist independently from power relations as claimed by many. Knowledge cannot 
be value-free and ideologically unbound. Knowledge production is always mediated 
and implicated, and usually constituted, by power relations. Knowledge helps 
inform the society by specifying which direction it should go. It helps inform the 
people on how to make sense of themselves, their surrounding world and things that 
are happening. In discussing poverty and its feminization, it is thus important to 
look at mainstream knowledge that helps us to make sense of the present social 
welfare system and the poor people. The most important thing, however, is to see 
how this knowledge production is inevitably intertwined with the dominant power 
relations of the society. 
In the last chapter, I juxtaposed some Chou Yung-hsin's works together with 
the hidden dimensions of the political economy of Hong Kong in the 1990s. For 
example, I put together the shameful amount of CSSA for a recipient in 2000 (about 
HK$l,700 monthly) with Chou's comment that CSSA is enough for people to survive. 
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In doing so, I want to reveal that knowledge or sometimes what we call the "Truth" 
does not lie out of reach of the political power. Knowledge lies precisely inside the 
configuration of our political and economic power structures. Sometimes, 
knowledge production even works to ideologically consolidate the dominant social 
forces and normalize the existing unequal power relations in the society. In 
reconstructing some of the stories concerning social welfare development I want to 
show that knowledge sometimes prevents, instead of allows, us to actually see the 
social reality of the poor. 
In writing the last chapter on knowledge production and power, I implicitly 
want to show the reason why poverty and its feminization is an invisible issue. One 
the one hand, the political power and economy are part of the social processes that 
reproduce and reinforce unequal gender assumptions. They constantly re-instate the 
distinction between the public and private spheres and the familial role of women 
hence securing the gender hierarchy in the society. On the other hand, knowledge 
production and discourse formation directly constitute the perception and social 
subjectivities of policy makers, social workers, employers and intellectuals 
sculpturing the way we see our society, economy and the government. When 
I 
knowledge and social discourses in our society cannot even recognize the problem of 
poverty and social inequality at large, there is little hope that the agenda of women 
and poverty can be addressed. 
The Future 
It is no easy job to eradicate the problem of women and poverty. We need a 
democratic government that is more concerned with broader social inequality and has 
greater gender sensitivity rather than one that merely pays attention to economic 
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growth. We also need to re-evaluate the way economic development models upon 
men as workers and women as women workers attached with domestic roles. 
Economic development should evolve together with social development that sees all 
people as citizens entitled to social, political and economic rights. In this way, the 
socially vulnerable would no longer be seen as useless people but someone to be 
cared for. The state and the private market should also try to accommodate the 
childcare responsibilities of the citizens and stop seeing it as a natural job of women. 
We also need a change in social discourse and knowledge production that re-orients 
people's perception towards the poor and women. Through these ways, we can open 
a possibility for people and society to really look at the problem of women and 
poverty. 
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